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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this project was to investigate four markers of 

early cognitive development in preterm and fullterm infants with 

uncomplicated pre- and peri-natal medical histories. These included 

object memory, location memory, memory and manual search, and inhibitory 

control of reaching. In addition, the relation between behavioral 

organization at term and the development of these abilities was 

investigated. For all test sessions, the PT infants were tested at 

corrected age (age since expected due date) rather than chronological 

age (age since birth). The Assessment of Preterm Infant Behavior (APIB) 

was used to measure regulation of attention, orientation to visual 

stimuli, motor functioning, and modulatory abilities at 2 weeks 

corrected age. At 2.5, 4.5, and 6.5 months corrected age, each infant 

was tested on Visual Paired Comparison and Visual Search. At B.5, 10.5, 

and 12.5 months of corrected age each infant was tested on A-not-B and 

Object Retrieval. Successful performance on VPC and VS is thought to 

depend on the functional development of the object vision and spatial 

vision systems, respectively. Successful performance on A-not-B and OR 

depends on the functional integrity of the dorsolateral prefrontal 

cortex. FT infants evidenced better performance on all domains of 

functioning measured by the APIB. While the infants did not evidence 

object memory at any age tested, which was attributed to difficulty of 

task demands, they did evidence location memory at all ages tested. 

There was not a direct effect of PT birth on VPC or VS performance. 
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However, there was an indirect effect of PT birth, mediated by APIB 

performance, on attention behaviors during both tasks. There was not a 

direct effect of PT birth on A-not-B or OR performance. However, there 

was an indirect effect of PT birth, mediated by APIB performance, on the 

development of OR abilities. These findings indicate that group 

differences in behavioral organization at 2 weeks of age differentially 

predict rates of development on some cognitive tasks. Finally, the 

overall pattern of results indicates that uncomplicated PT birth does 

not alter the functional development of the neural systems studied. 
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INTRODUCTION 
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Biologic influences are not the sole deterloinants of early neural 

development; early experiences also have an impact on later 

neurobehavioral functioning. Animal research suggests that modification 

in both the type and timing of experience can alter neural development 

and subsequent behavior (Black & Greenough, 1986; Duffy, Mower, Jensen, 

& Als, 1984; Nadel & Willner, 1989). These findings have important 

implications for understanding brain maturation and the differential 

effects of early experience in human infants. In humans, many neural 

structures important for the development of cognitive functions are 

undergoing critical periods of maturation during the late gestation and 

early postnatal period (Marin-Padilla, 1990). Alterations in early 

experience may have their most pronounced effects during this time 

period. One human population that allows for the study of the effect of 

early experience on early cortical and cognitive maturation are infants 

born preterm (PT). These infants are exposed to the extra-uterine 

environment a time when the immature brain is not fully ready for all 

the resulting visual, auditory, vestibular, and tactile stimuli. 

Infants born prior to term exhibit different behavioral profiles 

than those infants born fullterm (FT), even when assessed at the same 

post-conceptional age (Als, Duffy, & McAnulty, 1988; Duffy, Als, & 

McAnulty, 1990). Some researchers have suggested that these differences 

cannot be fully explained by complications of known cerebral insult 

(i.e., asphyxia, hemorrhage, trauma, or seizures). The simple fact of 
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preterm birth, in and of itself, may have important consequences for 

subsequent neural, behavioral, and cognitive development (Duffy et a1., 

1984; A1s, Duffy, McAnulty, & Badian, 1989). To substantiate this view, 

there is a need for the study of behavioral and cognitive outcome after 

uncomplicated pre term birth and investigation of the neural systems that 

may serve as the substrates of observed behavioral and cognitive 

differences. 

To date, few researchers have approached the study of brain and 

cognitive development with PT infants in this manner. Traditional 

assessments of infant behavior and cognition focus on the development of 

sensori-motor abilities. Most researchers have found that performance 

of PT infants on these standardized tests lags behind that of FT infants 

during the first 18 months of life (Siegel, 1983; Ungerer & Sigman, 

1983), even when PT infants are matched with FT infants for post

conceptional age (Ungerer & Sigman, 1983). Unfortunately, these tests 

reveal little about the development of specific cognitive functions or 

their neural correlates. In addition, infant researchers often test 

heterogenous groups of PT infants, rendering generalization of findings 

difficult. An increasing number of researchers now prefer to use 

measures of early information processing. These are usually novelty 

detections tasks that can be used to measure attention to, and 

recognition memory for, visual, auditory, and tactile stimuli. In 

general, PT infants perform less well than their FT counterparts on 

these tasks (Rose, 1983; Rose, Feldman, McCarton, & Wolfson, 1988a; 

Rose, Feldman, & Wallace, 1988b; Spungun, Kurtzberg, & Vaughan, 1985). 
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However, it is unclear how select groups of PT infants perform on these 

tasks when they are used to tap specific domains of cognitive 

functioning and the development of related neural systems. 

The purpose of this research project was to investigate the 

development of four select cognitive abilities in one group of PT 

infants, those with healthy prenatal and perinatal medical histories. 

Development of these infants was compared to that of healthy FT 

controls. All infants in this study were free of any known prenatal 

complications (e.g., maternal infection, disease, or drug use), 

perinatal medical complications (e.g., asphyxia, respiratory distress 

syndrome, infection, or disease), or congenital abnormalities or 

malformations. That is, both groups of infants were free of any known 

medical events that could potentially effect neural development during 

the prenatal and early postnatal periods. Infants were also free of 

cerebral insult and developmental disorders, as detectable by clinical 

exam. While benign medical histories and uneventful clinical exams do 

not guarantee a 'clean' PT sample, medical factors were controlled for 

as much as possible. For all test sessions, the PT infants were seen at 

corrected age (age since expected due date) rather than postnatal age 

(age since birth). With all major medical and maturational differences 

accounted for, the study of the effect of premature exposure to the 

extra-uterine environment, in and of itself, on behavioral and cognitive 

outcome was made possible. 

The cognitive abilities measured were object recognition memory 

(object vision system), location recognition memory (spatial vision 
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system), the ability to successfully search for hidden objects 

(dorsolateral prefrontal cortex), and inhibitory control of reaching 

behavior (dorsolateral prefrontal cortex). These cognitive abilities 

were chosen for several reasons: (a) each represent important cognitive 

milestones during the first 12 months of life; (b) performance standards 

for FT infants are generally known while much less is known about the 

performance of healthy PT infants; and (c) the tasks that have been 

developed to tap these abilities have kno~m neural correlates. In 

healthy FT infants, object recognition memory develops within the first 

2 months of life (Olson & Sherman, 1983). There is preliminar.y evidence 

to suggest that location memory also develops very early in infancy 

(Baillargeon, 1986; Baillargeon & Devos, 1991). The ability to perform 

successfully on search tasks and to inhibit reaching behavior develops 

during the second half of the first year of life. 

The brain structures important for the development of each of 

these cognitive abilities mature at slightly different times, and thus 

may be differentially effected by preterm birth. The object and spatial 

vision systems, at least in their most rudimentary form, are thought to 

mature during the first few months of life. In contrast, the prefrontal 

cortex undergoes extensive maturation during the later part of the first 

year and continues to mature at least into the first decade of life. 

Preterm birth may effect neural maturation of later developing 

structures more than early developing structures. Thus, if group 

differences emerged, it was expected that PT infants would evidence 

selective, rather than general, cognitive deficits. That is, prefrontal 
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functions would be more effected by preterm birth than the object or 

spatial memory systems. Because differences in performance at anyone 

age may reflect individual differences in early behavioral organization, 

in addition to group differences, the relation between early regulatory 

and state/attentiona1 abilities and the development of these cognitive 

abilities was also assessed. 

In Chapter 2, a review of the literature for each of these major 

issues is presented; early behavioral organization of PT infants, 

development of object and location recognition memory and related neural 

structures, the development of manual search and inhibitory control of 

reaching and related neural structures, and possible explanations for 

experience-related alterations in neural and behavioral development. 

Chapter 3 describes the procedures for project enrollment and methods 

for Experiment 1. Chapter 4 describes methods and results for 

Experiments 1, 2 and 3. Chapter 5 describes methods and results for 

Experiments 1, 4 and 5. Finally, Chapter 6 is dedicated to a general 

discussion of the findings. 
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CHAPTER 2 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

Early Behavioral Organization of PT Infants 

Early assessment of pre term infants indicates that they are often 

more physiologically, motorical1y, and state disorganized than fullterm 

infants of the same post-conceptional age. Here, state refers to a 

condition of arousal and includes asleep, drowsy, awake and alert, awake 

and not alert, fussing, and crying. Assessments of behavioral 

organization, such as the Assessment of Pre term Infant Behavior (APIB), 

measure a neonate's response to stimuli during sleep (i.e., the ability 

to habituate to light and noise during sleep), response to tactile 

maneuvers (i.e., reflexes, such as the Babinski or Moro) , and response 

to orientation items (i.e., the ability to focus on and track animate 

and inanimate stimuli). PT infants are easily stressed by 

environmental input (auditory, visual, and tactile) and have difficulty 

with self-regulating input and modulating behavioral responses. When 

environmental stimuli is overwhelming they respond with imbalance in the 

physiologic, motor, and state systems (Als et al., 1988). 

Manifestations of imbalance, or stress, in the physiologic system 

include respiratory pauses, changes in heart rate, gagging, and tremors; 

in the motor system include, flaccidity, hypertonicity, and frantic, 

diffuse motor activity; and in the state system include, diffuse sleep 

or awake states, staring, panicked or worried alertness, and abrupt 

fluctuations in states. Examples of stress behaviors are listed in 



Table 1. In addition, PT infants often require much caretaker 

facilitation, such as swaddling, holding, sucking or cessation of 

environmental stimulation, to maintain balance. PT-FT infant 

differences in behavioral organization are true even for those infants 

with uncomplicated medical histories. mlile healthy PT infants 

generally perform much better than PT infants with medical 

complications, they are still less modulated than healthy FT cohorts 

(A1s et al., 1988) within all systems (physiologic, motor, state). 

Insert Table 1 here 

In addition to a systems approach, the APIB can also be used to 

measure performance within domains of behavior. Confirmatory factor 

analysis indicates that the APIB measures four domains of behavioral 

functioning; modulatory, attention, motor, and orientation (Sell, 

Wilcox, & Figueredo, unpublished data). It may be that healthy PT and 

FT infants will also perform differently within each of theses domains 

and that early performance on the APIB will predict later modulatory, 

attentional, and motor behaviors. 

15 

Of particular interest here are PT-FT differences in visual 

attention behaviors. At 40 weeks conceptional age, PT infants take 

longer to habituate to a visual stimulus, such as a light source 

(Friedman, Jacobs, & Werthman, 1981), and evidence longer duration of 

looks to visual stimuli, such as pictures (Kopp, Sigman, Parmelee, & 

Jeffrey, 1975; Sigman, Kopp, Littman, & Parmelee, 1977), than FT infants 
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of the same post-conceptional age. These differences are independent of 

age from birth and appear to reflect either an inability to inhibit 

visual attention or a slower rate of information intake. When presented 

with visual stimuli at 42 weeks post-conceptional age PT infants also 

have poorer quality of attention, as evidenced by less shininess of gaze 

and eye openness, and may tire more easily than FT infants (Spungen, 

Kurtzberg, & Vaughan, 1985). 

For many PT infants, early emerging patterns of behavioral 

disorganization persist throughout at least the first 18 months of life 

(A1s, 1983; Korner et a1., 1989) even in the face of developmental gains 

(Korner et a1., 1989). PT infants who are behaviorally disorganized and 

poorly modulated on the APIB also evidence behavioral disorganization at 

9 and 18 months of age when tested on the Assessment of Older Infant 

Behavior (AOIB), a measure conceptually similar to the APIB (A1s, 1983). 

For example, when presented with a problem solving task some PT infants 

become frustrated more easily and focus for shorter periods of time. 

Difficulty in regulating their own behavior is evidenced either as 

prematurely seeking help from their mother or as difficulty in 

withdrawing from the task and seeking assistance when necessary. Other 

studies also report PT-FT infant differences in regulatory or 

attentiona1 abilities during the first year. Eight month-old PT infants 

are slower to turn away from familiar objects that were previously 

explored manually and visually (Sigman, 1976). Ruff, McCarton, 

Kurtzburg, and Vaughan (1984) also found that PT infants evidence less 

manual exploration than FT infants at 9 months of age. However, those 
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infants with complicated medical histories (e.g., need for early 

respiratory support, questionable neurological exam, and poor 

performance on neurobehaviora1 assessment) evidenced significantly fewer 

exploratory behaviors than FT infants, while those infants with 

uncomplicated medical histories did not. It is often the case that when 

medical histories are examined, those PT infants with uncomplicated 

medical histories perform better than infants with complicated medical 

histories, independent of gestational age at birth. 

Development of Object and Location Memory 

Object Recognition Memory 

Recognition memory for objects is generally assessed using either 

a habituation or paired comparison task. Both tasks are comprised of 

three major components; (a) a familiarization (habituation) phase, (b) a 

delay interval, and (c) a test phase. In the familiarization phase the 

infant views a stimulus until they reach habituation criterion. 

Habituation criterion is either a preset amount of looking time to a 

stimulus or a measure of decreased attention to a stimulus. After 

reaching habituation criterion a delay interval is imposed and then 

recognition memory for the stimulus is tested. The test phase varies 

somewhat for habituation and VPC tasks. In a habituation task, the test 

phase involves showing the infant a new stimulus. Looking time to the 

new stimulus during the test phase is compared to looking time to the 

old stimulus late in the habituation phase. In VPC, the new stimulus is 

paired with the old stimulus during the test trial. Looking times to 



the two stimuli during the test trial are compared. Because infants 

prefer to look at something novel, as compared to something familiar, 

recognition memory is inferred when infants spend significantly longer 

looking at the novel, as compared to the familiar, stimulus. 

18 

Recognition memory for visual stimuli (e.g., pictures of faces or 

objects) has been observed in infants as young as 2 days of age. By 2-3 

months of age infants reliably demonstrate recognition memory for 

familiar visual stimuli (Olson & Sherman, 1983). Over the first 6 

months of life there is rapid improvement in the ability of infants to 

detect novel objects (i.e., remember objects that they have seen 

before). With age, infants need shorter exposure (i.e., encoding) 

periods to reach habituation and can tolerate longer delays between 

familiarization and test (i.e., can remember longer). 

Pre term infants evidence different patterns of performance than FT 

infants on object recognition tasks. Compared to FT infants, PT infants 

tend to look longer and more continuously at a visual stimulus (Rose et 

al., 1988a; Spungun et al., 1985), evidence less shifting of gaze 

between stimuli (Rose et a1., 1988a; Spungun et al., 1985), need longer 

familiarization times to habituate to a stimulus (Rose et al., 1988b; 

Spungun et a1., 1985), and are less likely to recognize an object as 

being familiar (Rose, 1983; Spungun et al., 1985). These differential 

patterns of performance have been observed at term (Spungun et al., 

1985),4 months (Sigman & Parmelee, 1974), 6-8 months (Rose, 1981; Rose 

et al., 1988b), and 12 months of age (Rose, 1983). However, PT-FT 

differences in the ability to remember familiar objects appears to be a 



function of familiarization time. If given longer to encode an object 

PT infants will show a novelty response, albeit performance is less 

consistent that of FT infants (Rose, 1983). 
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PT-FT infant differences in performance on recognition memory 

tasks may be reflective of differences in speed of information 

processing. For example, Siqueland (1981) found that PT infants perform 

like FT infants when recognition memory depends on identification of the 

external features of a design. However, PT-FT differences were found 

when subsequent recognition required identification of the internal 

features of a design. Colombo and colleagues (Colombo, Mitchell, 

Coldren, & Freeseman, 1991; Freeseman & Colombo, 1991) have reported 

that certain features of designs (i.e., global) are encoded more quickly 

than other features (local). Thus, if given short familiarization 

times, those infants who are 'fast' information processors (usually 

determined by mean length of looks) perform better than 'slow' 

information processors on tasks that require recognition of local 

features. If encoding of global features is required for later 

recognition, slow and fast processors do not differ in memory 

performance. PT infants are thought to be 'slow' information processors 

(i.e., they generally evidence longer looking times). Thus, the 

differences in recognition abilities that Siqueland and others have 

reported may be related to differential rates of information processing. 

Siqueland suggests that if given enough familiarization time and given 

stimuli that can be easily discriminated (i.e., do not exceed visual 

discriminative and encoding capacities) PT infants can recognize 
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familiar objects as well as FT infants. 

Differences in memory performance are sometimes related to medical 

and environmental factors. For instance, Werner and Siqueland (1978) 

found that while PT infants could recognize familiar objects (FT 

controls were not tested), recognition memory scores were positively 

correlated with birth gestational age and weight, and negatively 

correlated with degree of medication complications, increased risk of 

mortality, and length of hospitalization. Those PT infants who were 

born older and weighed more, who had few medical complications and spent 

less time in the hospital, evidenced higher memory scores. Other 

studies report similar results. Sigman & Parmelee (1974) report that PT 

infants perform less well than FT infants on visual recognition memory 

tests, and that these differences are significantly correlated with 

obstetrical complications. Those infants with fewer medical 

complications evidence greater recognition memory scores. In order to 

test for differences that can be attributed to preterm birth, itself, it 

is necessary to control for differences in prenatal and perinatal 

medical histories. 

It should be noted that PT infant differences in encoding of, and 

memory for, visual stimuli are not a function of differences in 

perceptual abilities. Based on clinical observations, infant 

researchers once entertained the idea that development of the visual 

system was accelerated by early exposure to the extra-uterine 

environment (Gesell, Ilg, & Bullis, 1949). Continued research on the 

effects of early experience on development of the visual system with 
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human and non-human infants has led researchers to believe that early 

visual experience does not accelerate the development of perceptual 

mechanisms. According to available behavioral research, it appears that 

there is no difference in the perceptual development of healthy PT and 

FT infants. Miranda (1969) found no difference in pattern preferences 

for 3 day-old FT infants and PT infants tested at term. Other 

researchers report similar results for PT and FT infants tested at 3 

months (Siqueland, 1981), 4 months (Sigman & Parmelee, 1974), and 6 

months (Fantz & Fagan, 1975) of age. Barring severe medical 

complications and/or organic damage, it appears that the perceptual 

development of PT infants is not enhanced or deterred by early birth. 

Development of the visual system, at least at the level of perceptual 

preferences and discrimination, is determined by post-conceptual age 

rather than postnatal age. 

Location Recognition Memory 

While it is clear that infants as young as 2 months of age 

evidence memory for familiar objects the developmental timecourse for 

location recognition memory is not well known. Traditionally, location 

memory in infants has been assessed with manual search tasks. However, 

manual search tasks cannot be used with infants younger than 7.0 months 

of age because young infants are unable to search for hidden objects. 

In addition, successful performance on a manual search tasks requires 

the ability to remember the locativn of a hidden object and express this 

knowledge through motor action. The integration of these two cognitive 

abilities renders this task much more difficult than a task that 
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measures location memory only (Baillargeon, Graber, DeVos, & Black, 

1991; Diamond, 1985). Recently, Baillargeon and colleagues 

(Baillargeon, DeVos, & Graber, 1989; Baillargeon & Graber, 1988) have 

devised a task to assess location memory abilities in infants without 

the manual component. In the ViSUAl search (VS) task, infants see an 

object hidden at one of two locations. After a delay the object either 

appears from where it was hidden (possible event) or appears from the 

other location of hiding (impossible event). It is well known that 

infants look longer at novel, or surprising, events. In this task, when 

infants look reliably longer at the impossi.ble, as compared to the 

possible, event it is inferred that they remember the location of the 

object. Baillargeon found that 8-month-old infants could remember the 

location of hiding after delays as long as 70 seconds; that is, they 

were surprised to see the object appear from the impossible, as compared 

to the possible, location (Baillargeon et a1., 1989). This task has not 

beeu used with infants younger than 8 months of age or with PT infants. 

While it is not known how very young infants will perform on the 

VS task, there is reason to believe that they will evidence location 

memory. Baillargeon and colleagues conducted several studies in which 

infants were required to reason about the relative location of a hidden 

object in addition to other physical properties of the object. With one 

task, they found that by 6.0 months of age both males and females could 

reason correctly about the existence, trajectory, and relative location 

of a hidden object (Baillargeon, 1986; Baillargeon & DeVos, 1991). With 

another task, they found that by 5.5 months of age infants could reason 
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about the relative location of objects and means-end sequences 

(Baillargeon, et al., 1991). I propose that when asked to reason about 

spatial location, only, infants younger than 5.5-6.0 months of age will 

evidence location recognition memory. If location memory, as measured 

by the VS task, is evident in infants as young as 2.5 months of age 

(about the time that object recognition memory can be reliably 

demonstrated) it would suggest that knowledge about an object's location 

is a fundamental aspect of object concept. 

Attention measures 

As mentioned earlier, it has been reported that PT infants 

evidence different patterns of attention during visual memory tasks than 

FT infants. Many different aspects of looking behavior can measured 

during VPC and VS. Some of these include: (a) the amount of 

familiarization time needed to reach habituation criterion, (b) mean 

length of looks during familiarization and/or test trials, (c) the 

amount of time spent fixating on the target(s) in relation to the amount 

of time the target(s) were available for viewing, and (d) number of 

looks away during familiarization and/or test trials. The first of 

these is a decrement measure and represents the rate of habituation to a 

stimulus. The second is a duration measure and represents the average 

length of looks to a stimulus. In general, both are thought to 

represent speed of processing. Infants who take longer to reach 

habituation criterion and who have longer mean length of looks are 

considered slow information processors. Those infants who reach 

habituation criterion quickly and who have short looks to stimuli are 
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considered fast information processors. The percentage of time that an 

infant spends attending to a stimulus can also be considered a duration 

measure, although it has an additional component. Rather than simply 

measuring the duration of looking, it also compares attention to and 

attention away from stimuli during the entire trial (i.e., when given a 

choice, does the infant spend more time looking, or not looking, at the 

stimuli). Duration measures are one of the most stable attention 

measures, across both short term (week to week) and long term (several 

months) intervals (Colombo, Mitchell, O'Brien, & Horowitz, 1987). 

Number of looks away is a fixation measure and records an infants 

ability to disengage attention from a stimulus. It has been suggested 

that infants who have few looks away (e.g., less shifting of gaze) 

during a familiarization trial are not only slow information processors 

(Colombo, Mitchell, & Horowitz, 1988) but also have difficulty 

inhibiting attention (Sigman et al., 1977). While fixation measures 

have been popular in the past, they seem to have little short term or 

long term reliability (Colombo et al., 1987). In addition, there is no 

clear evidence that fewer looks away represents an inability to inhibit 

attention. In sum, duration of looking measures are currently the 

preferred attention measures because they have the greatest short- and 

long-term reliability. However, interpretation of all attentional 

measures need to be made with caution. While each represent an internal 

process, it is not clear what that process is. In addition, it is 

unclear whether group differences in attention performance are due to 

organic (i.e., structural) or a strategic (i.e., operational) factors 
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(Colombo et al., 1991). 

If attention behaviors tell us something about information 

processing, then what is the relation between attention during 

familiarization trials and memory for visual stimuli? Some studies have 

found a positive correlation between attention and memory measures. 

Those infants with shorter length of looks and more shifting of gaze 

during familiarization trials have greater response to novelty (Colombo 

et a1., 1988). That is, those infants who are fast information 

processors are more likely to remember familiar visual stimuli. Others 

have found that attention variables during familiarization trials are 

not directly correlated with novelty detection (Moss, Colombo, Mitchell, 

& Horowitz, 1988; Rose et a1., 1988a). In fact, Rose et a1. (1988a) 

found that while PT infants have increased length of looks, decreased 

shifting of gaze, and lower object recognition scores (as compared to FT 

infants) attention during familiarization trials was not correlated with 

recognition scores. It may be the case that while infants can be 

described as either slow or fast habituators, based on length of time 

needed to reach habituation criterion, and that those infants who fall 

into the 'fast' group are less likely to show a novelty response 

(Baillargeon, 1987), that attention measures are not reliable predictors 

of performance on memory tasks (Rose et a1., 1988a). 

The finding that attention and memory variables are not always 

correlated, although they often appear to be related, suggests that 

there may other factors that influence attention and/or recognition 

scores. One possibility is regulation of arousal. The finding that PT 
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infants are slower to habituate, have longer looking times, and also 

have poorer recognition scores may be better explained by difficulty in 

modulating general arousal. This would affect all attentional (i.e., 

the ability to initiate, sustain, and inhibit attention) and cognitive 

capacities (Bornstein & Sigman, 1986; Sigman, Cohen, Beckwith, & 

Parmelee, 1986). An infant who is able to modulate arousal would be 

better able to maintain low levels of stress in response to 

environmental stimulation, resulting in better attentional and cognitive 

functioning. 

If it is true that the ability to modulate arousal is an important 

determinant of visual attention and recognition memory, there should be 

a correlation between the ability to regulate states very early in life, 

as measured by an early assessment of behavioral organization, and 

performance on VPC and VS. One possibility is that regulation of 

arousal effects both attention and memory scores. A recent study (Moss, 

et al., 1988) found that the range of states PT infants display on the 

NBAS-R, an early measure of behavioral organization similar to the APIB, 

predicts visual discrimination scores at term and at 4 months of age. 

Those infants who had high range of state scores (i.e., were able to be 

aroused from sleep to a quiet alert state, were moderately irritable, 

and had few state changes) were more likely to discriminate the visual 

stimulus in the dishabituation phase than were those who had low range 

of state scores (i.e., were seldom or never aroused, were irritable and 

easily agitated, and were difficult to console). 

Another possibility is that state regulation at term effects 
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development of attentional abilities, and in turn attention abilities 

effect memory performance. In this scenario, the ability to modulate 

arousal is indirectly related to efficiency of information processing. 

If an infant can maintain low levels of stress in response to 

environmental stimulation and modulate attentional states to draw as 

much information from the environment as possible, they will be more 

likely to perform optimally on information processing tasks. More 

efficient information processing may result in better novelty detection. 

In sum, PT infants evidence different patterns of attention during 

visual recognition memory tasks, and are less likely to remember 

familiar objects, than FT infants. However, if given sufficient time to 

encode the visual stimulus they will evidence recognition memory. While 

it is often the case that PT and FT infants evidence differential 

performance on measures of both attention and memory, attention 

variables during familiarization trials do not consistently predict 

recognition memory scores. Another factor, such as arousal, may be 

influencing both attention and memory. If this is the case, early 

developing patterns of behavioral arousal should predict performance on 

both attention and memory measures. Finally, early medical 

complications can influence later performance on visual memory tasks. 

In order to determine the effect of PT birth, alone, on attention and 

memory abilities early medical histories need to be controlled for. It 

should be noted, however, that because cerebral insult and developmental 

disorders sometimes go undetected, this is not always possible. 
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Neural Correlates of Object and Location Memory 

The development of both object and location memory is of 

particular interest in light of current memory research in the 

neurosciences. Ungerleider and Mishkin (1982) proposed that there are 

two cortical visual memory systems in the primate; the object vision 

system and the spatial vision system. The ability to recognize familiar 

objects (object vision) depends on a system that includes a pathway from 

visual cortex --> area TE in the inferior temporal lobe --> hippocampus 

and related medial temporal lobe structures. The ability to recognize 

the location of objects (spatial vision system) involves a visual cortex 

--> posterior parietal lobe --> limbic circuit (Mishkin, 1982; 

Ungerleider & Mishkin, 1982). The neuroanatomica1 location of these 

circuits is depicted in Figure 1. While limbic structures seem to play 

a role in both systems (Brickson & Bachevalier, 1984; Parkinson, Murray, 

& Mishkin, 1989), their functional significance is unclear. These two 

systems are considered neuroanatomically and functionally distinct, 

although there is at least one cortical site for integration of these 

systems (Baizer, Ungerleider, & Desimone, 1991; Boussaoud, Ungerleider, 

& Desimone, 1990). While not all would agree that visual memory systems 

are best described in this manner, and there is currently much debate 

about how to best conceptualize visual processing systems (e.g., Goodale 

& Milner, 1992), this is still considered a valid distinction (Desimone 

& Unger1eider, 1989) and will be used here. 
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Insert Figure 1 here 

Development of Temporal and Parietal Lobes 

Developmentally, then, the cortical areas of greatest importance 

to this discussion are the inferior temporal (IT) and the posterior 

parietal (PP) lobes. This discussion will begin with a review of data 

on the developmental of temporal and parietal areas, as a whole. 

Prenatally, the parietal and temporal areas undergo their most rapid 

growth during the last month of gestation (Rabinowitz, 1967). Cortical 

layers become thicker during this time, mainly due to an increase in 

cell density, and continue to increase in size until well after birth, 

mainly due to maturation of nerve cells (Conel, 1939-1963; Rabinowitz, 

1967). Subdivisions within the parietal and temporal lobes appear to 

development at different rates. Sensory areas of the parietal lobe are 

cytoarchitectonically more distinct before term than association areas 

(e.g., PP cortex). Likewise, motor areas of the temporal lobe are also 

structurally more distinct than association areas (e.g., IT cortex) 

(Conel, 1939-1963; Larroche, 1966). During the first few months of 

life, the sensory and motor areas continue to be more developed than 

association areas. Cortical association areas begin myelination around 

3-4 months of age and continue to myelinate into adulthood. Differences 

between subdivi.sions become much less pronounced towards the end of the 

first, and during the second, year of life. 

Slater and colleagues (Slater, McConnel, Souza, Barson, Simpson, & 
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Gilchrist, 1992) report early, rapid changes in neurochemistry in the 

human temporal cortex. They found age-related changes in the binding 

levels of, and number of uptakes sites for, the amino acids glutamate 

and asparate. Amino acids are thought to be important for early neural 

development; they playa role in neuronal survival, synaptogenesis, and 

synaptic plasticity (Slater et al., 1992). They found the lowest 

binding levels between 25-40 weeks gestation with a rapid increase in 

levels between term and 4 weeks of age. The highest levels were found 

between 3-4 months of age, exceeding the levels normally found in 

adults, and by 5 months the number of binding sites was 3 times that 

found in the adult brain. Binding levels then decreased between 6.0 

months and 1.5 years of age. Slater et al. (1992) suggest that the age

related changes in levels of binding, and number of binding sites, may 

be related to synaptogenesis early in development (i.e., observed 

increase) followed by the pruning of synapses (i.e., observed decline). 

Functional development of temporal and parietal cortical areas is 

also apparent during the first few months of life. Using positron 

emission tomography (PET), Chugani, Phelps, and Mazziotta (1987) studied 

developmental changes in local cerebral metabolic rates. In infants 

less than 5 weeks, activation was greatest in sensory-motor areas. By 3 

months, metabolic activity had increased in parietal, temporal, and 

occipital cortices. Frontal cortical regions evidenced a rise in 

activity by 6-8 months. This data corroborates neuroanatomical data 

suggesting differential rates of maturation, at least during the first 6 

months of life, for sensory-motor and associate areas. Peak rates in 



all areas were reached by 3-4 years and were maintained until around 9 

years when they began to decline. Adult rates were reached by the 

latter part of the second decade. Thus, functional development of 

parietal and temporal areas begins by at least 3 months, and continues 

for many years afterwards. 
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Region-related differences in maturation are not fully supported 

by neuroanatomical data. In a study of monkey cortex, Goldman-Rakic 

(1987) reports a rapid, uniform increase in synaptic density across all 

areas studied (i.e., visual, somatosensory, motor, prefrontal, and 

hippocampal cortex), from the last third of gestation until around 4 

months after birth. The peak excess of synapses was highest between 2-4 

months of age, with a decline to adult levels after several years. If 

these findings are generalizable to human cortex, they would suggest 

that peak synaptogenesis in the human cerebral cortex occurs well after 

4 months of age. Based on this data, Goldman-Rakic (1987) suggests that 

different neural systems (e.g., visual, motor, association) develop 

concurrently, rather than sequentially. Hierarchical development occurs 

within, rather than between, neural systems. While the idea of 

sequential development of sensory/motor and association areas is not 

consistent with other neuroanatomical and functional evidence, there may 

be several reasons for these apparent differences. First, it is 

possible that not all indicators of neural development are orthogonal. 

That is, some indicators (i.e., synaptogenesis) may evidence an even 

rate of change across all areas of the cortex while other indicators 

(i.e., neurochemical changes or functional differences) evidence 
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differential rates of maturation across cortical areas. In this case, 

the elimination of connections, rather than ~ynAptogenesis, may be the 

important development event (Purves & Lichtman, 1980; Stanfield, 1984). 

Second, in Go1dman-Rakic's study there may have been slight differences 

in the rate of maturation between areas. The peak for synaptogenesis 

ranged from 2-4 months for each area studied, suggesting that some areas 

may have peaked up to 2 months before other areas. When translated into 

'human time', these differences could account for differential rates of 

development between cortical areas. 

Development of Inferior Temporal Cortex 

So far I have described development of the temporal and parietal 

areas, but have not specifically addressed the IT or PP cortices. 

Maturation of the PP cortex will not be discussed, apart from maturation 

of the parietal cortex as a whole, because I have found no data 

available on the maturation of this select cortical area. However, there 

is data available on the development of the IT cortex. 

Studies of metabolic activity in the monkey inferior temporal 

cortex suggest that the IT cortex may be functionally immature until 4-6 

months of age (Hagger, Bachevalier, Macko, Kennedy, Sokoloff, & Mishkin, 

1988). Hagger et al. (1988) found that local cerebral glucose 

utilization in visual cortical areas, in an intact hemisphere (monkeys 

had undergone unilateral optic tract section combined with forebrain 

commissurotomy as young infants), peaked at 4 months and declined to 

adult levels by 6 months of age. Age differences in distribution of 

opiate and muscarinic receptor binding sites have also been reported 
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(Bachevalier, Ungerleider, O'Neill, & Friedman, 1986; O'Neil, Friedman, 

Bachevalier, & Ungerleider, 1986). The distribution of receptors 

appears adult-like in limbic structures but not in the neocortex. In 

the neocortex, the density of receptor bindings varied from site to site 

in the adult brain but was uniform across areas of the neocortex in the 

infant brain. In addition, adult brains evidenced area-specific laminar 

patterns across the 6 layers of the neocortex. In infant brains, this 

was only true for the primary visual cortex and not for other cortical 

visual areas. 

In contrast, electrophysiological recordings of IT neurons in the 

monkey show adult-like response to face and non-face (patterned) visual 

stimuli as early as 6 weeks of age (Rodman, Skelly, & Gross, 1991). 

When awake, the receptive field properties (i.e., number and spatial 

arrangement of neurons firing) and the stimulus selectivity (i.e., 

neurons firing selectively to visual stimuli) of IT neurons in the 

infant are similar to that of the adult. In addition, connections 

between the IT cortex and limbic structures (the object vision circuit) 

are evident by 1 week of age (Webster, Ungerleider, & Bachevalier, 

1991). In fact, these connections are more widespread in the infant 

monkey than the adult monkey. Refinement and elimination of outputs 

from IT cortex (i.e., areas TEO and TE) to limbic structures occurs with 

age. This pruning of connections is probably responsible, to a large 

degree, for age-related changes in function. According to these 

e1ectrophysiological and neuroanatomical findings, then, the object 

vision system is functional very early in development. Rodman et al. 
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(1991) suggest that protracted periods of maturation and visual 

experience may not be necessary for adult-like encoding of complex 

visual objects. However, the IT cortex continues to mature well past 

the first few months of life (i.e., changes in metabolic activity and 

synaptogenesis) and these neural changes are, no doubt, responsible for 

age-related changes in visual recognition abilities. Thus by 3 months 

of age the temporal, as well as parietal, cortex may be functional, but 

far from fully mature. This may explain age-related changes in 

recognition memory abilities observed in both human (Olson & Sherman, 

1983) and monkey (Brickson & Bacheva1ier, 1984) infants. 

Limbic System Development 

Since limbic structures also appear to playa role in object 

recognition abilities, the development of two main limbic structures 

will be discussed; the hippocampal formation (HF) and the amygdala. The 

HF is comprised of two main parts, the hippocampus proper and the 

dentate gyrus. Autoradiographic studies of the monkey HF suggest that 

the hippocampus proper and dentate gyrus have different maturational 

time courses. The pyramidal cells of the hippocampus proper are 

generated prenatally and undergo minimal, if any, postnatal maturation. 

In contrast, the granule cells of the dentate appear to be generated 

both prenatally and postnatally (Eckenhoff & Rakic, 1988; Rakic & 

Nowakowski, 1981). Even though approximately 80% of the dentate gyrus 

granule cells aLe generated before birth, recent evidence suggests that 

there is continued proliferation of these cells in the rhesus at least 

until puberty, which is around 1 1/2 years of age in the monkey 
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(Eckenhoff & Rakic, 1988; Rakic & Nowakowski, 1981). Dentate 

synaptogenesis, overproliferation of early synapses, has a more limited 

maturational time course. At birth, adult levels of synapses are 

evident and by 2 months of age they well exceed adult lbvels. 

Synaptogenesis then tapers off between 2 - 4 months of age to reach 

normal adult levels (Rakic & Nowakowski, 1981). 

Much less is known about the development of human hippocampus. 

Early postmortem studies suggest that the human hippocampus undergoes 

extensive postnatal development throughout the first 2 years of life 

(Conel, 1939-1965). Based on neuroanatomical and behavioral data from a 

variety of species, Nadel and Zola-Morgan (1984) hypothesize that the 

human hippocampus approximates adult levels of functioning around 2 

years of age. Neuroanatomical and neurobehavioral data from rodent and 

primate research clearly suggests that the HF, particularly the dentate, 

does not reach adult levels of functioning until at least the end of 

infancy. There is also human infant behavioral data suggesting that the 

HF does not become functionally mature until 1-2 years of age (Mangan & 

Nadel, 1989). However, human infant behavioral data suggests that at 

least some functions thought to be dependent on the maturation of the 

hippocampus, such as novelty detection/object recognition, develop much 

earlier (Diamond, 1990). There may be several reasons for these 

apparent discrepancies. First, it may be that early developing 

functions, such as novelty detection, depend on the early developing 

hippocampus proper while late developing functions depend on the later 

developing dentate (Mangan, unpublished manuscript). Second, the 
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importance of the role that the hippocampus, itself, plays in object 

recognition abilities may be overrated. Many of the lesion studies, 

which have been used to implicate the hippocampus as important for 

object recognition abilities, do not report exclusive hippocampal 

lesions. Often other limbic structures, such as the amygdala or fornix, 

have also been damaged. In fact, preliminary data indicates that when 

the hippocampus, alone, is 1esioned, infant monkeys show normal novelty 

preference on the VPC task. When the amygdala, alone, is 1esioned 

infants show object recognition deficits (VPC) (see discussion following 

Bacheva1ier, 1990). Thus, at this point it is probably more correct to 

implicate the amygdala and related structures, rather than the 

hippocampus alone, as important for object recognition abilities. 

Very little has been reported about the development of the human 

amygdala. Some subdivisions of the amygdala first become evident early 

in gestation, around 6.5 weeks. Throughout gestation, the subdivisions 

of the amygdala become more differentiated until term, at which time the 

amygdaloid complex seems fairly well developed (Humphry, 1972). In 

general, it appears that the amygdala develops very early, coinciding 

with the development of the hippocampus proper (Purpura, 197sa,b). 

Maturation of IT and Object Recognition 

While the object recognition (i.e., object vision) system may be 

functional early in development, there is evidence that the IT cortex 

may not be contributing fully to visual recognition memory abilities. 

[Note: Up to this point, studies using the delayed non-match to sample 

(DNMS) task have not been reviewed. Because DNMS involves a reaching 
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response, it is a more difficult task than VPC and successful 

performance is later developing. However, in this section DNMS studies 

have been included and noted in the citations.] In monkeys, TE lesions 

made in infancy have relatively minor effects on object recognition 

performance, whether tested as infants (VPC: Bachevalier, 1989; Hagger, 

Brickson, & Bachevalier, 1985; DNMS: Bachevalier, 1989; Bachevalier & 

Mishkin, 1986; Webster, Bachevalier, & Ungerleider, 1988) or later as 

adults (DNMS: Bachevalier & Mishkin, 1988; Webster et a1., 1988). 

However, when these lesions are made in the adult monkey, recognition 

performance is impaired (VPC: Bachevalier, 1989; Hagger, Brickson, & 

Bacheva1ier, 1985; DNMS: Bacheva1ier, 1989). In contrast, removal of 

limbic structures in infancy produces marked visual recognition deficits 

(VPC and DNMS: Bacheva1ier, 1989), which are long lasting (DNMS: 

Bachevalier & Mishkin, 1986; Bacheva1ier & Mishkin, 1988). Similar 

limbic lesions in the adult monkey also impair recognition performance 

(VPC: Bachevalier, 1989; DNMS: Bachevalier & Mishkin, 1988; Malamut, 

Saunders, & Mishkin, 1984). In sum, early lesions to limbic structures, 

but not to TE, have a detrimental effect on the development of visual 

recognition memory. Lesions to either area TE or limbic structures in 

adult monkeys impairs performance on recognition memory tasks. These 

data suggest that the visual association areas (i.e., area TE) are 

functionally immature at birth and may possess functional plasticity. 

Webster et al. (1991) suggest that the transient projections they 

observed between TEO, the cortical area that feeds into area TE, and 
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limbic structures may be one mechanism for the sparing of function 

(i.e., early functional plasticity). In support of this, Webster, 

Ungerleider, & Bachevalier (1990) report that after early TE lesions, 

the transient connections between TEO and limbic structures observed in 

the infant brain, are maintained in the adult brain. After early TE 

lesions, other cortical areas, such as TEO, may subsume recognition 

abilities (Webster et al., 1988). If lesions are made in visual 

cortical areas (i.e., PG, TF, TEO, STP) later in life, in the same 

monkey that received early TE lesions, recognition abilities will them 

become impaired. Thus, visual cortical areas other than IT cortex, in 

conjunction with limbic structures, may playa role in early recognition 

abilities and are capable of subsuming this function if area TE is 

damaged. 

While it is clear that VPC measures object recognition memory and 

the functional integrity of the object vision system, the link between 

performance on VS and the functional integrity of the spatial vision 

system is lacking. Based on the properties of the VS task, I would 

suggest that it measures rudimentary functioning of the posterior 

parietal spatial vision system. In VS, all that is required is 

detection of a change in an object's location. Since VS does not 

involve manual search, or keeping track of one's movement through space, 

integration of information from frontal or hippocampal systems is 

probably not needed. The most likely candidate, then, is the posterior 

parietal system. 
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Development of Object and Spatial Attention Systems 

An examination of visual information processing circuits that feed 

into the two systems proposed by Mishkin and colleagues may be helpful 

in answering developmental questions. Livingstone & Hubel (1988) have 

proposed that the object (ventral) and spatial (dorsal) systems are 

derived from two functionally distinct visual attention systems. A 

magnocellular system originating from magnocellular layers of the 

lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) eventually projects from the medial 

temporal (MT) lobe to the posterior parietal (PP) cortex (LGN --> 

striate cortex --> V2 --> V3 --> MT --> PP). The magnocellular system, 

then, probably gives rise to the spatial vision system. A parvocellular 

system originating from the parvocellular layers of the LGN eventually 

projects from visual area 4 (V4) to the inferior temporal (IT) cortex 

(LGN --> striate --> V2 --> V4 --> IT). The parvocellular system, then, 

probably gives rise to the object vision system. There is recent 

neuroanatomical evidence su?porting the segregation of inputs to the two 

visual systems proposed by Mishkin; the magnocellular system projects 

almost exclusively to the spatial vision system and the parvocellular 

system projects almost exclusively to the object vision system (Baizer 

et al., 1991). Based on neuroanatomical data collected by Cone 1 (1939-

67), Johnson (1990) speculates on the development of these two visual 

systems. He proposes that the magnocellular system matures around 2-3 

months of age and that the parvocellular system matures soon after, 

sometime between 3-6 months of age. He also suggests that the 

development of the parvocellular system may be related to the onset of 
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the ability to identify the properties of objects (Spelke, 1990) as 

investigated by Spelke and others. I would argue that both systems play 

a role in the early development of physical and spatial reasoning 

abilities. Based on the early emergence of object recognition 

abilities, the parvocellular system is functional by at least 2-3 months 

of age. If it is the case that the magnocellular system also matures 

around 2-3 months of age, and that the spatial vision system that it 

gives rise to becomes functional by this time, we would expect to see 

the emergence of spatial reasoning abilities (i.e., location recognition 

memory) between 2-4 months of age. 

In sum, the neural substrates, and their connections, that are 

important for object recognition are thought to mature early in infancy, 

hence the early emergence of object recognition memory. Age-related 

changes in recognition abilities during the first year of life are 

probably linked to the continued functional development of the object 

vision system. There is reason to suspect that the neural structures 

important for location recognition memory also mature early and that 

location memory is an early developing ability (Baillargeon, 1986; 

Baillargeon et al., 1990; Baillargeon & DeVos, 1991). 

Development of Manual Search and Inhibitory Control of Behavior 

Memory and Manual Search 

One classic marker of cognitive development during the latter part 

of the first year of life is improved performance on Piaget's A-not-B 

(AB) task (Piaget, 1954). While Piaget's interpretation of performance 
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on A-not-B is no longer accepted, performance on A-not-B does mark 

development of important cognitive functions. Successful performance on 

this task requires memory for the location of an object and expression 

of this knowledge through action. In the A-not-B task, an infant 

watches as an object is hidden at one of two identical locations, a 

delay is imposed, and then the infant is allowed to reach. Once the 

infant has successfully retrieved the object from the first location of 

hiding (A) the location of hiding is reversed so that the object is now 

hidden at B. By 7 months of age infants are able to find the toy at the 

first location (A), but when the location of hiding is reversed they 

err. That is, even thought they have seen the object being hidden at 

the new location (B), they reach back to A. Around 8 months of age 

infants are able to perform successfully on this task at delays of 1-2 

seconds, and by 12 months can succeed on A-not-B at delays of 10 seconds 

(Diamond, 1985). Although the age at which an infant can first succeed 

on this task is variable, once an infant can find the object at position 

B after a delay of 1-2 seconds, improved performance occurs at a steady 

rate (i.e., the delay can be increased by about 2 seconds per month). 

If the delay interval is increased by 2 seconds above that which 

produces the A-not-B error, the infant will search randomly. If the 

delay is decreased by 2 seconds, they will not commit the A-not-B error 

(Diamond, 1985). 

The poor performance of infants on A-not-B, has traditionally been 

attributed to memory limitations. However, since knowledge is expressed 

through a manual response, poor performance could be a result of 
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limitations on either memory or motor functions, or on the integration 

of these two functions. Diamond (1985) analyzed errors in search 

patterns and found that performance was differentially affect by trial 

type (i.e., the motor response required). At some delays, success on 

anyone trial depended on the similarity between the currently correct 

motor response and the previous motor response. One interpretation, 

then, is that successful performance on A-not-B requires the ability to 

remember where an object has been hidden, to keep this memory on-line, 

and to use it to plan and execute a motor response, as well as the 

ability to inhibit the tendency to search at a previously correct and 

rewarded, but now incorrect, location. Another interpretation is that 

successful performance requires integration of problem-solving skills, 

such as understanding means-end behavior, with a manual response. 

Baillargeon, DeVos, and Graber (1989) found that infants can remember 

locations of hiding over much longer delays when they are not required 

to search for objects. In addition, young infants can reason correctly 

about means-ends sequences, which is required for successful performance 

on search tasks, even though they cannot produce them (Baillargeon, 

Graber, DeVos, & Black, 1991). In sum, then, the relatively late 

emergences and slow development of manual search behavior has now been 

attributed to infants' difficulty with integrating memory with action 

(Diamond, 1985) or with limitations in implementing problem-solving 

skills (Baillargeon et a1., 1991). 

Inhibitory Control of Reaching 

Another marker of cognitive development during the latter part of 
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the first year of life is the improved ability to inhibit reaching 

behavior. Often development gains are not marked only by 'more' of any 

one ability, but also by the ability to inhibit early emerging behaviors 

that may interfere with the development of subsequent behaviors. One 

measure of early inhibitory abilities is the object retrieval (OR) task. 

In the OR task, an infant attempts to retrieve an object from a 

transparent p1exig1ass box through the one of the open sides (front, 

right, left). Around 6.5 months of age infants are unable to retrieve 

the object when they are looking through a closed side because they only 

attempt to reach along their line of sight. Only when the box is turned 

so that they can view the object through an open side do they succeed. 

This type of response seems to indicate that an infant's reaching 

behavior is driven by where they are looking, rather than by more 

appropriate search strategies. FT infants progress through clearly 

demarcated stages of improved performance on OR until 12 months of age, 

when they can retrieve the object from any of the openings, regardless 

of their line of sight (Diamond, 1988). Four phases have been described 

by Diamond (1981; 1988). These are depicted in Table 2. Around 6.5 

months of age the infant reaches exclusively on direct line of sight 

(Phase 1A). Around 7.5 months of age infants begin to look for an 

opening in front but still reach exclusively on direct line of sight 

(Phase 1B). If the opening is on the side they do not search for the 

opening. Around 8.5-9.0 months of age the infant needs to look at the 

toy through the opening at the beginning of the trial, but not 

throughout the trial, in order to retrieve the toy (Phase 2). This is 
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only true when the opening is in the front, however. If the opening is 

on the side, they need to look at the toy throughout the trial in order 

to retrieve it. Around 10 months of age, infants' do not need to look 

at the toy through the opening at all in order to retrieve it, if the 

opening is on the front (Phase 3). However, if the opening is on the 

side they need to look at the toy through the opening in the beginning 

of the trial, but not throughout the trial. Around 12 months of age, 

the infant does not need to look through the opening, either side or 

front, in order to retrieve the toy (Phase 4). Successful performance 

on this task is thought to require inhibitory control of action: the 

tendency to reach straight to the visible goal must be inhibited before 

the infant can detour it's reach to one of the openings. 

Even though A-not-B and OR measure milestones in early 

development, very little is known about performance of PT infants on 

these tasks. Ellis (1990) and Matthews (1991) presented preliminary 

data suggesting that PT infants are delayed in the development of A-not

B, but not of OR. However, follow-up studies, in which a comparison 

group of FT infants was tested, indicated that group differences in A

not-B performance were not consistent across age (Ellis & Matthews, 

1993). Because both A-not-B and object retrieval are tests of frontal 

lobe functioning, one would expect deficits to be uniform across tasks 

(Diamond, 1992). A1s et a1. (1989) suggest that frontal lobe 

functioning is different for healthy PT and FT infants. Thus, in this 

study, it is expected that if PT infants evidence deficits on A-not-B, 

they will also evidence deficits on OR. 
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Insert Table 2 here 

Neural Correlates of A-not-B and Object Retrieval 

Both the ability to hold information on-line (e.g., working memory 

that spans time and space) and the ability to inhibit dominant response 

tendencies depend on the functional integrity of the dorsolateral 

prefrontal cortex. While other structures may also be important for 

working memory and inhibition, most neurodeve10pmenta1 research has 

focused on the prefrontal cortex. Recent research has clearly shown 

that successful performance on A-not-B and OR depends on the functional 

integrity of the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex. Adult monkeys with 

lesions to the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex perform poorly on A-not-B 

(Diamond & Goldman-Rakic, 1989) and OR (Diamond & Goldman-Rakic, 1985). 

Infant monkeys with lesions to the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex 

continue to perform poorly on A-not-B and OR into adulthood (Diamond, 

1991). Lesions to other neural structures (i.e., hippocampus and 

parietal lobe) do not have the same affect on performance (Diamond & 

Goldman-Rakic, 1985, 1989; Diamond, Zola-Morgan, & Squire, 1989). 

Finally, there is extensive biochemical, electrophysiologica1, and 

neuroanatomical data that links improved performance on A-not-B and OR, 

and similar tasks, with maturation of the prefrontal cortex (Diamond, 

1991). 
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Development of the Prefrontal Cortex 

The primate frontal lobe can be divided into three distinct areas 

based on cytoarchitecture (i.e., cellular composition); the motor, the 

premotor, and the prefrontal cortex. The prefrontal cortex is distinct 

from the rest of the frontal lobe because of its well developed granular 

layer IV, composed mainly of stellate cells, which functions to form 

extensive intrinsic connections within this cortical area. The 

prefrontal lobe, itself, can also be subdivided, with the area of most 

interest being the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex. Frontal areas are 

display in Figure 1. In the human prefrontal cortex, all neurons are 

generated before birth and cytoarchitectonic differences between areas 

are present by the seventh month of uterine life. There is a period of 

rapid dendritic growth between 27-32 weeks gestation (Mrzljak, Uylings, 

Kostovic, & van Eden, 1992). At birth, all cell layers have basically 

the same configuration as in the adult. However, the neonatal 

prefrontal cortex is still immature in many respects. In general, the 

cortical layers are narrower in the infant than later in life and 

subregions are cytoarchitectonically less distinct (Conel, 1939-1963; 

Larroche, 1966). Cell density is higher, intracellular components less 

developed (e.g., cytoplasm, neurofribrials), and fewer bulbs, spines, 

and thorns are present (Conel, 1939-1963). In addition, there is an 

absence of stainable myelin sheaths in and under the cortex of the 

prefrontal region during the early months of life (Conel, 1939-1963; 

Yakovlov & Lecours, 1967). Compared to other frontal regions, the 

prefrontal cortex is anatomically the least mature at birth and 
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continues to be so throughout the first year of life. 

During the first two years of life the prefrontal cortex undergoes 

significant neural maturation. In human infants, synaptic density is 

low at birth and an excess in number of synapses, compared to the adult 

level, is first seen at around 8 months of age. The prefrontal cortex 

reaches its maximal level of synaptic development (i.e., the number of 

visible synapses is well above that of the adult level) at approximately 

two years, at which time a gradual decline of synapses occurs 

(Hutten1ocher, 1979). This gradual decline of synapses and increase in 

myelinization continues through adolescence. 

There is also recent evidence for prolonged postnatal maturation 

of the cholinergic system, the primary neurotransmitter for pyramidal 

cells in the frontal cortex (Kostovic, Skavic, & Strinovic, 1988). 

Staining of cholinergic fibers is maximal in late gestation (28-34 

weeks) and strict laminar patterns are evident. However, during the 

first 9.5 months of age there appears to be laminar reorganization of 

cholinergic cell bodies and continued changes are observed through at 

least the first 4 years. For example, by 9.5 months of age, the density 

of AChE-reactive fibers in layer VI exceeds the adult density. However, 

AChE-reactivity appears in layer II pyramidal neurons only after the 

first year and the first AChE-reactive pyramidal cells in layer III are 

not seen until 4 years of age. Because AChE-reactivity appears much 

earlier in extrinsic fibers and intrinsic non-pyramidal neurons than in 

pyramidal cells, Kostovic et a1. (1988) conclude that this late 

innervation of cortical associative neurons may be one reason for the 



late development of prefrontal associative functions. 

Behavioral data supports neuroanatomical and neurobiological 

evidence which suggests late maturation of the prefrontal cortex, 

particularly the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex. Human infants first 

evidence success on behavioral tasks that are known to depend on the 

structural integrity of the primate dorsolateral prefrontal cortex 

around 7 1/2 - 9 months of age (see Diamond, 1989b for a review of the 

evidence). Infants continue to become more proficient at these tasks 

throughout the second year of life. More advanced cognitive abilities 

that depend on the continued maturation of the frontal lobe develop 

throughout childhood (Diamond, 1988). 

The Effect of Early Experience on Brain and Cognition 
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Neural structures important for the object vision and spatial 

vision system undergo extensive neural maturation during the late 

gestation and early postnatal period. Thus, this may be a particularly 

critical period for development of these neural structures. The 

prefrontal cortex, on the other hand, undergoes more extensive postnatal 

maturation. A critical period for development of the prefrontal cortex, 

then, would be late gestation through infancy. The finding that PT 

infants often perform poorly on tests of visual recognition memory, and 

may have later difficulties with search behaviors and inhibition, 

suggests that development of these neural substrates may be delayed or 

somehow different for PT infants. While these differences could be 

explained, in part, by cerebral insult or developmental disorders not 
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detected by the investigators, they could also be related to the preterm 

experience itself (e.g., stress). In order to consider this hypothesis, 

however, a link between early experience, neural development, and the 

development of early cognitive abilities needs to be made. To some 

extent this may be possible. As noted earlier, exposure to the extra

uterine environment can be very stressful for the immature organism. 

Increased levels of stress can lead to changes in neurochemistry. This, 

in turn, can have a measurable influence on the development of brain and 

behavior (Meaney, Aitken, van Berkel, Bhatnagar, & Sapolsky, 1988; Nadel 

& Willner, 1989; Wilson, Willner, Nadel, & Kurtz, 1986). Those brain 

structures that undergo significant maturational changes during the late 

gestation and early postnatal period may be the most sensitive to 

alterations in experience during that time. While maturation of the 

vision systems and the prefrontal cortex occur at slightly different 

rates, with the prefrontal cortex maturing somewhat later, they both 

occur during the time that early experience of the PT infant may have an 

altering effect. 

The study of stress and neural development has been undertaken for 

both the frontal lobe and the hippocampus. The frontal lobe is of 

obvious interest because of the role it plays in the development of 

search and inhibitory behaviors. The hippocampus is also of interest 

because it may be involved, to some extent, in visual recognition memory 

and it provides a good model of the potential effects of early 

experience (i.e., stress) on neural development. 
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Early stress and Frontal Lobe Development 

It has been proposed that early exposure to complex environmental 

sensory stimuli, before the time at which the organism is capable of 

integrating this information, may have a measurable influence on 

neurobehavioral development (Duffy et al., 1984). Although the neural 

mechanisms for this are not well understood, Duffy and colleagues 

suggest that the production of endogenous opiates in response to stress 

may playa role (Duffy et al., 1984). First, early exposure to complex 

environmental sensory stimuli often results in infants' becoming 

stressed (Als & Duffy, 1983), as the immature infant may be incapable of 

successfully processing and integrating stimulation from the 

extrauterine environment.. Stress is manifested, behaviorally, by 

changes in physiologic, motor, and state parameters. 

Second, as an organism responds to stress, at least in part, by 

the release of endogenous opiates, it is thought that this may be the 

intrinsic mechanism that works to relieve stress from environmental 

overstimulation. There is evidence that environmental stress increases 

opiate levels in the cortex, especially the frontal cortex, that opiate 

receptors in the cerebral cortex may play a role in regulating complex 

sensory integrative processes, and that an abundance of opiates 

suppresses neural functioning. Given this evidence, Duffy and 

colleagues (Duffy et al., 1984) have hypothesized that the development 

of frontal lobe functioning in the PT infant may be altered by 

stress-induced opiate production. 

Furthermore, they have speculated that the critical, or sensitive, 



period for cortical development may occur at a younger gestational age 

for the preterm infant (Duffy & Als, 1983; Duffy et al., 1984). This 

speculation is based on evidence that critical periods for binocular 

vision are not completely controlled by genetics; environmental 

stimulation is necessary to initiate critical periods. Thus, critical 

periods for neural development may be prematurely initiated in the 

preterm infant (Duffy et aI, 1984; Duffy & Als, 1988) at a time when 

environment may have it's most devastating effects. 
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There is preliminary evidence that differences in behavioral 

organization of PT infants with uncomplicated birth may be associated 

with neurophysiological differences in frontal lobe. In a study 

conducted by Duffy and Als (1983), behavioral organization of a group of 

healthy PT and FT neonates was assessed with the APIB. Infants were 

then grouped according to behavioral competency as measured by motoric 

and physiological organization. Most PT infants fell into the PROB 

group (i.e., easily stressed and motorically and physiologically less 

stable) while most FT infants fell into the NICE group (i.e., not easily 

stressed and motorically and physiologically stable). 

Electrophysiological recordings, using Brain Electrical Activity Mapping 

(BEAM), were taken as the infants were manipulated into an alert active 

processing state from an alert nonprocessing state. The infants in the 

PROB group evidenced less change in frontal lobe activity during the 

shift between states than infants in the NICE group. Follow-up studies 

report that infants who were behaviorally disorganized as infants 

continue to show similar patterns of disorganization at five years of 
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age and tend to perform poorly on tests of hyperactivity and 

distractibility, thought to be measures of frontal lobe functioning (Als 

et a1., 1989). 

However, the story is far from complete. First, neurophysiologic 

and neuropsychological differences are not limited to the frontal lobe 

(Duffy & Als, 1983; Duffy et al., 1990). This is not surprising as many 

cortical areas continue to mature well after birth and thus may also be 

affected by premature birth. It is possible that the same mechanism(s) 

responsible for functional changes in the frontal cortex are also 

responsible for changes in other areas of the cortex, such as the 

temporal or parietal lobe. Second, the nature of the relation between 

premature exposP.re to the extra-uterine environment and changes in 

neural development are still quite speculative. It is not clear that 

critical periods can be altered by premature exposure to the extra

uterine environment. In addition, the neural mechanism by which changes 

in brain maturation occur are not well understood. There is a need for 

direct evidence that (a) stress in the PT infant leads to an 

overproduction of endogenous opiates in the cortex, (b) cortical areas 

may be differentially affected by overstimulation, and (c) there is a 

relation between biochemical, neurophysiologic, and behavioral 

differences in PT and FT infants. 

~~ile Als and Duffy's frontal lobe hypothesis is speculative and 

supported only by preliminary findings it is of interest because 

children who are born prematurely often exhibit behaviors throughout 

early and late childhood that could be associated with frontal lobe 
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dysfunction. Children who were PT infants are oft.en described as being 

easily distracted, impulsive, and hyperactive. They appear to have 

difficulty in regulating their own behavior. These types of behaviors 

are often seen in adults with frontal lobe damage (see Diamond, 1988). 

Because the prefrontal cortex, is important for planning, regulating, 

and executing intentional behaviors, all of which are needed for 

successful performance on AB and OR, I would expect to PT infants to 

evidence impairments on the development of these tasks. However, 

because it is unclear the extent to which preterm birth effects 

development of the prefrontal cortex, the extent of these impairments is 

unknown. It is possible that only those infants who experience 

extremely stressful early experiences (i.e., those infants born very 

young or very sick) would evidence impairments. Plasticity in neural 

development may limit the damaging effects of preterm birth on brain 

development in medically healthy infants. 

Early Stress and Hippocampal Development 

There is also reason to suspect that stress associated with the 

experience of early extra-uterine life may have some effect on 

hippocampal development. It is well known that stressful life events 

are often followed by elevated brain levels of adrenal hormones and that 

this can effect the developing brain. Among other things, an 

overabundance of glucocorticoids in the brain is known to inhibit cell 

proliferation, retard development of cortical dendritic spines, 

interfere with normal synapse formation, and suppress myelination. 

Likewise, a decreased brain level of glucocorticoids causes an increase 
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in cell proliferation, brain protein and DNA content, and an increase in 

cerebral myelin deposition (for a review of corticosteroid affects on 

the brain see Meyer, 1985). The hippocampus plays an important role in 

negative feedback regulation of the pituitary-adrenal axis; there are a 

large number of receptors for glucocorticoids in the hippocampal 

formation and both pyramidal and granule cells of the hippocampal 

formation have a high affinity for this hormone (see Meyer 1985 for a 

review of the evidence). In addition, recent research with rodents has 

suggested that there may be a sensitive period, early in postnatal 

development (before 23 days of age in the rat), for the effect of 

glucocorticoids on morphological (i.e., dendritic) development of the 

hippocampus (Hashimoto, Marys tone , Greenough, & Bohn, 1989). 

There is also evidence that early handling and isolation can alter 

the neurophysiological and neurobehavioral development of the 

hippocampus. For example, handling and isolation in young rats can 

change the development of long-term potentiation (LTP) in the 

hippocampus, which is known to be important for consolidation of certain 

types of memory. Handling and isolation also delays the development of 

spatial learning strategies (i.e., place learning; O'Keefe & Nadel, 

1978) known to be dependent on the development of the hippocampus (Nadel 

& Willner, 1989; Wilson et al., 1986). The effect of these early 

stressful events is long lasting. Even after acquisition of 

hippocampa1ly driven spatial learning strategies, rats who were handled 

and/or isolated in early infancy tend to use spatial learning strategies 

(i.e., response learning) that do not depend on the hippocampus while 
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their non-handled counterparts prefer to use spatial learning strategies 

that do depend on the hippocampus. 

Clearly, early life events can be quite stressful for the preterm 

infant. PT infants are often hypersensitive to sensory stimuli and find 

normal tactile input aversive. They may also deve~op stress-related 

conditioned responses to tactile stimulation because of the many 

negative experiences associated with it. Thus, even daily caretaking 

activities may be quite stressful. The work of A1s and colleagues 

clearly indicates that for many PT infants, especially those who are 

poorly organized, early handling and attempts at' social interaction are 

indeed quite stressful (A1s et al., 1988; Duffy et al., 1990). These 

same manipulations do' not elicit stress in competent, healthy fullterm 

infants. Furthermore, some PT infants may regularly experience 

inadequate stimulation (e.g., isolation and separation), inappropriate 

stimulation (e.g., adverse or over- stimulation), and medically 

stressful events (e.g., asphyxia or apnea) during their first few months 

of life (Schanberg & Field, 1987). In addition, infants who are given 

extra stimulation during their hospital stay evidence better recognition 

scores than those who are not given this stimulation (Rose, 1980). 

Like the frontal lobe-stress hypothesis, the hippocampal-stress 

hypothesis also has it problems. Both PT and FT infants who become 

stressed evidence high levels of cortisol, however, these levels are 

often transient and the type of stimulation necessary to elevate brain 

levels of cortisol may vary for each individual. While there is some 

evidence that early handling of the PT infant, which behavioral measures 
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indicate is stressful, is followed by an increase in cortisol levels 

(Gunnar, Isensee, & Fust, 1987) the relation between behavioral arousal, 

stress, and cortisol levels is not well understood (Gunnar et al., 1987; 

Schanberg & Field, 1987). For example, FT infants who are behaviorally 

aroused, but do not appear to be experiencing stress, also have 

increased levels of cortisol. In addition, elevated levels of adrenal 

hormones are necessary to maintain some physiological functions, such as 

developing a higher threshold.to stress. Finally, little is known about 

the long-term effect of this corticosteroid on brain and cognitive 

development in humans. In spite of these problems, however, the idea 

that neonatal stress can lead to an increase in cortisol levels and that 

elevated corticosteroid levels can have a long-term affect on 

neurobehavioral development (at least in the animal model) has 

important, and intriguing, implications for understanding the effect of 

early experience on brain and behavior. 

Summary 

Four important and very distinct cognitive abilities develop 

during the first year of life; object memory, location memory, memory 

and manual search, and inhibitory control of reaching behavior. The 

development of each of these abilities is necessary for more 

sophisticated and complex interactions with one's environment. The 

ability to identify an object and it's location in space are important 

to basic reasoning abilities about the properties of objects. The 

ability to remember where objects are located and successfully search 
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for them, signifies the development of intentional, conceptual, and 

inhibitory behavior. The neural system important for object identity 

(i.e., inferior temporal lobe --> limbic circuit) develops early, hence 

the early emergence of object recognition memory. The neural system 

important for object location (i.e., posterior parietal lobe --> limbic 

circuit) also probably matures early. The neural structure important 

for manual search and inhibitory control of behavior (i.e. dorsolateral 

prefrontal cortex) matures later during the first year of life, hence 

the late emergence of these abilities. 

Pre term infants of uncomplicated birth display different patterns 

of early behavioral organization than healthy FT infants of the same 

post-conceptional age. At term, PT infants often have difficulty 

regulating attention and modulating arousal. During the first year of 

life, PT infants also evidence different patterns of performance on 

object recognition tasks. Compared to FT infants, they look for longer 

periods of time without pause and need longer familiarization times for 

subsequent recognition. However, if given sufficient time to encode a 

visual stimulus can remember objects they have seen before. This should 

also be true for performance on a location recognition task. While it 

is generally thought that PT infants are slower to process visual 

information, differences in looking behaviors may also reflect 

differences in general state of arousal or attention regulation. These 

abilities may be the underlying cause of differences i.n attentional 

abilities, and may be correlated with early attention regulation. 

Preliminary evidence suggests that PT infants will evidence 



impaired development on A-not-B, but not OR. However, these findings 

are not consistent across age and have not been substantiated. 

Theoretically, if infants are impaired on A-not-B they should also be 

impaired on OR. Because the prefrontal cortex matures later than most 

parietal or temporal areas, early experience may effect the functional 

development of the frontal lobe more than that of the object vision or 

location vision systems. This would mean greater impairment on A-not-B 

and OR than on VPC and VS. 
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If healthy PT infants do display impaired performance on cognitive 

tasks, it was suggested that these differences may be organic in nature. 

The experience of being exposed prematurely to the extra-uterine 

environment, in and of itself, may alter neural deve1opement. Stress

related increases of opiates in the frontal lobe may affect functional 

development of the prefrontal cortex and subsequent performance on 

frontal lobe tasks, such as AB and OR. Stress-related increases of 

glucocorticoids in the hippocampus may affect functional development of 

the hippocampus. While it is unclear whether this would have a 

substantial effect on performance on visual memory tasks, such as VPC 

and VS, it does provide a model for understanding the potential effects 

of early experience on neural development. 

In sum, the purpose of this study was to investigate the 

development of object memory, location memory, search behavior, and 

inhibitory behavior during the first year of life in PT and FT infants. 

In addition, early differences in attention and regulatory abilities 

were recorded and the relation between these abilities and later 
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developing cognitive abilities was examined. For a summary of the tasks 

used, ages at test, and neural correlates see Table 3. 

Insert T~ble 3 here 

Hypotheses 

Hypothesis 1: PT infants will perform less well than FT infants on 

measures of attention, orientation, modulation, and motor functioning 

(APIB) at 42 weeks post-conceptional age. 

Hypothesis 2: All infants 'will evidence both object memory (VPC) and 

location memory (VS) at each age tested. Performance of the PT infants 

will not differ significantly from that of the FT infants on memory 

measures. 

Hypothesis 3: Attentional patterns during VPC and VS will differ for PT 

and FT infants. PT infants will evidence longer length of looks, will 

take longer to habituate, and will spend less total time attending to 

the visual stimuli. 

Hypothesis 4: Early attention regulation and orientation behaviors 

(APIB) will predict performance on VPC and VS attentional measures. 

Hypothesis 5: If deficits are selective to frontal lobe functioning, PT 

infants will evidence impaired performance on A-not-B and OR as compared 

to FT infants. 

Hypothesis 6: Early modulatory and motor abilities (APIB) will predict 

performance on A-not-B and OR. 



CHAPTER 3 

STUDY ENROLLMENT AND THE ASSESSMENT OF PRETERM INFANT BEHAVIOR 

Enrollment and Sample Characteristics 

Enrollment of Subjects 
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22 (15M, 7F) PT infants and 25 (16M, 9F) FT controls were enrolled 

in the study. PT infants were recruited from the Special Care Nurseries 

at the University Medical Center (UMC), Tucson Medical Center (TMC), and 

St. Josephs Hospital in Tucson, AZ. FT infants were recruited from the 

Normal Newborn Nursery at UMC and TMC. Only those infants with 

uncomplicated pre-, peri-, and post-natal medical histories were 

enrolled in the study (e.g., birthweight appropriate for gestational age 

(GA), absence of maternal infection or disease, absences of peri- or 

post-natal infection or disease). The GA of the PT infants was 

determined by the attending Neonatologist by Dubowitz examination, 

mothers' dates (estimated date of confinement), and physical exam. GA 

for the FT infants was determined by estimated date of confinement 

(EDC). See Selection Criteria Sheet in Appendix A for detailed 

selection criteria for the PT and FT infants. An attempt was made to 

match the two groups for gender and socioeconomic status. Parental 

consent for infants' participation in the study was obtained either 

during the infants' hospital stay or at the first test session. 

Enrollment began in September 1990 and was completed in September 1991. 

All testing was completed in September, 1992. 
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Perinatal and Maternal Characteristics 

After receiving parental consent, medical histories were obtained 

from the medical charts on all infants enrolled. See Appendix B for 

Medical Record Data Collection Form. Maternal and paternal 

characteristics, such as age, ethnicity, and educational level, were 

obtained either from the birth records or from the mother at the APIB 

home visit. Perinatal and maternal characteristics are listed in Table 

4. In general, there were significant differences between the groups on 

medical variables related to PT birth (e.g., birth GA, birthwelght, 

oxygen requirements). However, the groups did not differ on maternal 

characteristics, such as marital status or age. Because group 

differences in behavioral organization and cognitive outcome can 

sometimes be explained by environmental factors, a measure of 

socioeconomic status and maternal social support were also administered 

at the first test session. Socioeconomic status was determined by the 

occupation and educational level of the parent(s) currently employed and 

was assessed using the five Hollingshead categories (Hollingshead, 

1975). All families enrolled fell into categories 1-4. A score of 1 

represents high SES (e.g., a graduate or medical degree and a 

professional occupation) and a score of 4 represents low SES (e.g., 

unskilled worker or unemployed with little education). The Maternal 

Social Support Index (MSSI) measures the amount of social support a 

mother reports that she receives from family, friends, or outside 

sources, such as religious, educational, or political organizations and 

is considered a reliable predictor of stimulation that an infant 



receives at home (Pascoe, Loda, Jeffries, & Earp, 1981). Possible 

scores range from 0 to 19, with a high score representing a mother who 

feels that she receives social support from many different sources. 

Mean scores for the Hollingshead and the MSSI are listed in Table 4. 

There were no significant differences between the groups on level of 

socioeconomic status or on the amount of maternal social support 

available. 

Insert Table 4 here 

Experiment 1: Assessment of Preterm Infant Behavior 

Subjects 
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22 PT (15M, 7F) and 24 FT (15M, 9F) participated in Experiment 1. 

One FT male enrolled in the study did not complete the first test 

session. The PT infants were tested at 42 weeks post-conceptional age. 

That is, they were tested at 2 weeks past expected due date. The FT 

infants were tested at 2 weeks after birth. Consequently, the PT 

infants were older in chronological age since birth than the FT. infants. 

The PT infants did not differ from the FT infants in weight, height, or 

length at time of test. However, the PT infants had a smaller mean head 

circumfrence. Characteristics of the PT and FT infants at the time of 

the APIB are listed in Table 5. 

Procedures 

The APIB was administered in the infants' home, with the mother 
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present, according to Als, Lester, Tronick, & Brazelton (1982). 

Reliability of the experlmenter was established through reliability 

testing with Dr. Sell and me~ the 90.0% criteria. The APIB was 

scheduled with the mother to begln 1 hour before the infant's next 

feeding. This was done so that the APIB could begin with the infant 

asleep and would end with the infant awake and ready for the next 

feeding. The APIB contains VI packages, each of which requires 

increasing behavioral competency of the infant. Package I is comprised 

of habituation items to light and auditory stimuli during sleep. 

Package II measures the ability to maintain behavior organization during 

uncovering and turning from prone to supine (i.e., generally as the 

infant is awakening). Packages III-V are comprised of reflex items that 

require minimal, moderate, and extreme tactile and vestibular movement, 

respectively. Package VI contains orientation items and measures an 

infants response to animate and inanimate objects with visual and 

auditory components. In this package, visual tracking abilities, 

quality of attention, and stress responses are recorded. It is 

generally the case that the exam is administered in the order of 

packages, however, there were several cases in which the infant was 

awake when the examiner arrived, so Package I was not administered. In 

addition, because Package VI was of most interest to this study, Package 

VI was administered when the infant reached an optimal state (i.e., 

awake, alert, and not fussy). 

Scoring of the APIB was completed after the examiner left the 

infants' home. Scoring included recording (a) infants' performance on 
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each item within each of the six packages, (b) physiologic, motor, 

state, attentional, regulatory, and examiner facilitory responses during 

each of the six packages, (c) summary variables that captured 

physiologic, motor, and state responses across the entire exam, and (d) 

a catalogue of infants' approach and avoidance behaviors. Of most 

interest to this study are physiologic, motor, state, attentional, and 

regulatory abilities during the exam (i.e., ability to modulate several 

types of behavior) and performance during orientation items (i.e., 

Package VI). 

Data Reduction and Analysis 

The APIB contains 287 individual items that can be reduced into 

meaningful domains of behavior. One method for data reduction involves 

creating a priori domains of behavior, or factors, and examining 

differences between groups on these factors. Four factors previously 

created and confirmed using confirmatory factor analytic techniques 

(Sell, Wilcox, & Figueredo, unpublished data), will be used here. The 

modulation factor (MODUL) is comprised of several variables that reflect 

an infant's ability to modulate motor, physiologic, and state 

functioning throughout the entire exam. It can be thought of as a 

measure of overall modulatory, or regulatory, abilities. The attention 

factor (ATTN) represents an infant's ability to achieve and maintain an 

alert and attentive state. That is, can the infant become appropriately 

aroused and use attentional abilities to interact with their 

environment. In addition, ATTN captures the degree of stress the infant 

experiences when attentive. The orientation factor (ORIENT) represents 
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infants' performance during the orientation items (Package VI). The 

variables in this factor measure an infant's ability to attend to the 

orientation items (i.e., track visual and auditory stimuli), including 

elicitation and maintenance of orientation responses. Finally, the 

motor regulation factor (MOTOR) represents an infant's motoric 

capabilities (e.g., extension and flexor balance, maturity of motor 

control), mostly during reflex items. Unit weighted factor scores 

(i.e., the mean score of all APIB items included in a factor) were 

computed for subsequent analyses. A listing of APIB variables and 

factors can be found in Table 6. Factor scores for the PT and FT 

infants are listed in Table 7. Factor intercorrelations are listed in 

Table 8. Although several of the factors are highly correlated, 

previous confirmatory factor analysis indicates that each factor 

represents a separate, and unique, domain of functioning (Sell, Wilcox, 

& Figueredo, unpublished data). 

These factor scores were then entered into two structural 

equations models. Modell, presented in Chapter 4, examines the 

relation between PT birth, ATTN and ORIENT factor scores, and 

performance on the visual paired comparison and visual search tasks. 

Visual paired comparison and visual search were selected for Model 1 

because they both measure early memory and attentional abilities. The 

two APIB factors selected for Model 1 measure the ability to a achieve 

and maintain an alert state of substantial quality (ATTN) and the 

ability to orient to visual stimuli (ORIENT). It was hypothesized that 

these underlying abilities would influence the development of attention, 
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and possibly memory, abilities during the first 6.5 months of life. 

Model 2, presented in Chapter 5, examines the relation between PT birth, 

MODUL and MOTOR factor scores, and performance on the A-not-B and object 

retrieval tasks. A-not-B and object retrieval were selected for Model 2 

because they measure the later developing manual search and inhibitory 

abilities. The two APIB factors selected for Model 2 measure the 

ability to modulate behavioral functioning (MODUL) and maturity of motor 

development (MOTOR). It was hypothesized that these underlying 

abilities would influence the development of manual search and 

inhibitory abilities during the latter part of the first year of life. 

Insert Tables 5-8 here 
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CHAPTER 4 

VISUAL PAIRED COMPARISON AND VISUAL SEARCH 

Experiment 2: Visual Paired Comparison 
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Of the original 22 PT infants and 25 FT controls enrolled in the 

study, 19 (12M, 7F) PT infants and 20 (13M, 7M) FT infants participated 

in Experiment 2. The mean age (mos-days) at each test session was 2-17 

(SD-5 days), 4-17 (SD~5 days), and 6-17 (SD-5 days). The mean 

uncorrected age of the PT infants at each test session was 3-27 (SD-8 

days), 5-27 (SD-8 days), and 7-28 (SD-8 days). Infants were tested on 

visual paired comparison and visual search on the same day. Parents 

were paid $5.00 for participation in each test session. 

Apparatus 

The apparatus consisted of a wooden box 105.5 cm high, 68.5 cm 

wide, and 47 cm deep. A schematic representation of the apparatus is 

presented in Figure 2. The infant sat facing an opening 29 cm high and 

68.5 cm wide. The roof of the apparatus slanted upward, increasing the 

height of the opening to 43 cm at the back wall. A small stage 21 cm 

deep and 68.5 cm wide, was raised 8.5 em from the floor and sloped 

gently upwards towards the back of the apparatus. The front edge of the 

stage lay 20.5 em from the front opening of the apparatus. The floor, 

walls, roof, and stage of the apparatus were covered in black felt. 

Across the back of the stage lay a piece of p1exig1ass, 36.5 em long and 

4.5 em wide, within a metal track. The p1exig1ass was covered with a 

strip of velcro so that objects could be attached to it. The p1exig1ass 

could be moved, from the outside of the apparatus, by pulling on length 
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of fishing line. Two tubular lights (20 cm long), each with a 40 watt 

light bulb, were attached to the side walls near the front of the 

apparatus. The lights were positioned to brightly illuminate the stage 

without producing tell-tale shadows. A black curtain could be raised 

from the floor of the apparatus to cover the opening of the apparatus. 

Testing was conducted in a dark room with overhead track lighting 

illuminating the infant's face. A video camera mounted near the ceiling 

recorded a head-on view of the infant's eyes and face. The walls to the 

right and to the back of the infant were painted off-white. To the left 

of the infant was an off-white curtain attached to a movable wood frame, 

isolating the infant from the rest of the room. 

Procedures 

The infant sat in an infant seat centered with the front opening 

of the apparatus. The infant seat was placed on a platform raised 37 cm 

from the floor. The parent(s) watched the infant on a video screen 

located behind the apparatus. Occasionally the parent sat next to the 

infant or the infant sat on the parent's lap. In these cases, the 

parents were instructed not to interact with their infant during the 

test session. 

The infant's looking behavior was monitored by an observer who 

viewed the infant on the video screen. The observer was blind to the 

order in which the objects were presented. The observer held a handgrip 

linked to a Compaq PC and depressed a button when the infant attended to 

the events. One-third of the test sessions were later rescored by an 

independent second observer. Interobserver reliabilities were 

calculated using a Pearson's r and were based on looking times for each 



familiarization and test trial. The mean reliability coefficient was 

.978. 
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Four different pairs of 3-dimensiona1 objects were used at each 

test time. Most objects were constructed from 1egos, blocks, or plastic 

materials, were of geometric design, and were of primary colors. The 

size of the objects ranged from 8 x 8 cm to 11 x 11 cm. 2.5-month-01ds 

saw Set A (uni-co1ored objects), 4.5-month-01ds saw Set B (bi-co1ored), 

and 6.5-month-01ds saw Set C (tri-co1ored). Examples of object pairs 

are displayed in Figure 3. Pilot work indicated that infants found both 

objects in each pair equally interesting (i.e. there were no object 

preferences within a pair). A piece of velcro was attached to the 

bottom of each object so that it could be easily attached and removed 

from the velcro-covered plexig1ass track. 

Insert Figures 2 and 3 here 

Each infant saw 4 test trials. Each test trial consisted of (a) a 

familiarization period, (b) a delay period, and (c) a test event. The 

numbers in parentheses indicate the time taken to produce the actions 

described. A schematic representation of test trials is displayed in 

Figure 2. Each familiarization period began with the curtain raised. 

When the curtain was lowered the infant saw an object sitting centered 

on the track. The familiarization trial began with the infants first 

look to the object. The object moved at a constant rate from one side 

of the stage to the other (i.e., the object took about 10 s to 

transverse the stage) throughout the familiarization period. 
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Familiarization ended when the infant (a) looked away from the display 3 

times, 2 s each time after having looked for at least 10 cumulative s or 

(b) looked at the display for 30 cumulative s. The computer signaled 

the end of each familiarization trial, at which time the curtain was 

raised to occlude the stage. Each familiarization period was followed 

by a delay period. The delays used were 5 & 10 s at 2.5 months, 10 & 30 

s at 4.5 months, and 30 & 60 s at 6.5 months. During the 30 and 60 s 

delays, a yellow rubber elephant, attached with fishing line to the end 

of a wooden stick, was dangled over the top edge of the apparatus and 

move from side to side. This was done to maintain the infants' interest 

and to prevent fussiness. Since target stimuli presented during 

retention intervals do not systematically effect memory performance 

(Fagan, 1977; McCall, Kennedy, & Dodds, 1977; Cohen, DeLoache, & Pearl, 

1977) this was not considered a confound. The computer acted as a 

metronome, ticking once each second. Following each delay interval was 

a test event, at which time the curtain was lowered and the infant saw 

the familiar object paired with a novel object. For part 1 of the test 

event, the infant saw the familiar object on the right and the novel 

object on the left. The center of each object lay 18.5 cm from the side 

wall. For part 2 of the test event, the position of the objects was 

reversed. Each test event (part 1 and part 2) .began with the infant's 

first look to one of the objects. During test events, the objects were 

moved at a constant rate across the stage. 

Each infant was tested once at three ages. Infants were tested on 

VPC and VS on the same day. Half the subjects saw VPC first, half saw 

VS first. At each test session, infants were administered 4 trials, 2 



at each delay. Half the infants were administered the short delay 

first, half the long delay first. Half the subjects saw object A of 

each pair as the familiar object, half saw B as the familiar object. 

Order of delay (short or long delay first) and Order of A/B (i.e., 

object A or B as the familiar object) were randomly assigned at each 

age, with the restriction that an infant could not be assigned all the 

same orders as a previous session. 
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For each delay, looking time to the familiar and to the novel 

object were averaged across the two trials. If an infant completed only 

1 trial at a delay, performance from the one available trial was used. 

If an infant was unable to complete at least 1 trial at each delay, an 

attempt was made to reschedule for another day. At 2.5 montlls, 4 

infants (1 PT, 3 FT) were missing all data (fussiness and procedural 

error) and 4 infants (2 PT, 2 FT) were missing data from 1 delay 

(fussiness). At 4.5 months, 1 PT infant was missing data from both 

delays (scheduling conflict), and 2 PT infants were missing data from 1 

delay (fussiness). At 6.5 months, 3 PT infants were missing data for 1 

delay (fussiness). The infants who were missing data were different at 

each age and all were included in subsequent analyses. 

Data Analysis 

Rather than analyzing raw looking times to the novel and familiar 

objects, difference percentage scores were created, [time to novel 

object(s) - time to familiar object(s)]/[time to novel object(s) + time 

to familiar object(s)]. This standardizes the difference in looking 

time to the familiar and novel objects for each subject. One diff-% 

score was created for each delay, SNOVEL (short delay) and LNOVEL (long 
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delay). SNOVEL and LNOVEL will be referred to as the VPC memory 

measures. For sake of comparison, raw looking times are also presented. 

Diff-% scores and raw looking times to the familiar and novel objects 

are presented in Table 9. 

Three attention measures were also created. FON indicates the 

amount of time an infant spent looking, as compared to not looking, 

during familiarization trials [(time on - time off)/(time on + time 

off)]. FLENGTH is the mean length of looks during familiarization 

trials. HABIT is the mean length of time required to meet habituation 

criterion (i.e., mean length of familiarization trials). FON, FLENGTH, 

and HABIT were created for each delay and then averaged across delay. 

Thus, each infant had one FON, FLENGTH, and HABIT score for each test 

session. Performance on the three attention measures are listed in 

Table 10. For Tables 9 and 10, mean scores were substituted for missing 

data points. 

Memory scores (SNOVEL and LNOVEL) and attention scores (FON, 

FLENGTH, HABIT) were entered into a structural equations model, Modell, 

which is presented later in this chapter. 

Preliminary Analysis 

To test for order effects, and to determine if gender was an 

important factor, diff-% scores were subjected to an analysis of 

variance with Delay Order (long or short delay first), Order AlB (A or B 

as the familiar object), and Gender as between subject variables. This 

was done for each age separately, as infants received different orders 

at each test time. There were no significant order, or gender, effects. 

Consequently, these variables were omitted from subsequent analyses. 
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Insert Tables 9 and 10 here 

Experiment 3: V:I.sual Search 

Subjects 

The same subjects, and ages, as participated in Experiment 2. 

Apparatus 

The same apparatus as was used in Experiment 2, with the following 

modifications. On top of the metal track lay 2 identical red plastic 

ovals that were 9.5 em wide and 7.0 ern deep at their widest and deepest 

points. These ovals marked the two locations of hiding. The edge of 

the ovals lay 5 cm from the back wall and 10.5 cm from the side wall. 

Directly in front of each red oval stood a yellow cardboard screen, 16.5 

cm tall and 12.75 cm wide, attached to a wooden dowel. The wooden dowel 

exited the apparatus from a small hole in the right wall. Attached to 

the end of the dowel was a metal lever. The screens remained in an 

upright position when the lever was placed next to a magnet on the 

outside wall of the apparatus. The screens could be rotated forward to 

lay flat against the floor of the stage by releasing the metal lever 

from the magnet. The back wall of the apparatus was made of cardboard 

and covered with black cloth. Two small holes, 8 cm high and 7 cm wide, 

were cut into the back wall and were covered by pieces of black cloth to 

mask their existence. The holes lay directly behind each red oval and 

were occluded by the screens when they were in an upright position. A 

44 cm long slit was cut into the upper portion of the back wall to allow 

for the visible entrance and exit of a gloved hand. 
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A yellow plastic lion, 8 cm high and 7 cm wide at its widest 

point, was the object placed in the right or left oval during the 

experiment. On the bottom of the lion was a small piece of velcro for 

secure placement on the plexiglass track. The lion squeaked when 

pressure was applied. During the pretest and test trials, a right hand 

wearing a white nylon glove and a silver jingle bracelet entered the 

apparatus from the slit in the back wall. The glove was 58 cm long and 

covered both the hand and arm of the experimenter. A schematic 

representation of the apparatus and test events (described below) for 

visual search are displayed in Figure 4. 

Insert Figure 4 here 

Procedures 

The same general procedures as described for Experiment 2 were 

used here. During the test session, the infant sat in an infant seat 

centered with the front opening of the apparatus and their looking 

behavior was monitored by an observer who viewed the infant on the video 

screen. The observer was blind to the order in which the events were 

presented. The observer held a handgrip linked to a Compaq PC and 

depressed a button when the infant attended to the events. One-third of 

the test sessions were later rescored by an independent second observer. 

Interobserver reliabilities were calculated using a Pearson's r and were 

based on looking times for each familiarization and test trial. The 

mean reliability coefficient was .966. 

Each infant saw 2 pretest trials and 4 test trials. One 
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experimenter produced all pretest and test trials. The numbers in 

parentheses indicate the time taken to produce the actions described. 
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Pretest trials. At the beginning of the test session, each infant 

received two pretest trials to acquaint him or her with the two possible 

locations of hiding. Each pretest trial began with the curtain raised. 

mlen the curtain was lowered, the infant saw the lion sitting in one of 

the red ovals. A gloved hand entered the apparatus through the slit in 

the back wall (2 s), gently squeaked the lion (1 s), and exited through 

the back wall (2 s). Next, the lion was "jiggled" (3 s) by pulling on 

the fishing line attached to the track (the ovals did not move) and then 

sat unmoving until the computer signaled the end of the pretest trial. 

Each pretest trial ended when the infant (a) looked away from the 

display for 2 consecutive s after having looked at it for at least 5 

cumulative s or (b) looked at the display for 10 cumulative s without 

looking away for 2 consecutive s. Half the infants saw the lion in the 

right oval first, the other half saw the lion in the left oval first. 

Test trials. Following the 2 pretest trials, each infant saw 4 

test trials. Each test trial consisted of (a) a familiarization period, 

(b) a delay period, and (b) a test event. Each familiarization period 

began with the curtain down. ~en the curtain was raised the infant saw 

the lion sitting in one of the two red ovals. A gloved hand entered the 

apparatus through the slit in the back wall (2 s), gently squeaked the 

lion (1 s), and exited through the back wall (2 s). Next, the lion was 

"jiggled" (3 s), by pulling on the fishing line attached to the track, 

and then sat unmoving (5 s). The last 8 s sequence was repeated until 

the familiarization trial ended. Criterion for termination of the 
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familiarization period varied for odd and even numbered trials. On odd 

numbered trials the familiarization trial ended when the infant (a) 

looked away from the display 3 times, 2 s each time after having looked 

at it for at least 10 cumulative s or (b) looked at the display for 30 

cumulative s. On even numbered trials the criterion for termination of 

the trial was that the infant (a) looked away 1 time for 2 consecutive s 

after having looked at it for at least 5 cumulative s or (b) 10 s 

cumulative looking. Half the infants saw the lion on the left for the 

first two trials and half saw the lion on the right for the first two 

trials. We refer to even numbered trials as refamiliarization trials 

because the lion was at the same location as it had been on the previous 

trial. Pilot work indicated that relaxing the habituation criterion for 

the refamiliarization trials helped to shorten the test session thereby 

preventing infant fussiness and did not affect memory performance. The 

computer signaled the end of each familiarization trial at which time 

the screens were rotated upward to occlude both locations (2 s). If the 

infant was not watching, the experimenter called their name to regain 

attention. This was to insure that each infant saw the object as it was 

hidden. 

Each familiarization period was followed by a delay period. The 

delays used were 5 s at 2.5 months, 10 s at 4.5 months, and 30 s at 6.5 

months. These are delay intervals at which infants tend to perform 

successfully on object recognition tasks (e.g., Diamond, 1990). During 

the first 3 s of each delay period, the experimenter surreptitiously 

placed an identical lion directly behind the empty oval by using the 

masked holes in the back wall. This occurred before both possible and 
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impossible test events, so that if insertion caused detectable movement 

or noise the infant could not use it to distinguish between upcoming 

events. During the 10 and 30 s delay the experimenter also put on a 

silver jingle bracelet. The gloved hand then entered the display box 

from the slit in the back wall at a point above, and centered between, 

the two screens. In the 5 s delay, the hand entered the display after 

inserting the lion (3 s), waved (1 s), and moved to one screen (1 s) to 

retrieve the lion. In the 10 s delay, the hand entered the display 

after inserting the lion (3 s), waved (1 s), tip-toed down the stage and 

back up the stage (4 s), waved (1 s), and moved to one screen (1 s) to 

retrieve the lion. In the 30 s delay, following the insertion of the 

lion the hand entered the display holding a dog rattle (9 s), the dog 

rattle "marched" down and back up the stage (9 s), the hand and puppet 

exited the stage and the hand returned without the puppet (2 s), the 

hand tip-toed down and back up the stage (8 s), the hand waved (1 s) and 

moved to one screen (1 s) to retrieve the lion. The dog rattle was used 

during the 30 s delay to maintain the infant's interest and was 

necessary to prevent fussiness. Since target stimuli presented during 

retention intervals do not systematically affect memory performance in 

infants (Fagan, 1977; McCall et a1., 1977; Cohen et a1., 1977), this was 

not considered a confound. The computer acted as a metronome, ticking 

once each second. The experimenter used the ticking to adhere to the 

above schedule. 

Following each delay period was a test event; either a possible or 

impossible event. In the possible event, the infant saw the hand 

retrieve the lion from behind the screen where it was hidden. The lion 
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was lifted off the velcro covered track (1 s), squeaked gently after it 

appeared from behind the screen (1 s), and was held in front of the 

screen until the computer signaled the end of the test trial. The 

impossible event was just like the possible event except that the infant 

saw the hand retrieve the lion from behind the other screen. To prevent 

the infants from using the velcro sound to distinguish between possible 

and impossible events, a velcro sound was also made as the lion was 

retrieved in the impossible event. The test trial was terminated when 

the infant (a) looked away for 2 consecutive s after having looked for 

at least 10 cumulative s or (b) looked for 60 cumulative s without 

looking away for 2 s. After termination of the test trial the curtain 

was raised to occlude the stage and the experimenter prepared for the 

next familiarization trial. Each infant saw two pairs of impossible and 

possible events. Half the infants saw the possible event first, the 

other half saw the impossible event first. 

Each infant was tested once at each of the three ages. Infants 

were tested on VPC and VS on the same day. Half the infants saw VPC 

first, half saw VS first. Order of task (VPC or VS first), order of 

left-right (lion seen on the left or right first), and order of event 

(possible or impossible event seen first) were randomly determined for 

each test session, with the restriction that an infant was not assigned 

all the same orders as the previous session. At 2.5 months, 2 infants 

(1 PT, 1 FT) were missing all data (fussiness), and 4 FT infants 

completed only 1 pair of events (fussiness). At 4.5 months, 2 PT 

infants (scheduling conflicts and fussiness) were missing all data, and 

1 PT infant completed only 1 pair of events. At 6.5 months, there was 



no missing data. The infants that were missing data were different at 

each age, and all were included in Rubsequent analyses. 

Data Analysis 
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A difference percentage score for each test pair [(time to 

impossible event - time to possible event)/(time to impossible event + 

time to possible event)] was calculated. Again, the purpose of these 

scores is to compare looking times to the impossible and possible event, 

for each individual, relative to the total amount of time they spent 

looking during each test pair. Preliminary analyses (see below) 

indicated that test pair (first or second pair of test events) did not 

significantly effect performance. Thus, scores were averaged across 

test pair to create one memory score (IMPOSS) for each test time. 

IMPOSS scores are presented in Table 11. For sake of comparison, raw 

looking times to the possible and impossible events are also presented 

in Table 11. Attention measures FON, FLENGTH, and HABIT were also 

calculated and are presented in Table 12. For Tables 11 and 12, mean 

scores were substituted for missing data points. The memory score 

(IMPOSS) and the attention scores (FON, FLENGTH, HABIT) were entered 

into Modell, which is presented next in this chapter. 

Preliminary Analysis 

To test for order effects, and to determine if gender was an 

important factor, diff-% scores were subjected to a mixed design 

analysis of variance with Order Event (possible or impossible event seen 

first), Order L/R (object seen on the left or right first), and Gender 

as between subject variables and with Test Pair (first or second pair of 

test trials) as a within subject factor. This was done for each age 
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separately, as infants received different orders at each test time. 

There were no significant order, or gender, effects. Consequently, 

these variables were omitted from subsequent analyses. 
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There are two interesting observations to be made about attention 

and memory performance during VS and VPC. First, FON scores were much 

higher during VS than during VPC. Infants spent a greater percentage of 

their time attending to the display during VS familiarization trials, 

suggesting that this was a more interesting tasle Second, the age

related decrease in attention scores (i.e., FON, FLENGTH, or HABIT) seen 

in VPC, was not evident in VS. Age-related decreases in attention to 

visual stimuli are usually explained as maturational; shorter length of 

looks and shorter habituation times represent more mature responses. 

However, a decrease in attention to a task may also indicate something 

about the level of interest in that task. The infants may have found VS 

more interesting than VPC, and were very attentive during this task at 

all ages. This may have resulted in better memory scores. 

Insert Tables 11 and 12 here 

Growth Curve Analysis and Structural Equations Modeling 

Modell: Experiments 1, 2, and 3 

One approach to longitudinal data analysis is the use of growth 

curves. In growth curve analysis, regression lines are computed for 

each subject based on performance at each of the time points. Thus, for 

each subject an intercept (starting point) and a slope (developmental 

trajectory) can be computed for each variable of interest. Because 
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individual growth curve parameters can be differentially weighted by the 

number of repeated measures they are based on, subjects are not required 

to have an equal number of repeated observations in order to be included 

in the analysis. In a study such as this, where an infant may miss a 

test session at anyone time point but otherwise complete all other test 

sessions, this is particularly advantageous. The data available for 

each subject can be used without substituting mean scores for missing 

data points. Once individual growth curves have been computed for each 

variable of interest, slopes and intercepts can then be used as data 

points in other statistical procedures. 

Structural equatation modeling (SEM) is a statistical procedure 

that can be used to test hypothesized causal relationships between 

dependent variables and predictors. Non-causal relationships between 

measures can also be explored. The advantage of using SEM, over 

techniques such as multiple regression, is that it allows one to test 

the relationship between several predictors and a dependent variable 

simultaneously. In Modell, structural equation modeling will be used 

to test the relationship between two APIB factors (i.e., ATTN and 

ORIENT) and the development of attention and memory abilities as 

measured by visual paired comparison and visual search (i.e., using the 

intercepts and slopes of the attention and memory measures). In 

addition, the effect of PT birth on all variables will be tested. 

Subjects 

Those subjects who completed Experiment 1 and who participated in 

Experiments 2 and 3. This included 19 PT and 19 FT infants (1 FT infant 

participated in Experiments 2 and 3 but did not complete an APIB). 
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Data Analysis 

Individual growth curves (i.e., regression lines) were computed on 

all VPC (i.e., SNOVEL, LNOVEL, FON, FLENGTH, HABIT) and VS (i.e., 

IMPOSS, FON, FLENGTH, HABIT) variables. Preliminary analyses indicated 

that the attention variables were very highly correlated, as shown in 

Table 13, suggesting that they were measuring one underlying construct. 

To avoid problems with linear dependencies, and to reduce the number of 

variables in the model, one attention factor was created for each task. 

To this end, attention scores were standardized and an average of 

performance on the three attention scores were taken (i.e., unit 

weighted factor scores). This was done for both the intercepts (I) and 

slopes (S). In addition, because performance on all the attention 

measures decreased with age (i.e., infants evidenced shorter length of 

looks, shorter times to habituation, and less on time), a linear 

transformation was performed on these measures to reverse the direction 

of scores to correspond with the APIB scores and with memory scores 

(i.e., a higher score means a more mature response) . The factor 

structure for the attention measures (i.e., correlation between 

variables and factors) is presented in Table 14. The attention 

measures, then, for visual paired comparison were VPC ATTN(I) and VPC 

ATTN(S). The attention measures for visual search were VS ATTN(I) and 

VS ATTN(S). The memory measures for visual paired comparison were 

SNOVEL(I), SNOVEL(S), LNOVEL(I), and LNOVEL(S). The memory measures for 

visual search were IMPOSS(I) and IMPOSS(S). These attention and memory 

measures, along with the two APIB factors, ATTN and ORIENT, and INFANT 

TYPE (PT or FT) were the variables entered into Model lA, a structural 
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equations model. Model lA, in its entirety, is presented in Figure 5. 

A covariance matrix was computed on the variables listed above, 

using 1istwise deletion of missing cases, and output by SAS (SAS 

institute, 1989). The hypothesized relationships were then tested using 

EQS (Bentler, 1989), a structural equations program. Generalized Least 

Squares Solutions were used. Statistical output of interest included 

(a) chi-squared, (b) the Comparative Fit Index (CFI) , (c) unstandardized 

regression coefficients with test statistics, and (d) standardized 

regression coefficients. Chi-squared measures the statistical goodness

of-fit of the observed covariance matrix as compared to the reproduced 

covariance matrix. If the hypothesized model does not accurately 

reproduce the original covariance ~atrix, the chi-squared statistic will 

be large and significantly different from O. Thus, a significant chi

squared is grounds for rejection, and a nonsignificant chi-squared is 

grounds for acceptance, of the model tested. The CFI is a practical 

measure of goodness-of-fit and indicates the percentage of variance 

explained by the covariance matrix. The test statistics associated with 

the unstandardized regression coefficients determine the significance of 

each pathway, or relationship, specified in the model. Significant 

estimates are indicators of reliable predictors; non-significant 

estimates indicate that the relationship between the observed variable 

and its predictor is very weak or non-existent. The standardized 

regression coefficients are then used as estimates of the amount of 

variance accounted for in the measured variable by the predictor. They 

indicate the magnitude and direction of each relationship. In short, we 

have a measure of the overall goodness of fit of the model, a measure of 
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the relationship between predictors and dependent measures, and a test 

of the significance of the hypothesized relationships. 

The simplest and best-fitting model was determined by 
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evaluating a series of competing hierarchically-nested structural models 

(Widaman, 1985). If the initial "saturated" model adequately fits the 

data, additional constraints can be imposed to eliminate pathways, as 

long as there is no significant loss of goodness-of-fit to the model. 

This allows one to determine the most parsimonious model based on 

theoretical and statistical principles. To determine if a more 

restricted model still adequately fits the data, a difference chi

squared statistic was used. Differences in chi-squared between nested 

models was evaluated based on differences in degrees of freedom between 

the competing models. A change in chi-squared that is not significant, 

based on the change in degrees of freedom, indicates that the more 

restricted model has not eliminated relationships that are important to 

the model. Thus, the restricted model can be accepted. If the change 

in chi-squared is significant, the more restricted model has eliminated 

important relationships and should not be accepted. 

Results and Discussion 

To first determine if the infants evidenced object recognition 

memory and location recognition memory, and if memory scores improved 

with age, intercepts and slopes of the memory scores were tested against 

O. The initial start estimates for SNOVEL and LNOVEL were not 

significantly different from 0, indicating that the infants did not look 

significantly longer at the novel, as compared to familiar, object. The 

slopes for SNOVEL and LNOVEL also were not significantly different from 
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0, indicating that diff-% scores did not improve with age. The initial 

start estimates for IMPOSS were significantly different from 0, ~ 

2.49, ~ - .017, indicating that the infants looked longer at the 

impossible, as compared to possible, event. The slope for IMPOSS was 

not significantly different from 0, indicating that diff-% scores did 

not improve with age. Since the delay intervals increased with age, 

making the task more difficult, it was not surprising that performance 

did not improve significantly with age. 

Next, Model lA was tested. The chi-squared statistic was not 

significant, chi-squared = 26.36, df = 28, ~ = .55, indicating that 

Model lA accurately reproduced the original covariance matrix. The 

goodness of fit index, CFl, was 1.00, indicating that the variables in 

this model accounted for 100% of the variance. The individual pathways 

that were significant are indicated in Figure 5. 

To obtain a more parsimonious model, a series of hierarchically

nested models were tested. Model lB. Since INFANT TYPE had a direct 

effect on APIB performance only, and not on any of the VPC or VS 

measures, pathways between INFANT TYPE and VPC/VS were eliminated. 

Model Ie. In addition to the restrictions applied to Model lB, the 

pathways between ORIENT and all VPC and VS measures were eliminated. 

Performance on ORIENT did not appear to predict later performance on any 

of the attention or memory measures. This is consistent with Moss et 

al. (1988). ModellD. In addition to the restrictions applied to MODEL 

Ie, the pathways between the slopes of the attention measures and the 

slopes of the memory measures were also eliminated. While attention 

behavior may influence memory performance within a test session, the 
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development of attention and memory abilities appears to occur 

independently. As indicated in Table 15, none of the above restrictions 

significantly altered the fit of the model. Consequently, Model 1D, the 

most parsimonious model, was accepted as the final model. Model lD, 

with final parameter estimates, is presented in Figure 6. 

In Model lD, the relationship between INFANT TYPE and ATTN and 

between INFANT TYPE and ORIENT was significant. These regression 

coefficients were positive, indicating that the FT infants evidenced 

better performance on ATTN and ORIENT. The relationship between ATTN 

and VPC ATTN(S) and between ATTN and VS ATTN(S) was also significant. 

These regression coefficients were negative, indicating that those 

infants who were less able to regulate attention on the APIB had faster 

rates of development on VPC and VS attention measures (i.e., shorter 

times to habituate, shorter length of looks, and less time on during 

habituation trials). This may be reflective of the more poorly 

regulated infants attempting to 'catch-up' to the better regulated 

infants during the first 6.5 months. In addition, there was an indirect 

effect of PT birth on VPC ATTN(S) and VS ATTN(S), mediated by ATTN. 

Indirect effects are calculated as the product of all pathways involved. 

The indirect effect of PT birth on VPC ATTN(S) and on VS ATTN(S) was 

negative, indicating that, in general, the PT infants evidenced faster 

rates of development on the attentional measures during the first 6.5 

months. The indirect effect, however, also indicates that the 

relationship between ATTN and VPC ATTN(S) and between ATTN and VS 

ATTN(S) was different for the two groups. To determine the nature of 

these differences, the correlation between ATTN and VPC/VS ATTN slopes 
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were obtained for each group. For the PT infants, the correlation 

between ATTN and VPC ATTN(S) was -.48 (Q-.04) and between ATTN and VS 

ATTN(S) was -.42 (Q-.07). For the FT infants, the correlation between 

ATTN and VPC ATTN(S) was .31 (Q-.22) and between ATTN and VS ATTN(S) was 

.17 (Q-.49). Clearly, the relationship between attention regulation at 

term and the development of attentiona1 abilities was different for the 

two groups. For the PT group, those infants who performed worse on ATTN 

at term evidenced faster rates of development on later attentiona1 

measures. For the FT group, those infants who performed worse on ATTN 

at term evidenced slower rates of development on later attentiona1 

measures. 

The relationship between attention performance and memory 

performance was significant, although restricted. For VPC and VS 

initial start estimates (i.e., intercepts), performance on the attention 

factor predicted performance on the memory variable. However, this held 

true only for the short delays (i.e., the relationship between VPC 

ATTN(I) and LNOVEL(I) was not significant). For VPC this relationship 

was positive, indicating that those infants with higher attention scores 

(i.e., shorter length of looks, shorter times to habituation, less time 

on during familiarization trials) had higher diff-% scores. For VS this 

relationship was negative, indicating that those infants with lower 

attention scores had higher diff-% scores. 

Finally, the relationship between each intercept and corresponding 

slope was significant. For all attention and memory measures, 

performance at the first time point (i.e., intercept) was a significant 

predictor of the development of that ability (i.e., slope). In all 

.~ 
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cases the relationship was negative, indicating that those infants with 

lower initial start estimates (i.e., poor attention and memory 

performance) had faster rates of development on those measures. 

In addition to causal pathways, several non-causal relationships 

were examined. First, the relationship between attention during the 

visual paired comparison task and attention during the visual search 

task was tested. Intercorre1ations between attention factors, and 

significance values, are presented in Table 16. VPC and VS attention 

factors were not correlated. Different tasks appear to elicit 

different, and unrelated, patterns of attention. Second, the 

relationship between VPC and VS memory measures was tested. 

Intercorre1ations for memory measures, and significance values, are 

presented in Table 16. None of the memory measures (SNOVEL, LNOVEL, 

IMPOSS) were correlated, suggesting that (a) VPC at short and long 

delays may be tapping separate, and unrelated, abilities and (b) the 

memory systems underlying VPC and VS performance are functionally 

independent. While the lack of correlation between VPC and VS memory 

measures may have been due to the fact that the infants, as a group, 

failed to evidence object memory, there was a substantial amount of 

individual variability in performance on both tasks. 

Insert Tables 13-16 here 

Insert Figures 5 and 6 here 
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CHAPTER 5 

A-NOT-B ANO OBJECT RETRIEVAL 

Exper.iment 4: A-not-B 
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Of the original 22 PT infants and 25 FT controls enrolled in the 

study, 19 (12M, 7F) PT infants and 19 (13M, 6M) FT infants participated 

in Experiment 4. The mean age (mos-days) at each test session was 8-17 

(SO~4 days), 10-18 (SO=5 days), and 12-18 (80=5 days). The mean 

uncorrected age of the PT infants at each test session was 9-28 (80=7 

days), 11-28 (SO=8 days), and 13-28 (SO=7 days). Infants were tested on 

A-not-B and OR on the same day. Parents were paid $5.00 for 

participation in each test session. 

Apparatus 

The A-not-B apparatus stood 70.5 em high, 90 em long, and 30 em 

wide. Two plastic wells, 10 em in diameter and 8.5 em deep, were 

embedded in the top of the table, one on the right and one on the left. 

The wells were lined with green felt and were 30 em apart, center to 

center. Light blue felt cloths (16.5 em x 16.5 em) were used as covers. 

Procedure 

The A-not-B task was administered according to Diamond (1985). 

Infants were seated in their caretaker's lap facing the A-not-B table, 

centered between the two wells. The height of the chair was adjusted so 

that infants could easily see and reach into the wells (i.e., shoulder 

of infant was approximately 15 em from the top of the table). The 
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experimenter was seated across the table facing the parent and infant. 

Before each test session, infants were given 5-10 min time to explore 

the wells and play with the blue covers. Several interesting toys 

(e.g., keys, rattle, squeaky lion) were also placed on the table. The 

toy that the infant found most attractive (i.e., played with the most) 

during the familiarization period was used for hiding. Throughout the 

test session, toys were changed as often as needed to maintain the 

infant's attention. All sessions were videotaped for scoring purposes. 

Occasionally, an infant was unable to complete an A-not-B session due to 

fussiness and returned for testing on another day. 

A trial began when the experimenter asked the parent to restrain 

the infants hands and body firmly, but gently. Then, as the infant 

watched, the experimenter placed the toy in one of the two wells and 

covered both wells with a blue cloth. If the infant was not watching, 

the experimenter recaptured the infants attention by calling their name. 

The toy was hidden only when the infant was watching. 

After the wells were covered, the delay period began. The' 

experimenter called the infants name and counted aloud during the delay, 

often clapping with each count. The parent continued to restrain their 

infant, centered with the wells, during the delay. The purpose of these 

behaviors was to break the infants visual fixation to the correct well 

and to prevent the infant from using body position as a mnemonic device. 

After the delay, the parent was signaled to release their infants hands. 

The infants then searched for the hidden toy. 

A reach was defined as removing a cover from a well. A correct 
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reach was rewarded with praise, clapping, and receipt of the toy. When 

infants reached incorrectly, they were allowed to continue searching for 

the toy until they found it, but they were not allowed to play with the 

toy. If the infant did not find the toy, the experimenter showed the 

infant where the toy was hidden. Infants were scored as making an error 

when they (a) reached to the empty well, (b) did not reach at all, or 

(c) reached simultaneously to both wells. Errors (b) and (c) were 

relatively uncommon. 

The A-not-B trials began with the toy hidden at the initial 

testing location (A). The experimenter continued hiding the toy at this 

location until the infant reached correctly for two consecutive trials. 

Then side of hiding was then reversed (B), and the toy was hidden at 

this location until the infant reached correctly for two consecutive 

trials. Once the infant reached correctly at this location (now this 

side is considered A) the side of hiding was again reversed (B). Thus, 

there were three trial types: (a) repeat trial following a correct reach 

(the infant reached correctly on the preceding trial and the toy is 

hidden in the same well), (b) reversal trial, following correct reach 

(the infant reached correctly on the preceding trial and side of hiding 

is reversed) and (c) repeat trial, following an error (the infant 

reached incorrectly on the previous trial and the toy is hidden in the 

same well). 

Each session began with two practice trials; the object was hidden 

once on each side. The 8.5 month-olds were also administered an 

additional practice trial in which the toy was first placed in the 
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center of the table and covered. This was to determine if they would 

search for a hidden toy. Preliminary trials were then administered to 

determine the delay at which infants \o1ould make the A-not-B error. For 

the 8.5 month-01ds, the delay for the practice trials was 0 s, and 

preliminary testing began with a delay of 3 s. For the 10.5- and 12.5-

month-01ds, the delay at which an infant made the A-not-B error at the 

previous test session was used as the practice delay. A delay of 2-3 s 

greater was used for preliminary testing. At all ages, if the infant 

performed successfully at the initial hiding place and first reversal 

trial (i.e., first 3 trials) the delay was incremented 2-3 s. If the 

infant performed perfectly on the next 3 trials (i.e., including 1 

reversal trial), the delay was incremented 2-3 s more. A third 

increment was also allowed. In two cases (one PT infant at 10.5 months 

and one FT infant at 8.5 months) more than 3 increases were allowed 

because the infant was performing perfectly, and the goal was to reach a 

delay at which the infant made the A-not-B error. If the infant was 

distressed at the initial delay, and made more than one error before 

side of hiding was reversed, then the delay was decreased 2-3 s. An 

infant never made the A-not-B error at a delay shorter than at the 

previous test session. Preliminary trials at shorter delays were not 

counted in the number of trials administered nor included in analyses of 

percent correct. The delays used were 0, 3, 5, 8, 10, 12, 15, and 18 s. 

However, recoding of the delay intervals from the videotapes indicated 

that the delays were actually 0, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, and 15 s. Thus, 

delays were labeled as such. Because it is impossible to have no delay 
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delays were actually about 0.5 sec in duration. 
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An attempt was made to reverse the side of hiding 3-5 times within 

a session, as was done by Diamond (1985). Subjects who make many errors 

require more trials in order to receive the same number of reversals as 

infants who make few errors, as reversals are only administered 

following correct reaches. In order to minimize the variability in 

number of total trials and in number of total reversals, Diamond (1985) 

implemented the following procedure. If the infant successfully 

completed 3 reversals in = or < 12 trials, a 4th reversal was 

administered (minimum number of trials needed to complete 3 reversals is 

8 trials.). If the infant successfully completed 4 reversals in = or < 

15 trials, a 5th reversal was administered (minimum number of trials 

needed to complete 4 reversals is 10 trials). Each session continued 

until the subject reached correctly twice in a row following the last 

reversal or until the infant refused to reach any longer. 

However, in this study not all infants received 3-5 reversals. 

The mean number of trials per session was 13.1 (SD=3.7), and the mean 

number of reversals was 3.1 (SD=0.9). In several cases, only 1-2 

reversals were administered. This was because the infant refused to 

continue searching for one of the following reasons: (a) the infant was 

simply not interested in the task, (b) the infant had experienced many 

repeat following error trials after a reversal and was frustrated with 

the task, or (c) the infant had been administered many practice trials 

at various delays, in an attempt to reach the delay at which they made 
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the A-not-B error, and had become bored with the task. In all cases, 

however, performance satisfied the criteria for an A-not-B error, listed 

below, and thus the data were still used. In several other cases, if 

the infant was making only A-not-B errors, testing was discontinued 

after 3 or 4 reversals, even if they were completed in = or < 12 trials 

or - or < 15. This was done primarily to prevent fussiness due to loss 

of interest. In general, then, the A-not-B test sessions reported here 

were slightly shorter than those reported by Diamond (1985). 

Criteria for the A-not-B error were: (a) error on at least one 

reversal trial, (b) this error should be repeated on the next trial or 

an infant should err on at least one more reversal trial, (c) infants 

should make no more than 1 error on repeat following correct trials. In 

other words, in order to be considered an A-not-B error, infants had to 

reach incorrectly when the side of hiding was reversed, but once they 

reached correctly on a side, they did not make an error. Errors made on 

repeat following correct trials are considered random errors, not A-not

B errors. If an infant performed perfectly and one delay (i.e., 5 s), 

but randomly at the next delay (i.e., 7 s), they were scored as 

committing the A-not-B error at a middle delay (i.e., 6 s). If an 

infant refused to search at the first test time (i.e., at 8.5 months), 

they were given a delay of 0 s. In these cases, an infant was assigned 

an A-not-B delay, but trial related information (e.g., percentage of 

total trials correct) was not available. Scoring of A-not-B was done by 

the experimenter. 

Each infant was tested on the A-not-B task at 8.5, 10.5, and 12.5 
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months of age. 1 PT infant missed one of the three A-not-B sessions. 

Initial side of hiding (right or left) was counterbalanced across 

infants and visits. Infants were tested on A-not-B and object retrieval 

during the same session. The task administered first (A-not-B or) was 

counterbalanced across infants and visits. The variables of interest 

were (a) delay at which infants made the A-not-B error, (b) percentage 

of total trials correct (PC), (c) percentage correct on reversal trials 

(PCREV), (d) percentage correct on repeat following correct trials 

(PCRC), and (e) percentage correct on repeat following error trials' 

(PCRE). For the preliminary analyses of percent scores, means were 

substituted for missing values. 

Preliminary Analyses 

To ensure that A-not-B delays had been assigned correctly, 

percentage scores PCRC, PCRE, and PCREV were subject to a repeated 

measures analysis of variance with AGE (3) and TRIAL TYPE (3) as the 

within subject variables. The effect of TRIAL TYPE was significant, 

E(2,74) = 218.63, ~ = .000. Planned comparisons using HSD Tukeys 

indicated that PCRC scores were significantly better than PCRE scores, g 

= 9.69, ~ < .01, and that PCRE scores were significantly better than 

PCREV scores, g = 7.66, ~ < .01. Infants made significantly more errors 

on reversal trials than on repeat following error trials. They also 

made significantly more errors on repeat following error trials than on 

repeat following correct trials. In sum, infants made the most number 

of errors after reversal trials and the least number of errors on repeat 

following correct trials, indicating that A-not-B delays had been 
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assigned correctly. Percentage correct scores can be found in Table 17. 

The mean delay at which infants made the A-not-B error can be found in 

Table 18. These delays are similar to those reported by Diamond (1985). 

Data analysis 

To determine the effect of infant type (PT or FT) on A-not-B 

performance and the relation between early regulatory abilities and A

not-B performance the following variables were entered into Model 2: (a) 

INFANT TYPE, (b) each infant's MODUL factor scor.e, (c) each infant's 

MOTOR factor score, and (d) the delay at which each infant made the A

not-B error (ABDLY). 

Insert Tables 17 and 18 here 

Experiment 5: Object Retrieval 

Subjects 

The same infants, and ages, as participated in Experiment 4. 

Apparatus 

The OR table was 70.5 cm high, 91.5 cm long, and 61 cm wide. Two 

transparent plexiglass boxes were used for OR. The small box was 12 cm 

x 12 cm x 6.5 cm in size, with the bottom and one side open. The large 

box was 16 x 16 x 5.5 cm in size, also with the bottom and one side 

open. 

Procedure 

The OR task was administered according to Diamond (1988). Infants 
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were seated in their caretaker's lap facing the OR table and the 

experimenter. Height of the chair was adjusted so that the infant could 

easily reach toys that were placed in the center of the table (i.e., 

infant's shoulders were approximately 15 cm from the top of the table). 

Before each test session, infants were given 5-10 minutes time to play 

with the boxes and with several toys that had also been placed on the 

table. The toy that the infant found most interesting (i.e., played 

with the most) during the familiarization period was used for testing. 

Throughout the test session, toys were changed as often as needed to 

maintain the infant's attention. All sessions were video-taped for 

scoring purposes. Occasionally, an infant was unable to complete an OR 

session due to fussiness and returned for testing on another day. 

A trial began with the experimenter placing a toy in the box. The 

parent firmly, but gently, restrained the infants.hands and body while 

the experimenter placed the toy and box on the table. The infant then 

had to retrieve the toy from the box. No time limit was imposed and the 

trial ended when the infant retrieved the toy or refused to try any 

longer. If the infant became distracted, the experimenter called the 

infants name and tapped on the box to regain attention. The 

experimenter firmly held the back edge of the box throughout each trial 

to prevent the infant from lifting the box off the toy. However, the 

infant was allowed to push the box in any direction as long as it 

remained on the table and in the infant's reach, and did not make 

retrieval of the toy more difficult. After retrieving a toy, the infant 

was rewarded with praise, clapping, and receipt of the toy. If an 
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retrieve the toy, cues were given (e.g., experimenter slid the box off 

the toy or pulled the toy out of box). 
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For each size box, trials administered consisted of combinations 

of these variables: (a) side of box that was open (front, top, left, or 

right), (b) distance of the toy from the opening (ranging from partially 

outside the box to deep inside the box), and (c) position of the box on 

the testing surface (near or far from front edge of table; left, right 

or at Inidline). Distance of the toy from the opening and position of 

the box on the testing surface determined whether the infant was looking 

through an open or closed side. Trials with the large box were more 

difficult because the height of the box was shorter and more difficult 

to see in. 

Infants were tested on OR at 8.5, 10.5, and 12.5 months of age. 1 

PT infant was missing data for the large box at 8.5 months. All other 

test sessions were complete. Order for side of opening administered 

first (left or right) was counterbalanced across infants and visits. 

Infants were administered both A-not-B and OR at the same test session. 

Order of task (A-not-B first or first) was also counterbalanced across 

infants and visits. 

Scoring System 

Two different scoring systems were initially designed. The first 

scoring system focused on the frequency that cues were needed; how often 

did the infant need cues in order to successfully retrieve the object 

from the box. This scoring system was based directly on the phase 
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system designed by Dialnond (1988). However, sometimes performance 

varied by the type of cue needed, not just by how often the infant 

needed a cue. Thus, the second scoring system was developed that 

focused on the type of cues needed; did the infant need cues from the 

experimenter, or were they able to generate their own cues, in order to 

successfully retrieve the toy from the box. These two scoring systems 

are listed in Table 19. A score for frequency, and for type, of cue was 

assigned for each of the five major conditions; front open, left side 

open with box at midline, left side open with box placed to other side 

. (left side) of table, right side open with box at midline, right side 

open with box placed to other side (right side) of table. 

While the two scoring systems described above were designed to 

measure different aspects of OR performance, they also have some 

similarities. For example, in the cue type scoring system, information 

about the frequency of cues needed is sometimes embedded in information 

about cue type. To test the relationship between the two scoring 

systems, correlational analysis were performed. Frequency scores for 

each of the five major conditions, for each box, were correlated with 

cue type scores. Correlations ranged from .79 to .94, and all were 

significant at 2 < .001. In general, those infants who needed fewer 

cues were also able to generate their own cues. Because the two scoring 

systems were highly correlated, only one scoring system was used in 

subsequent analyses. Cue type scores were used because these scores 

tended to include information about both the frequency and the type of 

cue needed. 
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In addition, because side of opening (right or left) did not 

significantly effect performance, scores for right side open and left 

side open were averaged. Thus, for each size box, infants were assigned 

a score for front open (F), side open with box at midline (S), and side 

open with box on other side (OS). 

Insert Table 19 here 

Preliminary Analysis 

Preliminary analysis were conducted to confirm Diamond's (1988) 

finding that infants perform differentially according to the size of the 

box and trial conditions. Cue type scores were entered into a repeated 

measures analysis of variance with Age (8.5, 10.5, 12.5 mos), Box (small 

or large) and Condition (F, S, OS) as the within subject variables. 

There was a significant main effect for Age, E(2,74) = 133.59, ~ = .000, 

indicating that OR scores increased with age. There was a significant 

main effect for Box, E(l,37) - 28.99, ~ = .000, indicating that infants 

performed significantly better with the small box. There was also a 

main effect for Condition E(2,74) = 14.57, ~ = .000, indicating that 

infants performed differentially according to trial condition. However, 

there was also a significant Box x Condition interaction, E(2,74) = 

4.10, ~ = .02. Planned comparisons using HSD Tukeys indicated that for 

the small box, there was not a significant difference between F and S 

performance, g = 1.67, ~ > .05, but there was a significant difference 
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between F and as performance, ~ = 4.5, ~ < .05. For the large box, 

there was a significant difference between F and S performance, ~ = 4.5, 

~ < .05, and between F and as performance, ~ = 7.17, ~ < .01. Mean cue 

type scores for both boxes are displayed in Table 20. In sum, for the 

small box, infants performed significantly better during the front open 

condition than during the side open condition when the box was placed on 

the other side, but not when it was placed at midline. For the large 

box, infants performed significantly better during the front open 

condition than during either side open conditions. In general, side 

open trials were more difficult than front open trials, and performance 

on the former lagged behind that of the latter by about 1/2 stage 

(rather than by a full stage, as was reported by Diamond, 1988). 

While these results are slightly different than Diamond's (1988), 

they still support the finding that infants, in general, perform better 

when the opening is in the front than when it is on the side. To limit 

the number of variables to be entered into the structural equations 

model, scores for S and as condition were averaged to create one 

variable, SOS. Scores for F and SOS, for each size box, were entered 

into the structural equations model. 

Insert Table 20 here 

Data Analysis 

To determine the effect of infant type (PT or FT) on OR 

performance and the relation between early regulatory abilities and OR 
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performance, the following OR variables were entered into Model 2: (a) 

scores for the small box for front open and side open, SCSF and SCSSOS, 

and (b) scores for the large box for front open and side open, SCLF and 

SCLSOS. These OR variables were added to the APIB and A-not-B variables 

already, in the model, as specified in the previous section. 

Growth Curve Analysis and Structural Equations Modeling 

Model 2: Experiments 1, 4, and 5 

Rationale for the use of growth curves and structural equation 

modeling can be found in Chapter 4. Briefly, regression lines are 

computed, for each variable of interest, based on performance at each of 

the time points. Individual growth curve parameters are differentially 

weighted according to the number of repeated observations they were 

based on. The intercepts and slopes are then entered into a structural 

equations model, along with other variables of importance. Each of the 

hypothesized relationships is tested simultaneously. 

Subjects 

Those infants who completed Experiment 1 and who participated in 

Experiments 4 and 5. This included 19 PT and 18 FT infants (1 FT infant 

participated in Experiments 4 and 5 but did not complete an APIB). 

Data Analysis 

Individual regression lines were computed for all A-not-B (i.e., 

ABDLY) and OR (i.e., SCSF, SCSSOS, SGLF, SGLSOS) variables. Intercept 

(I) and slope (S) variables for the small box were SGSF(I), SGSSOS(I), 

SGSF(S), and SGSSOS(S). Intercept and slope variables for the large box 
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were SCLF(I), SCLSOS(I) , SCLF(S), and SCLSOS(S). These variables, along 

with the two APIB factors, MODUL and MOTOR, and INFANT TYPE (PT or FT) 

were entered into Model 2A, which is presented in Figure 7. 

Statistical procedures for structural equations modeling described 

in Chapter 4 were used here. A covariance matrix was computed on the 

variables listed above, using listwise deletion of missing cases, and 

output by SAS (SAS institute, 1989). The hypothesized relationships 

were then tested using EQS (Bentler, 1989), a structural equations 

program. Generalized Least Squares Solutions were used. Statistical 

output of interest included (a) chi-squared, (b) the Comparative Fit 

Index (eFI), (c) unstandardized regression coefficients with test 

statistics, and (d) standardized regression coefficients. A non

significant chi-squared is grounds for accepting a model. In short, we 

have a measure of the statistical and practical goodness-of-fit of the 

model, a test of the significance of the hypothesized relationships, and 

an indicator of the nature of the relationship between predictors and 

dependent measures. 

Again, the simplest and best-fitting model was determined by 

evaluating a series of competing hierarchically-nested structural models 

(Widaman, 1985). Because the initial "saturated" model adequately fit 

the data, additional constraints were imposed to determine the most 

parsimonious model. A difference chi-squared statistic, based on 

difference in degrees of freedom, was used to evaluate the restricted 

models. A change in chi-squared that is not significant, based on the 

change in degrees of freedom, indicates that the more restricted model 
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The chi-square statistic was not significant, chi-square = 25.53, 

df = 21, R = .22, indicating that Model 2A accurately reproduced the 

original covariance matrix. The goodness-of-fit index, CFI, was 1.00, 

indicating that the variables in this model accounted for 100% of the 

var.iance. The individual pathways that were significant are indicated in 

Figure 7. 

To obtain a more parsimonious model, a series of hierarchically

nested models were tested. Model 2B. INFANT TYPE appeared to have a 

direct effect on APIB performance only, and not on any of the other 

measures. Thus, the pathways between INFANT TYPE and A-not-B, and 

between INFANT TYPE and OR, were eliminated. Model 2C. Since MOTOR did 

not appear to predict performance on A-not-B or OR, and overall 

modulatory abilities were thought to be a better predictor of later 

functioning than motor regulation alone, the direct pathways between 

MOTOR and A-not-B, and between MOTOR and OR, measures were also 

eliminated. As indicated in Table 21, none of the above restrictions 

significantly altered the fit of the model. Consequently, Model 2C, the 

most parsimonious model, was accepted as the final model. Model 2C, 

with final parameter estimates, is presented in Figure 8. 

The pathways between INFANT TYPE and the APIB factors, MODUL and 

MOTOR, were significant. FT infants performed significantly better on 

the two APIB factors than PT infants. There was also a direct effect of 

MODUL on SCLF(S) and SCLSOS(S). The regression coefficients were 
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positive, indicating that those infants who evidenced better modulatory 

abilities also evidenced faster rates of development on OR performance, 

for the large box. There were indirect effects, then, of INFANT TYPE on 

SCLF(S) and of INFANT TYPE on SCLSOS(S). Indirect effects are 

calculated as the product of all pathways involved. The indirect effect 

of INFANT TYPE on SCLF(S) and INFANT TYPE on SCLSOS(S) were positive, 

indicating that the FT infants evidenced faster rates of development on 

these conditions of OR. The effect of MODUL on SCSSOS(S) approached 

significance, indicating that INFANT TYPE also tended to influence 

performance on this condition of OR. Again, these indirect effects 

indicate that the relationship between MODUL and the development of OR 

performance is not the same for both groups. To determine the nature of 

these relationships, correlational analyses were performed. For the PT 

infants, the correlation between MODUL and SCLF(S) was .1B (g=.47) and 

between MODUL and SCLSOS(S) was .22 (g=.40). For the FT infants, the 

correlation between MODUL and SCLF(S) was -.04 (g=.B7) and between MODUL 

and SCLSOS(S) was .47 (Q=.05). Thus, for the PT group, those infants 

with better MODUL scores tended to have faster rates of development on 

the more difficult conditions of OR. This was also true for the FT 

infants, at least on the most difficult condition (SCLSOS), but the 

relationship was much stronger. 

In general, INFANT TYPE (indirect) and MODUL (direct) were 

reliable predictors of performance on the more difficult conditions of 

OR. There were no significant effects of INFANT TYPE, direct or 

indirect, on A-not-B performance, even though the PT infants evidenced 
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slightly shorter A-not-B delays than the FT infants (see Table 18). 

There was also a signi.ficant effect of most intercepts on the 

corresponding slope. This effect was negative, indicating that those 

infants who performed worse at the initial starting point evidenced 

faster rates of development than those infants who performed better at 

the initial starting point. This was true for all OR variables, but not 

for A-not-B scores, and is similar to what was found in Modell. 

Finally, the non-causal relationship between A-not-B and OR 

performance was also tested .. Correlation matrixes indicating these 

relationships are presented in Table 22. In general, A-not-B 

performance was not significantly related to performance on any 

condition of OR. Performance on most conditions of OR were highly 

correlated. 

Insert Tables 21-22 here 

Insert Figures 7 and 8 here 
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As an organizational tool, each of the six hypotheses presented in 

Chapter 2 will be addressed in the discussion. 

Hypothesis 1: PT infants will perform less well than FT infants 

on measures of attention and regulatory abilities (APIB) at 42 weeks 

post-conceptional age. 

The FT infants performed significantly better on all four APIB 

factors than the PT infants. The FT infants were able to achieve and 

maintain an active, alert attentional state (ATTN). In contrast, PT 

infants often attempted to remain asleep, needed to be coaxed into 

alertness, when alert often had poorer quality of alertness (e.g., 

diffuse or panicked alertness), and often avoided social interaction. 

PT infants also found alerting to be more stressful and needed more 

examiner facilitation in order to come alert. Once alert, FT infants 

performed better on the orientation items (ORIENT). They were better 

able to track visual and auditory stimuli. They also needed less 

examiner facilitation in the elicitation and maintenance of orientation 

responses. Overall modulatory abilities (MODUL) were also better for 

the FT infants. Throughout the exam, FT infants were better able to 

regulate physiologic, motor, and attentiona1 abilities. PT infants 

displayed more imbalance in the physiologic system (e.g., color changes, 

respiratory pauses, hiccoughs, gags), the motor system (e.g., marked 

flaccidity or hypertonicity, diffuse motor activity, frequent motor 

extensions), and the state system (e.g., diffuse sleep and awake states, 
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abrupt changes in state, staring, panicked alertness). The PT infants 

also needed more help from the examiner (e.g., withdrawal of stimuli, 

wrapping, less handling) in order to maintain balance in each system. 

Finally, FT infants were more advanced motorically (MOTOR). The PT 

infants displayed a greater number of abnormal reflexes (i.e., mostly 

due to flaccidity or hypertonicity), were more stressed by handling, and 

were less able to modulate behavior during high tactile maneuvers (i.e:, 

defensive, pull-to-sit, cuddle). 

These findings confirm earlier findings by Als et al. ,(1988) that 

healthy PT infants are less well modulated, overall, than FT infants, 

even when tested at the same post-conceptional age. In addition, these 

results indicate that at 42 weeks post-conceptional age, PT infants are 

less mature within specific domains of functioning than their FT 

counterparts. It appears that the experience of being born prematurely 

results in a lag in the development of early attentional, orientation, 

regulatory, and motor abilities. Performance within the four domains of 

functioning measured in this study was not determined by post

conceptional age at test but by PT birth. The fact that the PT and FT 

groups did not vary on any of the initial measures of maternal or family 

status (e.g., socio-economic status, level of education, maternal 

stress) further supports the contention that PT birth, in and of itself, 

was responsible for these differences. 

Hypothesis 2: All infants will evidence both object memory (VPC) 

and location memory (VS) at each age tested. Performance of the PT 

infants will not differ significantly from that of the FT infants on 
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memory measures. 

Neither group of infants evidenced object memory at any age 

tested. Since visual recognition memory has been reported in infants as 

young as 2 months (Olson & Sherman, 1983), this was a surprising 

finding. While it is unclear why the infants in this study failed to 

evidence recognition memory for objects, several possibilities can be 

offered. First, differences in findings may be due to differences in 

task demands. In this study, the objects may have been too difficult to 

discriminate, the delay intervals too long, or the objects too 

interesting (i.e., infants did not get bored with the familiar object 

during the familiarization trials). It is interesting to note that 

while the FT inf~nts looked equally long at the novel and familiar 

object across all delays and ages, the PT infants did look longer at the 

novel object at the short delays, as seen in Table 9. While group 

differences were not significant, this trend suggests that the PT 

infants may have been better able to discriminate between the familiar 

and novel objects after short delays. This may be explained by the 

older chronological age of the PT infants. 

Second, and more interesting, is that these results may reflect 

early constraints on the object memory system. In most infant memory 

studies, pictures of faces or geometric' patterns serve as stimuli; 

three-dimensional objects are rarely used. When 3-D objects are used, 

they tend to be black plastic shapes (i.e., crosses or circles), with 

little depth. In this study, the stimuli were multi-colored and were 
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comprised of geometric shapes of varied design. It may be that young 

infants are able to remember pictures of faces or simple geometric 

shapes, but are less likely to remember 3-dimensional objects of complex 

design. If so, this presents an interesting parallel between the 

development of visual recognition abilities and what is currently known 

about the development of the visual system. 

The visual system is comprised of parallel, as well as sequential, 

streams of processing. While the best way to conceptualize the nature 

of these streams of processing is currently under debate (e.g., Goodale 

& Milner, 1992), one approach has been to distinguish between parallel 

object and spatial vision systems (Ungerlieder & Mishkin, 1982). Early 

stages of processing in the object memory system are responsible for 

analyzing features of objects, such as size, color, texture, and shape. 

Later stages in processing, such as those mediated by areas TEO and TE 

in the inferior temporal lobe, are crucial for combining information 

about the features of an object and for identifying objects based on the 

whole, rather than on individual physical properties. There is some 

evidence to suggest that there may be a corresponding sequence in the 

neural maturation of these streams of processing. First, areas of the 

primary visual cortex, which are important for feature identification, 

appear to mature prior to areas of the IT cortex, which are important 

for identification of whole objects (e.g., Chugani et al., 1987; Conel, 

1939-1963), This typifies a common principle of neural maturation; 

primary sensory-motor areas mature prior to association areas. Second, 

there may also be differential rates of development within subdivisions 
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of a cortical area. In fact, Goldman-Rakic (1987) has proposed that 

hierarchical development within cortical areas maya better way to 

conceptualize cortical development than hierarchical development between 

cortical areas. For instance, it appears that visual association area 

TE is functionally i~nature at birth and that area TEO is responsible 

for early recognition abilities (Bachevalier, 1990). It may be that 

recognition memory for pictures of faces or simple geometric designs can 

be mediated by early stages in the object memory system (i.e., visual 

cortex or area TEO), hence early emergence of these recognition 

abilities. In contrast, recognition memory for complex 3-dimensional 

objects may require the maturation of neural structures important for 

later stages of processing (e.g., area TE), hence poor performance of 

young infants on VPC tasks using complex 3-dimensiona1 objects. While 

plausible, this idea is speculative and further research is clearly 

needed to link the development of visual memory abilities and the 

maturation of corresponding neural structures. 

In contrast to the object memory findings, both groups of infants, 

at all ages tested, clearly remembered the location of the hidden object 

and were surprised to see it reappear from the impossible location. 

This finding is important for several reasons. First, it demonstrates 

that location memory emerges early in infancy, implicating infants' 

understanding of location information as a core component of early 

reasoning abilities. Indeed, most principles of object knowledge, such 

as continuity, boundedness, and persistence (Spelke, 1990), require some 

knowledge of location (i.e., an object cannot exist independent of it's 
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location). Second, it suggests that young infants know that an object 

continues to exist when hidden (i.e., object permanence). This is 

consistent with the findings of Spelke, Brei1inger, Macomber, and 

Jacobson (1992), that infants as young as 2 months of age represent 

physical characteristics of an object, even when it is moved from view. 

Finally, the finding that simple location recognition abilities are 

evident by 2.5 months of age suggests that the spatial vision system, at 

least in a rudimentary form, is an early developing system. While 

little is currently known about the neural correlates of the VS task, 

the components of the task lend one to suspect that performance is 

mediated by the spatial vision system in the posterior parietal lobe. 

If so, then early emergence of the behavior suggests functional maturity 

of the brain structures involved. However, converging evidence from the 

behavioral and neural sciences is needed to answer questions about the 

development of location memory and neural maturation. 

The finding that object and location recognition abilities were 

uncorrelated, suggests that these abilities are mediated by different 

cognitive systems. This supports the contention that the underlying 

neural systems that mediate these abilities are both functionally and 

neuroanatomically distinct. In addition, however, performance on VPC at 

the short and long delays was also uncorrelated. This finding suggests 

that VPC at short and long delays also measures separate, and possibly 

unrelated, abilities. This raises the possibility that object 

recognition at short delays is mediated by a slightly different neural 

circuit than object recognition at long delays. It is possible that 
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object recognition at short delays does not necessitate the involvement 

of limbic structures, which are important for memory. In contrast, 

object recognition after long delays may require the involvement of the 

limbic structures. However, because the infants, as a group, did not 

evidence object memory abilities, the lack of correlation between 

location memory and object memory (short and long delays), needs to be 

interpretated with caution. Further research is needed to investigate 

the functional relationship between these neural systems. 

Hypothesis 3: Attentional patterns during VPC and VS will differ 

for PT and FT infants. PT infants will evidence longer length of looks, 

will take longer to habituate, and will spend less total time attending 

to the visual stimuli. 

Hypothesis 4: Early attentional and state regulation behaviors 

(APIB) will predict performance on VPC and VS attentional measures. 

There was not a direct effect of PT birth on VPG and VS attention 

measures. However, there was a direct relationship between attention 

performance on the APIB (ATTN) and the development of VPG and VS 

attentional abilities. Those infants who performed poorly on the APIB 

attention measure evidenced faster rates of development on VPG and VS 

attention measures. This suggests that those infants who had poor 

attention abilities at term, evidenced increased rates of attention 

development during the first 6.5 months of life, probably to 'catch-up' 

to those infants who had better attention regulation at term. It is 

somewhat surprising, however, that performance on the APIB did not also 

predict initial start estimates for VPG and VS attention performance. 
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That is, one would expect those infants who evidenced poor attentiona1 

abilities at term to also evidence lower initial start estimates, and 

then 'catch-up' to the other infants during the next 6.5 months. So why 

did APIB performance fail to predict initial start estimates, but did 

predict a change in performance over time? One possibility is that 

measures of attention at one point in time, even when performance at 

that time point is estimated by performance over several sessions, are 

not sensitive to individual differences evidenced at term. A measure of 

change in performance may be more sensitive to individual differences 

seen on the APIB. This has two important implications. First, 

attention regulation at term, as measured by the APIB, is a reliable 

predictor of the development of attentional abilities. Second, 

measurement at one point in time is not sufficient to determine 

individual differences in attentional abilities. To understand the 

nature of the development of attention, infants should be tested at 

several time points. 

In'contrast to the above findings, performance on orientation 

items (ORIENT) did not predict future attention performance. A measure 

of the ability to achieve alertness and to orient to stimuli, void of 

information about the quality of the behavior, does not adequately 

predict the development of attentional abilities. 

Although there was not a direct effect of PT birth on attention 

abilities, there was an indirect effect of PT birth on the development 

of VPC and VS attention as mediated by ATTN scores. This indirect 

effect indicates that, in general, the PT infants, who evidenced lower 
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attention scores at term, evidenced faster rates of development on 

attention measures during the first year of life. However, this effect 

also indicates that the relation between ATTN at term and the 

development of attentional abilities was different for the two groups. 

For the PT group, the relationship was negative, indicating that infants 

with low ATTN scores at term evidenced faster rates of development on 

subsequent attention measures. For the FT group, the relationship was 

positive (although not of the same magnitude as with the PT infants), 

indicating that infants with high ATTN scores at term tended to evidence 

faster rates of development on subsequent attention measures. 

The fact that PT birth, alone, did not predict differences in 

later attentlonal abilities, but that group differences in ATTN 

performance at term did predict different rates of development on 

subsequent attention measures, has two important implications. First, 

it indicates that the differential abilities of the groups at term 

predicts different rates of development on some cognitive measures. For 

the PT infants, who as a group evidenced poor attention regulation at 

term, those infants with poor attentional abilities at term evidence 

faster rates of development during the first 6.5 months of life, 

probably to catch-up to the better regulated infants. For the FT 

infants, who as a group evidence better attention regulation at term, 

those infants who are well regulated continue to evidence more mature 

patterns of attention performance. Because the group of infants with 

poor attention regulation at term evidence faster developmental 

trajectories (i.e., the PT infants), and an increase in these 
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attentiona1 abilities is thought to represent more mature patterns of 

responding, the underlying difference between the two groups is probably 

immaturity at term. These differences are then minimized by faster 

rates of development in the PT infants. 

Second, these indirect effects suggest that individual differences 

in APIB performance, along with knowledge of birth status, is a more 

sensitive and reliable predictor of future attentional abilities than 

birth status alone. Performance on ATTN was clearly related to the 

development of attentional abilities, and while this relationship was 

differentially effect by birth status, birth status alone was not 

predictive of future attentiona1 abilities. This is consistent with the 

findings of A1s and colleagues, that while PT-FT differences on APIB 

performance clearly exist and are related to future functioning, 

individual differences in performance are also important for predicting 

development within some cognitive and behavioral domains (Als et al., 

1988; Als et al., 1989; Duffy et al., 1990). 

The finding that PT birth did not directly influence attention 

performance during the memory tasks is in apparent conflict with 

previous reports of PT-FT differences in attentiona1 abilities during 

the first year of life (Rose et a1., 1988a; Rose et a1., 1988b). 

However, in this study only healthy PT infants were tested. Group 

differences reported in previous studies were probably due to the sample 

tested; a more heterogenous group which may have included infants that 

appeared normal but experienced some pre- or peri-natal medical 

complications. When only healthy PT infants are tested, gestational age 
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at birth, alone, does not predict differences. 

As expected, neither ATTN or ORIENT abilities predicted memory 

performance. When competing pathways (i.e., hypotheses) are tested, in 

contrast to independently testing single relationships (Moss et al., 

1988), it was expected that (a) attention regulation at term would 

predict future attention abilities, and in turn (b) attention 

performance during the memory tasks would predict memory scores. The 

first of these predictions was confirmed, as discussed above. The 

second of these predictions was also confirmed, although the 

relationship between attention and memory proved to be somewhat limited. 

The attention intercepts predicted the memory intercepts, however the 

attention slopes did not predict the memory slopes. That is, initial 

performance on the attention factor was a reliable predictor of initial 

diff-% scores. But, developmental trajectories for the attention factor 

were not predictive of developmental trajectories for memory scores. 

The fact that attention performance does not reliably predict memory 

scores, as found here and in previous studies (Colombo et al., 1988; 

Moss et al., 1988; Rose et al., 1988a) suggests that there is 

substantial intra-individual variability in infant looking times during 

habituation tasks. Thus, great caution should be exercised in using 

performance on these tasks to predict cognitive outcome. 

Caution in using attention scores to predict cognitive functioning 

is further indicated by the fact that different patterns of attention 

differentially predicted memory scores at the first time point. For 

VPC, higher attention scores during familiarization trials (i.e., 
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shorter length of looks, shorter times to habituation, and a smaller 

percentage of time spent attending to the stimulus) predicted higher 

diff-% scores. In contrast, for VS lower attention scores during 

familiarization trials predicted hi~ler diff-% scores. Those infants 

who would be considered 'slow' information processors actually performed 

better on the location memory task. Obviously the nature of the task, 

as well as the maturity of the infant, plays a role in determining 

patterns of attention. 

Finally, for all VPC and VS measures, the intercepts predicted the 

slopes. This relationship was negative, indicating that those infants 

who had low initial start estimates evidenced steeper developmental 

trajectories than those infants who had high initial start estimates. 

This suggests that those infants who were slightly behind at the first 

test session (i.e., 2.5 months of age), evidenced faster rates of 

development during the next 4 months. This finding illustrates several 

important developmental principles. First, there is continuity in 

development. Performance at anyone test session is clearly related to 

performance at subsequent test sessions. Second, there is individual 

variability in rates of development. The time at which an infant 

acquires an ability, and the rate at which it develops, varies across 

individuals. Third, the rate at which one develops can be predicted by 

performance at one time point. In the case of attention and memory 

abilities, those infants who start out slightly 'behind' at 2.5 months 

of age, evidence faster rates of development. This allows them to 

'catch-up' to the infants who were more mature at the initial test 
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session. This may be true for many other cognitive abilities as well. 

Hypothesis 5: PT infants will evidence impaired performance on A

not-B and OR as compared to FT infants. 

Hypothesis 6: Early reguiatory abilities (APIB) will predict 

performance on A-not-B and OR. 

Birth status did not directly influence performance on A-not-B or 

object retrieval. However, there was a significant effect of MonUL on 

OR performance; those infants with higher MonUL scores evidenced faster 

rates of development on OR, for the large box. MOTOR scores did not 

predict subsequent performance on either A-not-B or OR. Apparently, 

overall modulatory functioning at term is a better predictor of later 

reaching and inhibitory abilities than motor functioning. The fact that 

MonUL scores predicted performance on the more difficult conditions of 

OR (i.e., large box), but not on the easier conditions of OR (i.e., 

small box), indicates that a range of difficulty level is necessary to 

detect differences in performance. 

Although there was not a direct effect of PT birth on OR 

performance, there was an indirect effect of PT birth on the development 

of OR performance, mediated by MonUL scores. This indirect effect 

indicates that, in general, the PT infants, who evidence lower MonUL 

scores at term, also evidence slower rates of development on the more 

difficult conditions of OR (SCLF and SCLSOS). However, this effect also 

indicates that the relation between MOnUL at term and the development of 

OR performance was different for the two groups. For both groups this 

relationship was generally positive, indicating that infants with high 
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MODUL scores at term evidenced faster rates of deve10plnent on OR 

performance. However, this relationship was much stronger for the FT 

infants on the most difficult condition of OR (SCLSOS). FT infants with 

high MODUL scores at term were much more likely to evidence faster rates 

of development on SCLSOS than PT infants who had high MODUL scores at 

term. Again, this suggests that developmental differences in abilities 

are best detected with tasks that tap the upper range of abilities. 

The fact that PT birth, alone, did not predict differences in OR 

performance, but that group differences in MODUL performance at term did 

predict different rates of development on OR, has two important 

implications. First, like the findings from Modell, it indicates that 

the differential abilities of these groups at term predicts different 

rates of development on some later developing cognitive functions. 

However, in contrast to the findings from Modell, those infants who 

were most immature at term (e.g., PT infants) did not evidence overall 

faster rates of development. Apparently, PT infants, who are less well 

modulated at term, evidence slower rates of development on the more 

difficult conditions of OR. Two explanations for this finding are 

possible; (a) those infants with immature modulatory abilities at term 

continue to be immature during the first year of life (i.e., they do not 

'catch-up'), or (b) there are underlying differences in neural and/or 

behavioral organization that are responsible for these differences. 

The findings of Als and colleagues would suggest that these differences 

represent underlying differences in behavioral, and possible neural, 

organization. However, at this point, an immaturity explanation is 
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equally as plausible. Measurement of these later developing abilities 

into the second year of life, to ascertain if differences continue or if 

they become less noticeable over time, would help to determine the 

nature of these differences. 

Second, these indirect effects suggest that individual differences 

in APIB performance, along with knowledge of birth status, is a more 

sensitive and reliable predictor of OR performance than birth status 

alone. Again, this is consistent with the findings from Model I and 

supports the contention that birth status, itself, does not always 

adequately predict development. Individual differences in early 

patterns of behavioral organization also playa role. 

The fact that (a) modulatory functioning at birth was not 

predictive of A-not-B performance, but was predictive of performance on 

the more difficult conditions of object retrieval, and (b) performance 

on A-not-B and OR was unrelated, also has interesting implications. 

First, it suggests that A-not-B and OR tap very different cognitive 

abilities. It may not be appropriate to label both, generically, as 

tests of inhibitory functioning. Successful performance on OR requires 

the ability to integrate visuospatia1 information with an appropriate 

reaching response, and to modulate behavior in order to reach the goal. 

More precisely, when presented with visual information, the infant must 

consider what appears to be the best strategy for obtaining the toy 

(i.e., reaching along line of sight), integrate this information with 

the knowledge that a direct reach will be blocked by the barrier, and 

inhibit a reaching response that is in conflict with obtaining the toy 
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(i.e., must detour reaching to an open side). Successful performance on 

A-not-B requires the integration of a memory representation, over space 

and time, with an appropriate reaching response. Here, an infant must 

remember where the toy is located (over a delay during which they are 

being distracted), conceptualize how to obtain the toy, and implement a 

search strategy. Whether inhibitory abilities are an important 

component of successful performance on A-not-B is currently under 

debate. It has been suggested that A-not-B probably contains a more 

conceptual, or representational component (Baillargeon et a1., 1991), 

while OR is more heavily dependent on inhibitory abilities (Bell & Fox, 

1992). If so, this would account for the finding that modulatory 

abilities at term predicts performance on OR, but not A-not-B. The 

underlying ability to modulate behavior, in response to the task at 

hand, may more strongly influence performance on a task that requires 

inhibition of reaching behavior than a task heavily dependent on 

representational memory. 

Second, these findings suggest that A-not-B and OR are not equally 

dependent on the maturation of the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex. This 

is supported by recent findings of Bell and Fox (1992). They report 

that developmental changes in frontal lobe neurophysiology are related 

to rapid improvement in A-not-B performance. However, developmental 

changes in frontal lobe neurophysiology are not related to rapid 

improvement on OR. While the work of Diamond (Diamond, 1988; Diamond & 

Go1dman-Rakic, 1985) strongly implicates the prefrontal cortex as 

crucial for OR performance, Bell and Fox argue that ·successful 
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performance on OR may not be as heavily dependent on the prefrontal 

cortex as successful performance on A-not-B. They suggest that A-not-B 

requires the integration of three skills: memory over space and time, 

the ability to ignore distraction, and response inhibition. In 

comparison, OR requires mostly response inhibition. In addition, they 

suggest that representation memory and the ability to ignore distraction 

are more heavily dependent on frontal lobe functioning than response 

inhbition. 

While modulatory abilities directly influenced the developmental 

trajectories of OR performance, and PT birth as mediated by modulatory 

abilities indirectly influenced the same developmental trajectories, 

neither MODUL or birth status influenced the initial start estimates. 

If performance on the APIB predicts developmental trajectories, why does 

it not also predict initial performance? Again, it may be the case that 

performance at one time point, even when based on subsequent 

performance, is less sensitive to individual and group differences than 

changes in performance across time. 

Finally, for all OR conditions, the intercepts predicted the 

slopes. This relationship was negative, indicating that those infants 

who had low initial start estimates evidenced steeper developmental 

trajectories than those infants who had high initial start estimates. 

This replicates the findings from Model 1 and provides further support 

for the developmental principles discussed earlier, namely that (a) 

there is continuity in development, (b) there is individual variability 

in rates of development and these individual differences can be 
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predicted from performance early in development, and (c) those infants 

who start out slow on a given ability tend to play 'catch-up' over time. 

Conclusions 

At term, PT infants perform less well than FT infants on measures 

of attention, orientation, modulation, and motor functioning than their 

FT counterparts. While PT birth, in and of itself, does not directly 

influence the development of memory, attention, manual search, or 

inhibitory abilities during the first year of life, group differences in 

early behavioral organization do differentially predict the development 

of some cognitive abilities. First, group differences in attention 

abilities, but not orientation abilities, at term differentially predict 

the development of attention abilities between 2.5 and 6.5 months of 

age. Second, group differences in modulatory abilities, but not motor 

functioning, at term differentially predict the development of 

inhibitory abilities (OR) between 8.5 and 12.5 months of age. However, 

early object (VPC) and location memory abilities (VS), and later 

developing memory and manual search behaviors (A-nt-B), are not 

influence by individual or group differences in behavioral organization. 

This suggests that healthy PT infants, with similar social and economic 

backgrounds, develop like healthy FT infants on many cognitive tasks. 

Of course, the PT infants in this study were tested at corrected 

gestational age, giving them the advantage of being slightly older, 

chronologically, than the FT infants. Because comparison of the PT and 

FT groups based on chronological age was not possible, it is unknown 

whether the PT infants would evidence impairments if tested at age since 
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birth. However, since the PT performed like the FT when tested at 

corrected age, they probably would have evidenced impairments if tested 

at uncorrected age. 

In addition, because the neural basis for most of these abilities 

has been documented, inferences about neural development can be made 

based on cognitive behavior. The finding that PT infants perform like 

FT infants on tests of object memory, location memory, and memory and 

manual search, strongly suggests that premature exposure to the extra

uterine environment, in the absence of medical complications, does not 

alter the functional maturation of the neural systems important for the 

development of these abilities. Group differences in attentional 

abilities and inhibitory abilities, as predicted by early APIB 

performance, may be best explained by the immaturity of the PT infants 

at term. Apparently, under optimal circumstances (i.e., GA at birth 31-

35 weeks, absence of medical complications, supportive early 

environment) the immature brain exhibits remarkable functional 

plasticity when exposed to the extra-uterine environment. In other 

words, the functional development of the immature brain will continue 

according to plan, even with slight alterations in early experience. In 

light of these findings, further research is indicated to determine the 

effect of different types of early experience, including both the type 

and the timing of that experience, on brain and behavior. It is 

possible that only extreme alterations in early experience (e.g., 

prolonged sickness or very early birth), which may result in cerebral 

insult, will alter the functional development of select neural systems. 
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Finally, the findings from this study have implications for the 

development of early intervention, educational, and service related 

programs. In general, the PT infants in this study did not evidence 

impaired cognitive functioning. While group differences in early 

behavioral organization did predict some differences in later 

functioning, these differences may simply be related to the immaturity 

of the PT infant. There is no evidence that these differences represent 

underlying deficits that require early intervention or educational 

support. That is, when raised within in a reasonably nurturing 

environment, healthy PT infants will perform within the normal scope of 

development. At a time when resources are quite limited, funding may be 

best spent on infants with clear underlying deficits, and who are unable 

to function within the normal range of expected behavior. 
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APPBIDIX A 

S£l[CTlOH CRllmA slim 

Name __________ Hosp. & Record' _______ _ 

008 ____ Time of birth ___ Gil at birth ___ Birthweight ___ _ 

Parent's Name __________ _ Phone' ______ _ 

Address _________ Hotes __________ _ 

Selection Criteria 

I. Gestational age at birth. 
31·35 weeks (PI) 39-41 weeks (H) 

2. Birthweight appropriate for gestational age 

3. Singleton 

4. Absence of chromosomal or other mjor genetic anomalies 
(e.g. I Down's SyndrOui!, Turner's Sydl'OGel etc.) 

5. Absence of major congenital infection (e.g .. 1ilO~ 
IllV positive, syphilis I herpes I etc.) 

6. Absence of major materna I illness (e. g. I diabetes I cancer I 
epilepsy, or Ii~ntal retardation) and drug/alcohol abuse 

7. No mechanical ventilation needed. Oxygen (hood or NCPAP) I 
needed for no IiOre than 72 hrs I ~an 02 < SOt 

B. Adequate prenatal care (at least 3 prenatal visits) 

9. Telephone access available; family ileI'ber with sufficient 
English language facility 

10. Reasonable assurance of follow·up feasibility in terms of 
faeily's geographic location and residency 

I!. Absence of peri· and postnatal infection, disease, illness, or 
neurological abnolilality (e.g. I sepsis, RDS I lVlI, etc.) 

Infants ~tiM ~le~tiDn Criteria 

Brief ;;edit;! histDry (i.e.: ;ct;;it ar~j course): 

Check/Notes 
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AP~[ND1X B 

M[DlCAL RWllDS DATh RHRl[VAL rOOM 

Subject name Subject' Sex 

lIospita I lIospita I , 

Parents/Guard ian 

Address 

~~one (~ome) (work) 

IHFNIT: 

008 SA at birt~ __ 8irt~wt __ Lengt~ __ Head (ire __ P/I _ 

Apgars I min. ___ 5 l1in. ____ 10 lin. ___ 15 min. __ _ 

Day I: Ventilator ___ (' hours) ___ ~ Oxygen ___ (' ~ours) __ _ 

Day 2: Ventilator (I ~ours) ~ Oxygen ___ (I ~ours) __ _ 
Admit: Date Diagnosis _____________ _ 

Course: PDA (self resolved) __ 

lIyperbilirubinemia __ 
p~otot~erapy _' _ 
, days 

Apnea 
, days 
~0lIIe IlOnitor 
drug treatment == 

Medications (days and type) ______ _ 

Brief description of course: 

Disc~arge: Date Diagnosis _____________ _ 

Age (days) __ ~ost·concept age __ Vt __ Lngt~ __ Ht __ P/l _ 

Pediatrician ________ Clinic ________ _ 
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,"lIRIW/pREllATAI. ml FNULY: 

Para _ Grava _ AS _ living children (gender & age) _______ _ 

Age _ Marital status ___ .living arrang~1ients _________ _ 

Education _____ Occupation ________ hrsM __ _ 

Ethnicity: Afr-f.Jn _ Hex-f.Jn _ Hat f.Jn _ Asian __ (auc _ Other ___ _ 

Prenatal: I visits ~ications _____________ _ 

tobacco/alcohol use ___ unusual conditions _______ _ 

labor & delivery: Mode vagina I 
(-section 

Medications tocolytics __ 
steriod 

Father 

Premature rupture of meroranes _ 
, hrs before delivery _ 

other 

Fetal position vertex 
breech 
other 

Other: _______________ _ 

Age _ Marital status ______ living arrangements _____ _ 

Education _______ Occupation _______ hrs/wt _ 

Ethnicity: Afr-A!! _ Hex-A!! _ Nat NI_ Asian _ (auc _ Other __ _ 
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PROJECT APPROVAL FORM 
REQUEST FOR ETHICAL REVIEW OF ACTIVITIES INVOLVING HUMAN SUBJECTS 
IN QUESTIONNAIRES, INTERVIEWS, OBSERVATIONS, VIDEO/AUDIO TAPES, ETC. 

1. Teresa G. Wilcox 
PrincipaJ~ 

P5ycbaJooy 
~. 

TIH! Development of Early Cognitive .... "Dctioos in Prntct:!J' 

2. SUPERVISING OFFICIAL 
I certify that (1) facllitl~ and persoonol am availablo to the investigator lot assuring tile safety and well-being 
of human subjocts Involved; (2) I will be rosponslblo lot continuing surveillanco of tho proposed program with 
respect to the rights and welfato 0/ human subjects; (3) no procedural changes roWing to tho human 
subjocts Involved will be allowod without prior roview by tho Human Subjocts Committoo: (4) I am satlsfiod 
that tho procedul'03 to be U30d for obtaining Infonnod consent comply with tile spirit and Intont of DHHS 
regulations; (5) I cooity that tho investigator Is tully competont to accomplish tho goals and tochniquos statod 
In tile attached proposal; (6) tho sigood consant forms willl» filed In tIH! DoportmontBl fihJ and rocainod for a 
period of six yo~ / /-

'-1qii-e 
HMd 01 0ep0ttmenI. o..n 01 r, CoIIo<]o 01 compara.OIe 0UIl0nIy ISiyn&lInI 

I~~ __ -=3~-~~C_'7~~~ ____________ _ 

3. DEPARTMENTAL REVIEW COMMITTEE 
Woll havo oxamlned tho proposal cited abovo. and find that tho infomlation contained tho rein is complete: 
that tho sciontific aspocts of tho projoct Includo appropriato provision for protecting tl10 rights and welfaro of 
tho human subjocts involved; and that tho required forms havo been filled out property in accordanco with 
tho Institutional Assuranco filed by tho University of Arizona with tho U.S. Dopartment of Health and Human 
Services. 

~ompt from Human Subjocts Committoo roviow. 
_ Minimal risk to human su' • Human Subjocts CornmiUl!e oxpcdnod review requested. 

iblo risk to subj uman ubjects CommiUl!e roview recommended. 

/ 
CIwnnan 01 f1VtfIW IIlIteISiqn&rurol Oata 

4 ~UMAN SUBJECTS ~~MI1TEE ~o proposal above was approved on this dato by tho Human Subjects Committee. 

Y(,\e t ..... .)-4..: ... "" __ ....:rJl.1-(.L(..:I't':.J(~tnaz.. ________ _ 
• Dab! 
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DESCRIPTION OF POPULATION 

I. Number 01 sub/eels 10 be used: 

)() 

2. Who Is being recruited: 

15 FT infants to :)(! tested every month froln 1/2 to 12 1/2 months of atll'. 
15 PT infants to be tested every month'from 1/2 ~onths post estirudted due ditp 
to 12 1/2 monlhs post estimuted due date. Thus, corrected aue Iii 11 he used for 
t:w PT inf,1I1ls (i.e., age post estimated due rJ~t.('). 

3. How are the subjects being recruited: 

FT inf,i,1t; .:ill .le r!!cruiteti fru;.; t!1f ::'~·.l·J1"t·r.t;'lIt of ~r';i,)tr;c~ ilt ti'll' 
~Jllivl.'rsity ,!,~ ... i';.:l C~";lt.,::r (U~':C) ~lnG rlt' T\:r.'lq~1 1·:r:.;ic:!1 Ct~r:l('r ~:::r.). PT iqf.:dlt.c:. 
' ... ; II iilsu ,It! r(;'r.r,1i t~t: frn~1 tho.) Jt"),,,·tw"'. '.11' ),!r.:i,tl"i::·; (>:c.,·r,ato1!wy) .It I):·;C 
<lnll T,'IC. ;iilSt of tne 1'1' illf.lllts 'o.lill 110)'/(' $f'~~I1t. SOIl:O ti,:,e in t'lie ~ul'St'ry 
Intensive Care Unit at eitlH!r hos;>ital. I it:,1 currently I'JOridny I':ith a 
i;I~~\n}~~I~~'k~i18f.Ih'bli>qLllJMtlfn:and TMC and have her support in recruiting PT 

Selection criteria for the fullterm infunts I~ill be: 40-42 ~Ip.eks 
IJestational a!Je (GA) at birth, birth I':eiuht normal for GA, pregnanc)' and 
delivery normal, and no evidence of disease or neurologicul aonor~ality. 
Selection criteria for the preterm infill1ts \·lill be: 29-35 l'lee!:s GA at birth, 
birtil ~Ieight nor.llal for GA, minimal (if any) ventilator support needed ouring 
the hospi ta I s taj}fse1u~rH:mC\:)r:c~efH'tir:rotiOGV A'N1!lcPROCEbUR8S"ma 1 i ty. 

At 1/2 and 1 1/2 months of age (corrected d!]C for PT infants) behaviorill 
functioning of each inf.lnts I~ill be assessed wit~ the Assessment of Preterm 
115fiSl.Immall)'l:~ior (rIPI~q, il non-invusivp. assrsslilent of ,ln infont's response to 

audit()r~', Vi511011, illlC tactile stLnuli ' .. illell aslec;] <1n l)/ol' d·:I~i«'. 
Evt"r'l .dOlll!l frolll , 1/2 to 5 1/2 ,"onti1~ of d~re elcil infant · .. :ill Ole test.ed on 

VisulJl PJ·ir~ .. j CO'lI!lurison (VPC), tl measure of ear1y re~og!1itil)n ~1('''ll1ry. Inf~nts 
~ie~'1 a '1isu31 stilliulus over repeated tl"ials until they ha,lituatl! to tile ia"liliill' 
StihlUlus dna trren art! s,lO'.m a novel stimulUS. Hilhituation (t:ecremcnt in loo;;;nu 
tillle to fami liar stilliulus), reSI)onse to novel tv (increa~e in looking ticle to the 
novel stimulus), qUillit,y of attention, and 10·0;<1ng patterns ~lill ur. recorded. 
Ilpproxi.nately 10 test trIals ~1i1l he administered. 

Every i:l0nth from 3 1/2 to 9 1/2 montils infants viiI 1 be tested on a visual 
sear~h.task. Here, the infant watches as an object is hidden at one of two 
identical locations, a delay is imposed, ~nd then the exrerimenter either 
retrieves the object from the location that it was original v hidden (possible 
event) or retrieves a replica of the object from the other 10~iltion (impossible 
event). Five test pairs of impossible and possible events lIill be administered 
and looking times calculated. Longer looking times at an impossible, as 
compared to il possible, event indicates memory for the location of the object. 

Every II10nth from S 1/2 tu 12 1/2 months the Object Retrieval (OR) task I·lill 
be ildl11inlsteretJ. In this task il toy is placed inside a cleur plexi~Jl3ss box 
lildt hus un open side. r:le infant is allO\'IC'd to r~trieve the tlly frum tilt' i;()x. 
Search benaviors will DC recorded and scored. 

Every l:tonth fro,.1 61/2 to It 1/2 mont.hs the I~·n(\t-rl task ~Iill be 
,IlJlllinistere<l. fOI' the il-nl1t·1l tusk tne infant ~/"tches as a toy is hidden at one 
of tVIO identica I locations, a brief ueluy is il1lposed, and then thl! infilnt is 
allowed to reuch. Once the infant reaches corrrctl¥ for 2-3 trials the side of 
hiding is reversed, a delay is imposed, and the Infant is auain dllo\'/ed to 
reach. Approxi~ately ~ reversal trials will be implemented for euch test 
session ancl number of currect reaches on reversal trlills will be calculatf'd. 
Uther seilrcl! behaviors l'Iill also be recorded. 

All test sessions will be vidoetape~2for scoring purposes only and parents 
perrnission ~lill iJe obtained for this (see att.,ched letter). 
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6. Where will Ihe projecl be conducled (room number or area): 

The first L~IO lcsLinq sessiuns I·JiII ile cunGucLec! in till! il1riJnt's !tUHII~ .. \11 
other tf!sL in\) 'o'Ii II llC! conilllctC!d in a roolll in the I'syCholu9Y !lui IcJi:1!I. 

7. How will Ihe projeci be explained 10 Ihe subjecls: 

1111 taSKS utilize natural response tl!ndencies of infant~. 1111 tasks will 
be treated clS d Dalile. Fur the object retrieval and the /I-not-Il task inf~nts 
wil I be askl!~ to retrieve the toy dnd find the hidden toy, respectivley. 

B. II subjecls arc minors, how will assent be secured? 

See attached ,ll!tLer to the.' par~nL . 

9. How will you m~ke II clear 10 Ihe SUbjecl~ Ihallholr partlclp~lIon Is volunlary and Ihal Ihey may 
wllhdraw Irom Ihe Sludy al any limo Ihey wish 10 dlsconllnue partlclpalion: 
Parents "Iill b\! told this prior to the first test session (sef' 011 t,(l~ilec 

letter to till? r.arent). If ,Ill infant ')[l'Jears cistressE'd (i."., '/ocal izatinns or 
bOdy l~nCJuaGe) durin!) d test session,' that session I'lill ')? t,~r'~i"'1tr.",: ,nr! 
rescilelJul !!L. If t.h(s continues ov,~r several test 5essi('If'~ t 1,:Y 'J! I: 1)" 
1'1 I thdl'a\~11 frv.n th,~ S (Uti),. 

10. Will your projoct ullllzo (chock): 0 Quosllonnalres (submll a copy) 
o Invervlows (submit samplo of quosllons) 
XJ Obsorvalions (submit a brlel doscrlpllon, slaling your 

rolo In the acllvllies observed) 

DATA 

11. Who will have access 10 Ihe gathered dala: 

11ysel f, ~lsrl Sell, Lynn Nadel 

12. How will conlidenlialilY 01 the data be maintained: 
1111 datil .~ill O(? n~corded and re[lorted by subject nl):nber anci ~ges sn t!lat 

the I nrants ~!i 11 remcl In anonYllious. 

13; How will the data be recordod (instruments, notes, etc.): 
Each session, except for the first two, will be recorded on videotape. 

Performance on ,the APIB, search behaviors (OR and II-not-Il), ,~nd 100~lI1g 
beh,wiors (Vpe and visual ,earcti task) I'lill be recorded in I'Iriting. 
14. Whal arc the plans lor relentlon 01 dala: 

I l'Iill retain on~ copy of the ddtd. 

15. Whal are Ihe plans lor lulure use 01 dala as part ollhls study or use beyond Ihis sludy: 

I liclllL to save Lilt'S" :Iat,l (l'lritten ,llld videotape) f:lr 1)(lssi!)le inclusior. in 
further stll<ii'!s (lr tor Inure dl't.c1ilr.d olnirlysis. This ~c1til \'dll not Je Iiseo ','Iitil 
11~"1e s. 
16. How will Ihe dala be destroyed and al what point In time: 

Tne da til ~Ii 11 not ue des troyed; they ~Ii 11 he reta ineo with coded nlllalmr!'o. 
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BENEFITS. COSTS, RISKS 

17, VVt.\a,t,ase t/1PlRotc.oJlat Ql1l)ellls tl':,tho subjccJll, 

fnese u~ltJ C,ln serve tiS a record of ~n infant.'s earll' tleh.)vioral 
f;II11:tionin£j ano tile dev(·lo!"uent of IIIcmorv ~nd se,1rcil abilities bet~ileell the ']<lcs 
of 2 1/'!. dnu 12 1/2 110lllhs. Shuuld developmental d!'lays lieconle evitlcnt Idter, 
tllesl'! data ladY i,e valud:Jle ta the parent. Parents visa fil1~ dt't,liled I:nn'illedr:e 
uf 10,III}j~afmWb~ r\!~g!i(e'({>fha\qsi(jotll:lIfflfnl/Y aR~wll?stin~ sp.ssiol1s to be infnrmil tive'. 

This outtery of tests ~lill 
lenoinsight intu specific coynitive deficits t.hat PT infants !!lay have vnd the 
pussiule nl;!urdl structures invulved (i.e., successful performance on A-not,-3 and 
UII is. d2jlendr.nt of tile .je'l~I(1'):nelit of ;Jrefront~l cortnxj i'erf:,lr"lil:Jce on vile is 
ltlOu\j<"t to lip-penti 011 .ul~ tlJnc,l.io'I'J I ,:lldtLl!,itl of t;'!e hi::,J!)C~,lil'I~). If t,tlere. i~ ~ 
I'I;! 19.t What)m'onetary,'Com'pensatlontjs,o~fel'od<tblthelSl:Jbjects::lr rlllr".1fll:" :." tile '::(jI!,l1 t 1 Vt' 
lil,~~ .1 ':(.rlt,i'I',liI;J' ill \;'.:'Vf!IIl!l!;'~llt ;Jositil)n is·SU;l,:Ol'lp,,:. -

C~rp~nt.l I', ,Iolley is nut. .Jv,lilil;,Je t" offf:r ~il""l~ns'ltio,: fc,r I!\~C'I test 
SQssiCJII :lilt: p'ilrcnts IIi II be offered ~5.(Ji) .H SOil'? t.e·stil1:; s::ssio'1s to covt'r 
tl'dllSLlnrtJ t 10n cos t S. 

20. What are tne cosls to the subjects (monotary, time): 

Appr,uxir.lu tely 45-Su ,ni "utes for each test sess ion, for 13 test, ses5ions 
(rifle sess lOn each IlIor,th fro.a J/2 to 12 1/2 months of age). 

21. What risks to the subject arc most likely 10 be encountered (physical. psycholog'lcal. 
sociological): 

22. What approach will you make to minimize the risks: 

:;'~Ci',JSf:: 1 '.ii lI'Il<l'le tr~d contact with each infallt.-·!ar:'nt 'qi I·/t I'i(l s inct! 
Llil'ti, Jnli .lill Ilave :luilt J rapllurt ~:ith them the ~Jro:J'I:'Jilit·,' of stress ':;:e to 
tile testin9 sass ion \'Ii II JC :ninional. In addi fion, !>red\s Iii II J~ tJi<ell 
throu[jIJout c,lch test session to ~;'\)'~~Edf,fs~OWSElfFsS and/or fatigue. 

If your project will utilize a written subject's consent form, submit a copy; If oral, submit a summary 
of what will be said together with a short wrllten consent form for the subject's signature Indicating 
the basic clements of what has been presented orally. Each subject should be fully Informed by a 
written or oral statement that Indicates the purpose of the project. the benefits to be derived, a full 
description of the procedures to be carried out In which the subjects are involved, and that any 
language barrier has been taken into accoun!.ln all cases. please Indicate the amount of time that Is 
required of subjects. 

QUESTIONNAIRES: The introductory paragraph heading the questionnaire should provide the essen· 
tlallnformatlon as summarized above. followed by a statement that If the questionnaire Is comploted 
It will be assumed that consent has been given. Please submit a copy of the questionnaire. 

INTERVIEWS: If your project utilizes Interviews, please submit a copy of potenllal questions. 

OBSERVATIONS: If your project utilizes observations, please submit a description of their nature, and 
state your role In the activities observed. 
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Behavioral and Cognitive Dcvelopnent of Infants 

UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA 

CONSEIIT FORM 

You and your infant are being invited to participated in a study of the behavioral and cognitive 
development of healthy preterm and full ten infants. The purpose of this is study to gain kno~ledge about early 
infant behavior and the development of certain cognitive abilities, such the ability to rccoqn1ze objects seen 
before and memory for the location of hidden objects, during the first year of liCe. Testing will take place 
in the Infant and Child Developmental Lab, UniVersity of Arizona. 

The session will take about one hour and breaks will be given as needed to ensure the comfort of you and 
your infant. The tasks your infant will be asked to do use natural behaviors of infants (e.q., lookinq and 
reaching) and infants generally find theg fun. For cxaDplc, your infant will be asked to look at briqhtly 
colored objects or to search for a toy that they have seen hidden. The session yill be videotaped, for scorinq 
purposes only, and your child will rcaain anonymous in the report of thc data. This study poses no physical 
or psychological risk to your child. Koney to cover parking Yitt be provided. 

Information gained frOA this study will lead to a better understanding of early bebavioral and coqnitive 
development of preterll and futtterll infants. You may also qain a better understanding of ';bat your infant is 
capable of doing and reaenbering. 

I have read the above consent fon or had it read to Ae. The nature, deDands, risks, and benefits of the 
project have been explained to ae. I understand that I Day ask questions and that I aa free to yithdraY froa 
the project at any tiae without incurring ill will. I also understand that this consent forD yill be filed in 
an area designated by the flUDan Subjects COlaittee with access restricted to the principal investigator or 
authorized representatives of the particular department. A copy of this consent form letter .ill be given to 
me. 

Signature of Parent or Guardian !).ate 

I have carefully explained to the subject the nature of the above project. I hereby certify that to the 
best of Iy knowledge the person vho is siqning this consent fora understands clearly the nature, deaands, 
benefits, and risks involved in his/her participation and his/her signature is legally valid. A medical probleg 
or language or educational barrier has not precluded this und&rstanding. 

Signature of Investigator !).ate 
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l~h~viQr~ I an,l r.oqni ti V~ (lo1v~ lopn-nl of Infants 

IJHIVERSIT'{ IIElllCAI. r.r.uTER 

COIISEIIT FORK 

You and your infant are being invited to participlle~ in a study of the behavioul and cognitive 
developnent of healthy pretern and fulltera infants. The purpose of this study to gain knowledge about early 
Infant behavior and the development of certain cognitive abilities, such the ability to recognize objects seen 
before and fleaory for the location of hi~~en objects, ~urlnq the first year of life. Testing would begin at 
1/2 aonths of age for fulltera infants an~ 1/2 aonth past due date for pretera infants. The first session would 
take place In your hoae. After that, about every 6-S weeks you will be asked to CODO to the the Child 
Development Laboratory, Psychology Building, University of Arizona for continued testing until your infant is 
approxinately 12 1/2 nonths of age. Thus, you and your infant would be asked to participate in approximately 
8-9 testing sessions over the course of a year. 

Each session vlll take about one hour and breaks .ill be given as needed to cnsure the collfort of you and 
your Infant. The tasks your infant will be asked to ~o use natural behaviors of Infants (c.q., looking and 
reaching) and infants qenerally find thea fun. For empie, your infant wlll be asked to look at brightly 
colored objects or to search for a toy that they have seen hidden. All sessions wlll be scbeduled at your 
convenience. Each session, except the first, will be videotaped, for scoring purposes only, and your child will 
renaln anonYDous In the report of the data. This study poses no physical or psychological risk to your child. 
Honey to cover transportation costs will be provided. 

Although participation In this study involves nany testing sessions, which requires tiDe and energy on your 
part, this type of research is very inportant. Infornatlon gained fron this study will lead to a better 
understanding of early behavioral and cognitive developaent of pretem and fullter. infants. Huch nore can be 
learned about the develop~ental process when individuals are followed across tine than when behavior Is observed 
at just one point in ti~e, The benefit to you is the opportunity to closely follo~ the developnent of your 
infant rturing his/her first year of life anrt to learn nore about infant develop~ent. 

I hdve read the above consent forn or hdd it read to M. The nature, denands, risks, and benefits of the 
project have been eXplained to ae. I understand that I may ask questions and that I aD free to vlthdraw frOD 
tho project at any tlae vithout incurring III vill. I also understand that this consent fon will be filed in 
an area designated by the Huaan Subjects coaaittee with access restricted to the principal investigator or 
authorized representatives of the particular departaent. A copy of this consent fora letter will be given to 
De. 

Signature of Parent or Guardian Date 

I have carefully ~xrlainert to the subject the n~ture of the above project. I hereby certify that to the 
best of DY knowledge the person who is signing this consent forn un~erstands clearly the nature, deaands, 
benefits, an,1 risks involved in his/her partir.ipation dnd his/her signature is legally valid. A nedical problen 
or languaqe or ~rtucdtiondl harrier has not preclu~e'l this unrterstandinq. 

Signature oC Investigator Date 
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l\I)h~vior~1 and Coqnitiv~ Ocvelopment oC Pr"t~rn ~nd rullt~rn Inldnts 

Tuc..c;oN HEDICAL Cr.HTER 

CONSENT FORN 

You and your inCant dre being invited to participated in a study oC the behavioral and coqnitive 
developnent of hedlthy pre term and Cull term incants. The purpose oC this study to gain kno~ledge about early 
inCant behavior and the development of certain coqnitive abilities, such tho ability to recoqnize objects seen 
be Core and Demory for the location oC hidden objects, durinq tho first year oC life. Testing would begin at 
tl2 months oC age Cor Cull term infants and 1/2 month past due date Cor pretern infants. The Cirst session would 
take place In your hone. After that, about every 6-8 weeks you will be asked to CODe to the the Child 
Ocvelopnent Laboratory, Psycholoqy Building, University of Arizona for continued testing until your inCant Is 
approxhately 12 1/2 nonths oC age. ThUS, you and your InCant ~ould be asked to participate in approximately 
9 testing sessions over the course of a year. 

Each session viii take about one hour and breaks will be given as needed to ensure the cOlfort of you 
and your infant. The tasks your infant will be asked to do use natural behaviors of inCants (e.g., looking and 
reaching) and Infants generally find the I fUn. For empie, your infant will be asked to look at brightly 
colored objects or to search for a toy that they have seen hidden. All sessions will be scheduled at your 
convenience. This study poses no physical or psychological risk to your child. HOMY to cover transportation 
costs will bo provided. 

Each session, except for the first, will be videotaped for scoring purposes only, and it is stressed 
that your child will rena in anonymous in ay report of this research. The data lay be rovie_ed upon appropriate 
FDA reguest. The inCormation qained will be used only for research purposes, but lIay be published in 
professional literature at a later date. 

Although participation in this study involves many testing sessions, IIhich requires tine and ener9Y on 
your part, this type of research is very iDportant. Infonation gained froa this study '/i 11 lead to a be.tter 
understanding of early behavioral and cognitive development of pretern and fullterm inCants. Huch Dore can be 
learned about the developmental process vhen individuals are folloved across tlae than vhen behavior is observed 
at just one point In the. The benefit to you is the opportunity to closely follo~ tho dcvelopncnt of your 
infant during his/her first year of life and to learn lore about infant development. 

r have read the aboVe consent fon or had it read to ne. The nature, dell3nds, risks, and benefits of 
the project have been explained to me. r understand that r aay ask questions and that I am free to vithdraw 
from the project at any tine vithout adverse consequences. If ny infant appears to be repeatedly stressed or 
agitated during testinq the investiqator lay ask Ie to withdraw my infant frol the study. By siqning the 
consent foru I vill be qiving my consent to have my infant participate in the study and for the investigator 
to reviev ny infant's nedical record and for the FDA and HUlan Research Coaalttee (HRe) to have access to the 
sane records. I also understand that a copy of this consent forn vill be placed in my infants's fledical record 
at Tucson Medical Center (THC), a copy vill be on file in the OCfice of Nursing Research at THC, and a copy will 
be riled 'lith the principal investigator in the Psychology Duilding, University of Arizon!. A copy of this 
consent Cor~ ',ill be qiven to ne. 

Parent/Guardian ___________________ Date _____ _ 

Investigator ____________________ Date _____ _ 

Witness ______________________ Date _____ _ 

Infant's nane ____________________ MR I _____ _ 
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1\t>II~vinr~1 ~n'l r.n~nilive [lI)volopnonl ot Prelera and I'Ullter~ Inf'nls 

ST. JOSEPII'S IIOSPITA~ 

COIISENT FORK 

You and your intant are being invited to participated in a study ot the behavioral and cognitive 
development of healthy pretern and fulltero Infants. The purpose ot this study to gain knowledge about early 
infant behavior and the developMnt of certain cognitive abilities, such the ability to recognize objects seen 
before and nenory for the location of hidden objects, during the first year of life. Testing would begin at 
1/2 oonths of age for fulltera intants and 1/2 month past due date for preter. infants. The rirst session would 
take place in your hone. After that, about every 6-8 weeks you will be asked to come to the the Child 
lJcvelopaent ~boratory, Psychology ouilding, University of Arizona for continued testing until your infant is 
approxinately 12 1/2 months ot age. Thus, you and your Infant would be asked to participate in approxioately 
9 testing sessions over the course of a year. 

Each session ... ill take about one hour and breaks vill be given as needed to ensure the cODfort of you 
and your infant. The tasks your infant will be asked to do use natural behaviors of infants (e.g., looking and 
reaching) and infants generally find theo fun. For empie, your infant lIill be asked to look at brightly 
colored objects or to search for a toy that they have seen hidden. All sessions vill be scheduled at your 
convenience. This study poses no physical or psychological risk to your child. Honey to cover transportation 
costs lIill be provided. 

Each session, except tor the first, ,ill be videotaped for scoring purposes only, and it is stressed 
that your child ... ill reaain anonyoous in Dy report of this research. The data lay be reviewed upon appropriate 
FDA request. The inforoation gained vill be used only for research purposes, but Day be published in 
professional literature at a later date. 

Although p~rticip~tion in this study involves many testing sessions, which requires lioe and energy on 
your part, this lype of researr.h is very iDportant. Inforoation gained frOD this study "ill lead to a better 
understanding of p.drly behavioral and cognitive developoent of preteru and fullterD infants. Much Dore can be 
learned about the developmental process when individuals arc followed across tloe than .hen behavior is observed 
at just one point in time. The benefit to you is tho opportunity to closely follo. the developDent of your 
infant during his/her first year of life and to learn lore about infant development. 

I have rea~ the above consent fora or had it read to DC. The nature, deaands, risks, and benefits of 
the project have been explained ti1 De. [understand that [ lay ask questions and that I aa free to vithdraw 
froa the project at any tiDe vithout adverse consequences. If Iy infant appears to be repeatedly stressed or 
agitated during testing the investigator aay ask Ie to lIithdraw IY infant frOD the study. By signing the 
consent foro [ "ill be giving ny consent to have ay infant participate in the stUdy and for the investigator 
to revie. Dy infant's ledical record. I also understand that a copy of this consent fon 'Jill be filed vith 
the principal inv~stigator in the Psychology Building, University of Arhona. A copy of this consent forn vi11 
be given to DC. 

Parent/Guardian ___________________ Date _____ _ 

Investiqator Date _____ _ 

Witness ______________________ Date _____ _ 

Infant's naDe ____________________ KR I _____ _ 
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APRIL 1991 

HUMAN SUBJECTS COMMITIee 
PorI odIc Rovlow 

TERESA WILCQX/A90.57/PSYCHOLOGY/nm DEVELOPMENT O~ EARLY COGNITIVE FUNCTIONS 

IN PRETERM IN~ANTS 

1. What is the present stato of this project. 

S( Continuing 

o NolBogun 

o Othor' 

o Closod to New Subjocts 

o Not Fundod 

o Concluded 

'(PIoMo spocity _ ()( noIlho p<t>jdQ Shoold bo withdrawn p.wmanon1ty from OUt active files) 

2. Is tho consonllonn as approvlld by tho Human SUbJocts Committeo stili bolng usod? 
(II not, ploase explain). 9(Ves 0 No 

3. Where aro tho signod consonl forms prosonUy boing filed? Room It 21L 
(~nec=saty chock with)'W' DepeI1mont 0ftIce tI ~ NinoP-I .• .• ' --" " .... 

4. Havo any problems ~ ,In regard to tho participation and safoly of tho people used as subjects In this 
project? 0 Yos ll'\. No " , ' . , 

5. Has thoro been any PSYChologica;:~~I~;' inj~ry ~ ;;~ ~~bj~-'-'o 'Yes ~ No 

6. Havo any protocol changes been mado thai have not been ~roved by the Human Subjects Commll1ce? (If 
yes, please submit a copy of the changes.) 0 Yes f\ No 

this periodic review Is required by Department of H~alth 'alld Human Services regulations. Both the In
vestigator's signature and that of the Chainnan of the Departmental Review Committee is required, (The 
Departmental Review Committee is responsible 10 the Department Head for the surveillance of the ongoing 
project) 

.::ivvJJo... (( .lll.c d'j 
',Oalo 

SlgnaIure 01 Ro'fiow CommitIoo ChaImwI ! 
,. " •. "'1'0 

Ploase return to: University of Arizona 
Human SubJcct:i Comfl':ttce 
1690 N, 'Narren (Bldg. 526B) 
Tucson. Arizona 85724 

" 

Thank you for verifying that the procedures in the above named 
project have not changed since last approval and that no physical 
or psychological harm has come to any participating subjects. 
This project is reapproved as of the date stamped below for a 
period of one year. Reapproval is granted with the understanding 
that no changes will be made to the project's procedures or consent 
form(s) without the knowledge and approval of this Committee and 
the College or Departmental Review Commi ttee. Any physical or 
psychological harm to any subject must also be reported to each 
committee. 

APR 181991 
~i=~~' 

William F. Denn~M,D. (Chairman) 

REAPPROVAL DATE: 
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APRIL 1992 
HUMAN SUBJECTS COMMITTEE 

Periodic Review 

Torgsa Wilcox { A90.57 { Psycholooy { Tho Oev-elopment of Early Cognitive Functions In Preterm 
In!1!n.U 

mn[ OF PI\OPOSAU 

1. What Is tho prosont stato of this projoct: 

){( Continuino 

o Not Bogun 

o Othor 

o Closed to New Subjects 

o Not Funded 

o Concludod 

*(Pteasa specify whether or not the project ,hould be wlthdrewn parmanondv from our actJvo filet) 

2. Is tho consent form as approved by the Human Subjects Committoo still being used7 
(If not. please explain).~ YES 0 NO 

3. Where are tho signed consent forms presently being filed7 Room # 5' /I 
(If necossary check with your Department Offico to ascortain filing placo.) 

4. Have any probloms arisen In r~rd to tho participation and safety of the people used as subjocts 
In this project? 0 YES ,Id.., NO 

S. Has thero been any psychological or physical injury to any subject7 0 YES ~ NO 

6. Have any protocol changes boen made that havo not been approved,t>y the Human Subjects 
Committoe7 (If yos. ploase submit a copy of the changes.) 0 YES ~O . 

This periodic review Is required by Department of Health and Human Services regulations. Both tho 
invostigator's signaturo and that of tho Chairman of tho Departmont Revlow Commlttoo Is required. 
(Tho Dopartmontal Roview Committee Is ros~si!!!!; to the Departmont Head for tho surveillanco of 
the ongoing project.) 

s,,~~L~lLiV 
epartmental Review Committee Chairman 

Please retum to: University of Arizona 
HUman Subjects Committee 
1 690 ~!. WII~en (Bldg. 526B) 
Tucslin, Arizona 85724 

HUMAN SUBJECTS COMMITIEE COMMENTS: 

Date 

Thank you for verifying that the procedures in the above named project have not changed 
since last approval and that no physical or psychological harm has come to any participating 
subjects. This project is reapproved as of the date stamped below for a period of one year. 
Reapproval is granted with the understanding that no changes will be made to the project's 
procedures or consent form(s) without the knowledge and approval of this Committee and the 
College or Departmental Review Committee. Any physical or psychological harm to any 
subject must also be reported to each committee. 

REAPPROVAL DATE: APR 1 81992 William F. Denny, M.D. (Chairman) 
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APPENDIX C 

FIGURES AND TABLES 

Figure 1. Lateral view of the human brain. (a) Object vision system; OC 
= occipital cortex, TEO and TE = visual areas in the inferior temporal 
lobe. Cortical areas denoted here correspond roughly to those specified 
in the non-human primate brain (Ungerleider & Mishkin, 1982). (b) 
Spatial vision system; MT = medial temporal lobe, PG = visual area in 
posterior parietal cortex. Cortical areas denoted here correspond 
roughly to those specified in the non-human primate brain (Ungerleider & 
Mishkin, 1982). (c) Areas of the frontal cortex. M = motor, PM -
premotor, PF - prefrontal, DPC - dorsolateral prefrontal cortex. Human 
divisions based on Brodmann's cytoarchitectonic map (Goldman-Rakic, 
1987). 



Figure 2. Schematic representation of VPC. 
(a) Familiarization. The object moves horizontally at a constant rate. 
After the infant reaches habituation criterion, the object is removed 
from view and a delay is imposed. (b) Test event, part 1. The familiar 
object is paired with a novel object for 10 sec. (b) Test event, part 2. 
R-L position of the objects is reversed for the next 10 sec. 

(a) 

( 

(b) 

( ) 

(c) 

( 
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Figure 3. Examples of object pairs. 

Set A. Example of object pair used with the 2.5-month-olds. 

''\ R 

B o 
"" 

B 

Set B. Example of object pair used with the 4.5-month-olds. 

R 1 
y G Y 

R I 

Set C. Example of object pair used with the 6.5-month-olds. 

R 

y 
B 

I y y 

~ r--
R B 

',' .: 1 ~ . .' ~ 
B :1 Blue, G = green, R::; Red, Y = yellow. 
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Figure 4. Schematic representation of Visual Search. 

(a) Familiarization and hiding. The object is placed at one of two 
identical locations. After the infant reaches habituation criterion, 
screens are rotated upward to hide both locations. (b) Possible 
event. The object is retrieved from the correct location. (c) Impossible 
event. The object is retrieved from the incorrect location. 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 
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Figure 5. Structural equations Model1A: Experiments 1,2, & 3. Pathways 
between INFANT TYPE and VPCNS measures are not explicitely displayed but 
were tested. 
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Figure 6. Structural equations Model 1 D, with final parameter estimates. 
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Figure 7. Structural equations Model 2A: Experiments 1, 4, & 5. Pathways 
between INFANT TYPE and A-not-B/OR measures are not explicitely displayed 
but were tested. 
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Figure 8. Structural equations Model 2C, with final parameter estimates. 
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Table 1. Examples of stress behaviors of preterm infants. 

Physiologic 

respiratory pauses 
decreased heart rate 
skin color lability 
bowel movement straining 
hiccoughs 
gags 
spitups 
sneezing 
yawning 

flaccidity 
hypertonicity 
diffuse activity 
frequent extension 

of arms or legs 
arching 
finger splays 
sitting on air 

diffuse sleep and 
awake states 

abrupt changes in 
states 

staring,nonprocess
awake states 

panicked or worried 
alertness 

Table 2. Stages of performance for object retrieval. Adapted from 
Diamond (1988). 

Phases 

Performance Side 1 lB 2 3 4 
open 

Does not need to Side X 
look through 
opening at all. Front X 

Needs to look Side X 
through opening 
at beginning. Front X 

Looks for opening Side X 
but reaches along 
line of sight. Front X 

Reaches only Side X X 
along line of 
sight. Front X 
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Table 3. Summary of cognitive tasks and neural correlates. 

Task 
Ages to be tested 

APIB 
42 weeks post-term 

VPC 
2.5, 4.5 & 6.5 mos. 

Visual Search 
2.5, 4.5 & 6.5 mos. 

A-not-B 
8.5, 10.5 & 12.5 mos. 

Object retrieval 
8.5, 10.5 & 12.5 mos. 

Cognitive ability 
measured 

Attention, orientation, 
modulation, motor 

Object recognition 

Location recognition 

Memory and manual 
search 

Inhibitory control of 
reaching behavior 

Neural correlates 

None specified 

IT cortex --> 
limbic structures 

PP cortex --> 
U.mbic structures 

Prefrontal 
cortex 

Prefrontal 
cortex 



Table 4. Sample characteristics at time of enrollment. 

PT N-22 FT N=25 

Perinatal Characteristics M (SD) Range 

Gestational age at birth (wks) 
PT 33.9 (.81) 32-35 
FT 39.7 (.80) 38-41 

Birth weight (grams) 
PT 2130 (220) 1800-2570 
FT 3290 (330) 2700-3780 

Birth length (cm) 
PT 45.3 (2.4) 38.0-49.0 
FT 50.9 (1. 8) 46.2-54.5 

Birth head circum (cm) 
PT 31.4 (1.4) 28.5-33.5 
FT 34.3 (1. 3) 30.5-36.5 

APGAR at 1 minute 
PT 7.1 (1. 2) 4-9 
FT 8.0 (0.6) 7-9 

APGAR at 5 minutes 
PT 8.3 (0.8) 6-9 
FT 9.0 (0.2) 8-9 

Apnea, number of days observed 
PT 1.2 (3.3) 0-13 
FT 0 0 

Apnea, type of treatment 
PT none~20 

FT none-26 
caffeine-1 theophylline-1 
caffeine-O theophylline=O 

Apnea, went home with a'monitor 
PT yes=2 no=20 
FT yes=O no~26 

Oxygen, type 
PT 
FT 

none- 4 
none=22 

Oxygen, requirements for PT 
Number of hours on 02 
Percentage of 02 

Length of hospital stay 
PT 
FT 

Gender 

blow-by-5 hood=13 
blow-by=3 hood= 0 

infants who had hood 02 
20.5 (23.4) 
29.0 (7.0) 

10.8 (6.4) 
2.0 (1.2) 

PT 
FT 

Ethnic origin 

ma1es-16 
males=16 

females-6 
females=9 

(N=13) 
2-72 

24-49 

1-27 
1-6 

** 

** 

** 

** 

*~'r 

** 

** 

** 

PT Cauc-lS 
FT Cauc-17 

Afr-Am=2 
Afr-Am=O 

Mex-Am=S 
Mex-Am=S 

Nat-Am=O 
Nat-Am=1 

Other-O 
Other=2 
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Table 4. continued 

Maternal Characteristics M (SD) Range 

Maternal age 
PT 28.7 (4.6) 19-36 
FT 28.6 (5.9) 19-42 

Grava 
PT 2.7 (2.0) 1-9 
FT 2.5 (1. 6) 1-7 

Parity 
PT 1.3 (1. 3) 0-4 
FT 0.9 (1.1) 0-3 

Marital status 
PT married=20 partner=2 sing1e=0 
FT married=21 partner=3 sing1e=2 

Maternal education (years) 
PT 13.86 (1. 8) 12-19 
FT 14.56 (2.5) 12-20 

Maternal hours working (per wk) 
PT 16.7 (17.9) 0-40 
FT 13.8 (17.0) 0-40 

Hollingshead score (1-4) 
PT 2.2 (0.9) 1-4 
FT 2.2 (1. 0) 1-4 

Maternal Social Support Index (1-19) 
PT lL~ .14 (1. 7) 12-18 
FT 13 .56 (1.8) 10-17 

T-tests were performed on continuous variables and chi-squares were 
performed on categorical variables. 
* J? < . 05 ** J? < . 001 
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Table 5. Sample characteristics at time of APIB. All infants were 
tested at 42 weeks post-conceptional age. 

PT N-22 FT N=24 

Perinatal Characteristics M (SD) Range 

Chronological age (days) 
PT 56.9 (5.6) 49-72 
FT 14.6 (1. 7) 12-18 ** Weight (grams) 
PT 3620 (520) 2643 -4714 
FT 3545 (309) 2857-4085 

Length (cm) 
PT 52.4 (2.0) 48.7-56.4 
FT 51. 8 (3.9) 35.0-56.4 

Head circum (em) 
PT 37.7 (1. 5) 34.6-39.7 
FT 37.6 (3.5) 34.6-53.2 

Gender 
PT ma1es~16 females=6 (N=22) 
FT ma1es~15 females=9 (N=24) 

** l! < .001 
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Table 6. APIB variables and factors. 

Variables Factors 

Attnm1 ATTN 
Alertness 
Quality of alertness 
Attractive 
Elicitation 
Manipulation 
Facilitation 

Animate visual 
Animate auditory 
Animate vis. & aud. 
Inanimate visual 
Inanimate auditory 
Inanimate vis. & aud. 

Physm1 
Motoml 
Reguml 
Exfam1 
Control 

Reflexes (% abnormal) 
Defensive 
Pull-to-sit 
Cuddliness 

ORIENT 

MODUL 

MOTOR 

Descriptions of APIB variables can be found 
in Als, et al. (1982) and Als (1981). 
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Table 7. Mean APIB factor scores for PT and FT infants. 

PT N=22 FT N-24 

Infant Type Factor Factor Score 

Pre term ATTN .65 
Fullterm .75 * 
Pre term ORIENT .65 
Fullterm .81 * 
Pre term MODUL .72 
Fullterm .88 ** 
Pre term MOTOR .57 
Fullterm .75 ** 
* 11 < .01 ** 11 < .001 

Table 8. APIB factor intercorre1ations. 

N=46 

Factor ATTN ORIENT MODUL MOTOR 

ATTN 1.00 .87 .66 .58 

ORIENT .87 1.00 .64 .60 

MODUL .66 .64 1.00 .76 

MOTOR .58 .60 .76 1.00 

For all correlation coefficients, 11< .001. 
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Table 9. Visual Paired Comparision memory performance (N~39). 

(a) Difference percentage scores for each age and delay. 

Infant Type Delay 2.5 mos 4.5 mos 6.5 mos 
M (SD) M (SD) M (SD) 

short .12 (.38) .09 (.30) .12 (.32) 
Pre term 

long .05 (.31) .08 (.28) -.07 (.26) 

short .00 (.33) .03 (.27) .02 (.33) 
Fullterm 

long .02 ( .40) -.02 (.20) .05 (.26) 

(b) Looking times to familiar (F) and novel (N) objects for 
each age and delay (in sec). 

I I 2.5 mos I 4.5 mos I 6.5 

Infant Delay F N F N F 
Type M(SD) M(SD) M(SD) M(SD) M(SD) 

short 7.4 9.2 6.2 7.5 6.6 
(3.5) (3.9) (2.7) (2.8) (3.0) 

Pre term 
long 7.8 9.4 6.3 7.2 7.8 

(2.1) (3.5) (2.3) (2.5) (2.4) 

short 8.1 8.6 7.2 7.5 7.2 
(2.9) (3.3) (3.1) (2.8) (2.6) 

Fullterm 
long 7.6 8.3 7.5 7.5 7.3 

(2.9) (3.8) (2.1) (2.8) (2.4) 
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Table 10. Performance on attention measures during VPC 
familiarization trials (N=39). 

(a) FON (time on - time off)/(time on + time off). 

Infant Type 2.5 mas 4.5 mas 6.5 mas 
M (SO) M (SO) M (SO) 

Pre term .40 (.40) .12 (.21) .18 (.23) 

Fullterm .27 (.25) .26 (.34) .18 (.24) 

(b) FLENGTH (length of looks, in sec). 

Infant Type 2.5 mas 4.5 mas 6.5 mas 
M (SO) M (SO) M (SD) 

Pre term 8.6 (5.8) 3.4 (1.4) 3.5 (0.8) 

Fullterm 6.6 (3.8) 3.9 (2.3) 3.3 (1. 8) 

(c) HABIT (time to reach habituation criterion, in sec). 

Infant Type 2.5 mas 4.5 mas 6.5 mas 
M (SO) M (SO) M (SO) 

Pre term 25.6 (5.4) 21.0 (4.5) 21. 6 (4.4) 

Fullterm 25.4 (3.9) 23.0 (6.1) 21.4 (4.9) 
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Table 11. Visual Search memory performance (N-39). 

(a) Difference percentage scores for each age. 

Infant Type 2.5 mos 4.5 mos 6.5 mos 
M (SD) M (SD) M (SD) 

Pre term .04 (.24) .14 (.20) .05 (.20) 

Fullterm .12 (.28) .08 (.14) .09 (.18) 

(b) Looking times to possible (P) and impossible (I) events 
for each age (in sec). 

I I 2.5 mos I 4.5 mos I 6.5 

Infant Type P I P I P 
M(SD) M(SD) M(SD) M(SD) M(SD) 

Pre term 3l. 6 35.6 18.5 24.8 22.9 
(14.0) (17.5) (8.2) (10.0) (12.2) 

Fullterm 33.7 4l.6 23.1 28.0 21.1 
(15.4) (13.4) (10.3) (14.8) (11.4) 
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mos I 
I 

M(SD) 

24.3 
(11.6) 

24.9 
(12.5) 
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Table 12. Performance on attention measures during VS familiarization 
trials (N=39). 

(a) FON (time on - time off)/(time on + time off). 

Infant Type 2.5 mas 4.5 mas 6.5 mos 
M (SD) M (SO) M (SO) 

Preterm .47 (.35) .45 (.30) .52 (.31) 

Fullterm .58 (.38) .52 (.24) .56 (.21) 

(b) FLENGTH (length of looks, in sec). 

Infant Type 2.5 mos 4.5 mos 6.5 mos 
M (SO) M (SD) M (SO) 

Pre term 6.7 (3.1) 4.8 (1. 6) 5.8 (2.7) 

Fullterm '1.4 (3.6) 4.7 (1. 8) 5.2 (1. 9) 

(c) HABIT (time to reach habituation criterion, in sec). 

Infant Type 2.5 mos 4.5 mas 6.5 mos 
M (SO) M (SD) M (SO) 

Pre term 18.2 (2.2) 17.8 (2.9) 17.9 (3.1) 

Fullterm 18.3 (2.5) 17.7 (2.2) 18.4 (1. 9) 

Table 13. Correlations between attention measures. 

(a) VPC 

Variable FON FLENGTH HABIT 

FON 1.000 .687 .812 

FLENGTH .687 1.000 .580 

HABIT .812 .580 1.000 
a) VPC 

Variable FON FLENGTH HABIT 

FON 1.000 .667 .797 

FLENGTH .667 1.000 .570 

HABIT .797 .570 1.000 
For all correlatlons , R < . VUL 
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Table 14. Factor structure for attention measures. 

(a) Visual Paired Comparison 

Factors VPC ATTN(I) VPC ATTN(S) 

Intercepts 

FaN (I) -.954 

FLENGTH (I) -.881 

HABIT (I) -.881 

Slopes 

FaN (S) -.942 

FLENGTH (S) -.870 

HABIT (S) -.860 
Correlat1ons between all var1ables and latent 
factors are significant at 2 < .001. 

(b) Visual Search 

Factors VS ATTN(I) VS ATTN(S) 

Intercepts 

FaN (I) -.947 

FLENGTH (I) - .855 

HABIT (1) - .892 

Slopes 

FaN (S) -.950 

FLENGTH (S) -.861 

HABIT (S) -.884 
Correlat1ons between all var1ables and latent 
factors are significant at II < .001. 
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Table 15. Models 1A to lD: Hierarchically-nested 
models. Test statistics and difference chi-squared. 

I 
Model 

I 
chi-sq 

I 
df 

I 
12 

I 
CFI 

I 
diff 

chi-sq 

lA 26.36 28 .55 1.00 

lB 32.78 38 .71 1.00 12> .05 

1C 37.38 48 .87 1.00 12> .05 

1D 39.57 51 .88 1.00 12> .05 
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Table 16. Factor intercorrelations for attention and memory measures. 

(a) Attention measures. 

Factors VPC ATTN(I) VPC ATTN(S) VS ATTN(I) VS ATTN(S) 

VPC ATTN(I) 1.000 -.883* .304 -.220 

VPC ATTN(S) -.883* 1.000 -.257 .237 

VS ATTN(I) .304 -.257 1.000 -.838* 

VS ATTN(S) -.220 .237 -.838* 1.000 
* 12 < .001. 

(b) Memory measures 

Factors SNOV(I) LNOV(1) IMP(I) SNOV(S) LNOV(S) IMP(S) 

SNOV(1) 1.000 .014 -.229 -.893* .066 .233 

LNOV(I) .014 1.000 .077 -.096 -.843* -.088 

IMP (I) -.229 .077 1.000 .331 - .108 -.870* 

SNOV(S) -.893* - .096 .331 1.000 .017 -.353 

LNOV(S) .066 -.843* -.108 .017 1.000 '.064 

IMP(S) .233 -.088 -.870* -.353 .064 1.000 

* 12 < .001. 



Table 17. Percent correct for each trial type on A-not-B. 

Trial type 

Age PCRC PCRE PCREV 
M (SO) M (SO) M (SO) 

8.5 mos 91 (12) 57 (25) 40 (27) 

10.5 mos 90 (12) 59 (26) 37 (25) 

12.5 mos 93 (10) 65 (23) 31 (21) 
CRC - ercent correct on re eat tollowin correct tr p p g als. 

PCRE ~ percent correct on repeat following error trials. 
PCREV - percent correct on reversal trials 

Table 18. Oelay at which the A-not-B error occured. 

Age Infant Type A-not-B 
delay (sees) 

M (SO) 

PT (N~19) 3.0 (2.2) 
8.5 mos 

FT (N~19) 3.9 (3.5) 

PT (N=19) 6.6 (3.6) 
10.5 mos 

FT (N=19) 7.3 (4.1) 

PT (N=18) 9.6 (4.2) 
12.5 mos 

FT (N=19) 9.8 (2.9) 
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Table 19. Scoring systems for object retrieval. 

a. Scores for frequency of cues needed. 

1 reaches exclusively along line of sight. 
2 begins to look for opening but still reaches 

exclusively along line of sight. 
3 needs to look at toy through opening at· beginning 

trial but not throughout (always). 
4 ... needs to look at toy through opening at beginning 

trial but not throughout (sometimes). 
5 - needed cue 1 or 2 times, but can retrieve toy 

without cue. 
6 does not need to look through opening at all. 

b. Scores for type of cue needed 

1 toy placed partially outside of box. 
2 can see toy through opening during entire trial. 
3 cue given by experimenter; saw toy through opening 

but not for entire trial; cue needed consistently. 

of 

of 

4 ... infant looks to get cue (i.e., turns box or body); 
saw toy through opening but not for entire trial; cue 
needed consistently. 

5 cue needed 1 time, could be successful without cue. 
6 no cue needed; never saw toy through opening. 
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Table 20. Object retrieval cue type scores. 

(a) Small box. 

Age Infant SCSF SCSS SCSOS 
(mos) Type M (SD) M (SO) M (SO) 

PT (N-19) 2.8 (1. 0) 2.8 (1.0) 2.4 (1.1) 
8.5 

FT (N-19) 2.7 (1.1) 2.8 (1.1) 2.5 (0.8) 

PT (N=19) 4.6 (0.9) 4.7 (0.9) 4.4 (1.1) 
10.5 

FT (N=19) 4.5 (1. 0) 4.3 (1. 2) 4.2 (1. 3) 

PT (N=18) 5.5 (0.8) 5.3 (0.9) 5.3 (1. 0) 
12.5 

FT (N=19) 5.7 (0.6) 5.5 (0.7) 5.4 (0.8) 

(b) Large box. 

Age Infant SCLF SCLS SCLOS 
(mos) Type M (SO) M (SO) M (SO) 

PT (N=19) 2.8 (1. 2) 2.5 (0.8) 2.3 (1.1) 
8.5 

FT (N-19) 2.5 (0.8) 2.4 (0.9) 2.2 (0.8) 

PT (N=19) 4.5 (1. 2) 4.3 (1. 2) 4.1 (1. 2) 
10.5 

FT (N=19) 4.3 (1. 4) 4.0 (1. 3) {LO (1. 3) 

PT (N-18) 5.3 (0.9) 4.9 (1.1) 4.7 (1. 2) 
12.5 

FT (N=19) 5.7 (0.7) 5.3 (1.0) 5.3 (0.9) 

Table 21. Models 2A to 2C: Hierarchically-nested 
models. Test statistics and difference chi-squared. 

I 
Model 

I 
chi-sq 

I 
df 

I 
Q 

I 
CFI 

I 
diff 

I chi-sq 

2A 25.53 21 .22 1.00 

2B 32.58 31 .39 1.00 Q >.05 

2C 43.02 41 .39 1.00 Q >.05 
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Table 22. Correlations between A-not-B and OR performance. 

(a) Intercepts 

Variable ABDLY SCSF SCSSOS SCLF SCLSOS 

ABDLY 1.000 .050 .346* .048 .205 

SCSF .050 1.000 .678** .543** .409** 

SCSSOS .346* .678** 1.000 .600** .727** 

SCLF .048 .543** .600** 1.000 .856** 

SCLSOS .205 .409** .727Mc .856** 1.000 

* I! < .05. 
** I! < .01. 

(b) Slopes 

Variable ABDLY SCSF SCSSOS SCLF SCLSOS 

ABDLY 1.000 .118 .071 - .011 - .171 

SCSF .ll8 1.000 .362* .424** .046 

SCSSOS .071 .362'1\' 1.000 .583** .719** 

SCLF - .011 .424** .583** 1.000 .725** 

SCLSOS - .171 .046 .719** .725** 1.000 

* I! < .U:>. 
** I! < .01. 
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